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THE PHILOMATHEAN 
College Days 
Dear College Days I My boyhood aspiration  
Has been attained, and I thy grandeur see;  
I bless the souls who gave me inspiration  
To climb the rugged path which led to thee.  
Life's brightest days, brimmed full to overflowing- 
Mingling among the worlds most noble youth ;  
What greater joy could life dream of bestowing  
Than fellowship with those who seek for truth~  
Great are thy joys. and yet I would not tarry  
Forever here. I seem to hear thee say,  
"Somewhere in lite are greater loads to carry,  
They call for you. Youth, up then. and away!''  
Pass, glorious days, go in thy own direction.  
Till thy last sun fades with its · golden rays ;  
I know that I, in constant retrospection  
Through endless years, will dream of College Days.  
-M. Guy West 
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Training For Effeciency In 
Home Economics 
"Precious the home, though but a rifted rock  
Where way worn shepherd tarries with his flock!  
Precious the friendly covert, though it be  
Only the shelter of a lonely tree.  
Dear is that world-old, warm, heartpulling thing  
To man and beast and bird one gladdening!  
Dear is the roof, the hole, the lair, the nest,  
Hid places where the heart can be at rest.''  
"Yes, home will sweeten in the coming days  
When widening love shall warm these human ways ;  
When every mother, pressing to her face  
Her child, shall clasp all children of the race.  
Then will the rafter and the oaken beams  
Be laid in music and the poet's dream- 
When earth, as far as flies the feathered foam,  
Shall have in it the friendly feel of home." 
-Edwin Markham 
I 
HE educational method of today has been called a series of 
fads, bt t when one examines the results, each of these so-
called fads appears to have left its residue of good. Leigh-
ton's saying, "To him that knoweth not the port to which 
he is bound, no wind can be favorable ," is certainly true of 
Home Economics. Many regard the whole movement as a 
public menace; while others hail it as the panacea of all 
of our educational ills; but there are many who take the saner view, 
that it is one of those waves which from time immemorial have lifted 
us high on their enthusiasms, then dropped us back leaving us in the 
end somewhat further up the shore. 
Today we hear much about training for efficiency and will continue 
to hear much about working towards this end. Because of the narrow 
view that many have of the word 'Home Economics' little is heard 
about training for efficiency in this field. · When we study the defini-
tion we find that there is a much fuller meaning attached to 'Home 
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Econorriics' than merely sewing and cooking. In all of its phases it 
deals with life and living; origin, nurture, preservation, and enjoyment. 
It deals with things in so far as things are essential to human life; food, 
clothing, shelter. It deals with forces in so far as forces touch human 
living: light in the house and street; heat as a product of the human 
body, or as a means of comfort in the house. or in the preparation of 
food; electricity as it furnishes light and heat for these purposes, and 
power to save labor of human hands; and of course, chiefly the free 
e ergy of substance as it controls the direction and extent of the re-
actions studied, and the production of other forms of energy. 
Now that we have the subject matter clearly before us, Jet us in 
the first place discuss the place of Home Economics in the public school, 
the college, and lhe university. Then, in the second place; the demand 
for trained leaders. 
Taking up my first topic, the place of Home Economics in the 
public school, the college and the university, we find that it occupies a 
small place compared to other sttbjects. But why should Home Econo-
mics not occu y as great a place in the curriculum as other subjects 
whic11 have much less practical value? For education has for a general 
aim the development of healthy, happy, useful individuals who can 
take their place in society, as good citizens. Let us notice a few of the 
greut objectives of education that are aided by studying Home Econo-
mics. \X/ithin recent years health has been brought forward as an 
outstanding objective of education. This is the problem of the whole 
school, but certain of the component parts of the health program are 
distinctly Home Economics problems. One of them is the nutritional 
phase of health with special emphasis on its positive or preve1 tive as~ 
pect of good feeding. Another is the relation of clothing to health. 
The importance of keeping before girls the general health objective 
cannot be overestimated, but Home Economics leaders and teachers 
need to recognize the fact that no department is as well prepared at 
present to teach nutritional phases of health, nor is any department 
better able to teach personal hygiene facts, the relation of home 
sanitation to health, or the relation of clothing to health, as the Home 
Economics department. 
Good citizenship is another objective of education. "Worthy 
home membership" is one of the contributing factors in good citizen-
ship. Much can be done in the home economics course to train for 
this phase of citizenship, by developing in the girls right attitudes to-
ward home and family, a recognition of the importance of the fam-
ily group in society; a feeling of resµonsibility toward the maintenance 
of the home in which she lives; a feeling of ·espect and appreciation 
of woman's work in the home; the ability, efficiently and intelligently 
Lo save and spend her part of the family income or her own earnings; 
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a desire to possess a working knowledge of the processes carried on in 
the home; and a desire to develop a degree of skill commensurate 
with her present needs and age. 
A third general objective is the wise use of leisure. Literature, 
are, music, history, all contribute to this, but home economics can 
contribute also, for familiarity with the appreciation of the beautiful as 
it is applied in the attractive home helps to develop a better environ-
ment in which to live and work. In the study of the home there are 
splendid opportunities to show how spiritual, moral, mental and physical 
growth may be brought about thru the wise use of leisure. 
There are other objectives that might be mentioned but I think 
these are sufficient to show the importance of Home Economics in the 
public school, the college and the university. 
Many think of Home Economics as being a subject for girls only, 
but this is not true; for if home economics deals so vitally with life, 
the home, and home problems, is the feminine part of our population to 
be the only really efficient citizen of tomorrow? Why should not 
boys as well as girls learn something of home problems? Why should 
they not know something of food values? For they eat three big meals 
a day and sometimes have to cook for themselves. Someone has writ-
ten a poem which shows man's position on the subject. 
"We may live without poetry, music, and art; 
We may live without conscience, and live without heart; 
We may live without friends; we may live without books, 
But civilized man cannot live 1rVithout cooks.'' 
Besides knowing something of food values and body needs he 
should have some knowledge of textiles and clothing-what to wear, 
color combinations, how to keep a budget, what to do in emergencies, 
and the duties of host-many embarrassing situations arise because of 
lack of knowing how to carve and serve. So we see tha t this is an 
important field for man also. 
Let us now consider for a short while the demand for trained 
leaders. Perhaps there is no greater demand in any other field for 
trained leaders than in Home Economics. One of the great demands 
for trained women is in institutional management. This profession has 
the responsibility of administering, for groups larger than individual fam-
ilies, those necessities of life that re-create the physical man. The pro-
fessional institutional manager must have knowledge of the physical and 
biological sciences in their application to nutrition, food preparation, 
and sanitation. 
Other essential parts of her equipment are, employment, manage-
ment, business procedure, budgeting and accounting, and a working 
ka-Q\vledge of psychology. Under institutional management comes the 
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call for hospital dietitions, state, city and private institutions; for the 
care of children, the aged, and the disabled, are demanding trained 
managers. 
Other calls are for hotel managers, managers for residential clubs 
and club dining rooms, dainty tea rooms, summer resorts, lunch rooms 
in large commercial establishments and cafeterias. When we stop to 
consider the matter we are awakened to the fact that feeding and 
housing is the biggest business in the wodd. Is it any wonder there is 
such a large field open for efficient workers in home economics when 
we consider that in the United States alone, 120 billion meals are eaten 
each year, of which 12 billion are prepared in public eating houses ·and 
institutions. 
So today as we enter the fields of training to become efficient and 
useful citizens, let us not forget the wonderful opportunity that lies 
before us in the field of Home Economics. The training received in 
this field is useful in what ever vocation of life you choose to enter. 
For as long as the human race exists there will be a demand for food 
and clothing. We know that if we are to be of service to humanity 
we must have strong bodies, for strong bodies insures strong minds. We 
can not have strong bodies unless they are properly cared for, so let 
us keep in mind that training for efficiency in Home Economics is 
fundamental to the continuance of the human race. 
To avoid chartering a special car to ship 200 pounds of limber-
ger cheese, a manufacturer packed it in a rough oblong box and check-
ed it as a corpse. At the first stop he went ahead to the baggage car 
to see there was no trouble. He stood by the box in a disconsolate atti-
tude and shaded his eyes with his hand. The baggage man was sym-
pathetic. 
" A relative?" he asked. 
"Yes, its my brother." 
Well, you have one consolation. He's dead, all right.'' 
Helen Miller (consulting cook book)-"Oh, my, that cake is 
burning and I can't take it out for five minutes yet!" 
Rachel (going to bed)-"Frances, I needn't brush the tooth the 
dentist is going to pull tomorrow, need I? · 
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Polly Sees New York 
al 
thrill of happiness swept over Polly when she was told 
that she was · to represent the Y. W. C. A. of Andalusian 
College at the National Convention in New York. To 
think of going to New York! But then another thought-
she would be going alone-and she was afraid, yes, abso-ii] lutely afraid. 
The weeks passed quickly and almost before Polly 
realized it, it was time to leave. She had received all kinds of advice 
as to her conduct and her head was full of "Don't" and "Don't for-
get." All the packing finished, five girls tried in vain to close the suit 
case. It wouldn't close. The task of repacking was soon completed. 
Ten minutes before train time the taxi came and Polly was off for New 
Yo.rk! 
Reaching the station just in time Polly made a rush for her ticket. 
The purse containing her fare had disappeared! "Oh," moaned Polly 
in anguish. A very convenient friend secured more money for her, 
but she inwardly groaned at the thought of the lost train fare. 
Once on the train, she became acquainted with several girls 
from a nearby school and forgot her worries. Polly made investigations 
concerning her berth. It was an upper one and how on earth was she 
to get up there? Polly was rather plump- certainly no acrobat. The 
porter solved the difficulty, but other troubles were ahead. Her suit-
case would not open under any amount of coaxing by Polly and by 
the oblig1ng porter. Polly shivered as she summed up the evening's 
events-money lost-suitcase locked-what else was going to happen? 
Perhaps a train wreck or something worse! So in the dark upper 
berth (she could not find the light) she cried until she went to sleep, 
holding the precious remaining dollars tightly in her hands. 
The night passed slowly. Every few minutes Polly would awake 
with the firm conviction that the train had jumped the track. At last 
came daylight. Polly was excited. Surely they were going in the 
wrong direction. What should she do? Just then the train rolled into 
New York. 
On reaching the station Polly and her new friends had no trouble 
arriving at their destination, tho they were convinced that they were 
being taken out of the city. In the midst of a downpour of rain she 
arrived at Hotel Hargrave. 
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Polly looked around in astonishment. It was like a palace! She 
explored every corner of the two rooms, which she and her friends 
were to occupy, before she sat down to rest. 
Ten o'clock in the morning, and the first session of the Convention 
to be held that afternoon. Yes, they would have plenty of time. There 
was a knock on the door-who could it be? Outside stood a boy with 
a telegram for Polly! She took it with trembling hands. Surely 
some one was dead or Andalusian College had been swallowed by an 
earthquake or- The telegram read: "Money found." Polly col-
lapsed. 
After recovering form her shock the next thing of importance was 
to find the dining hall. A large sign helped them in their search but 
the difficulty was not over. A waiter appeared and Polly could not 
understand a word he said. Would they eat on the Ame1ican or 
European plan? It made no difference t o Polly, but she did want 
something to eat. Several menu cards being secured, Polly pointed to 
anything that looked familiar to her unaccustomed eyes. The waiter 
took down the order and Polly had her first luncheon in New York 
city. 
After luncheon, Polly suggested that they go to the afternoon 
session of the convention. She had tried from various sources to find 
out the way to get to the Hotel Commodore-each one suggested a 
different route. Polly decided on a short cut and would hunt the way 
herself. They went to a nearby subway station. People were coming 
and going. She didn't know whether she should come or go. She 
tried to do both. Instead of depositing her coin she tried to push thru 
the gate but to her dismay found she must place her money in the 
slot. She finally worked her way downstairs. There a maze of signs 
greeted Polly and her companions "Express Trains,'' "Local Trains.'' 
"Up Town," "Down Town!" · 
All exclaimed at once "Where are we?" No one knew. A man 
who was standing nearby was asked the way to Hotel Commodore-
he stared at them and gave a list of unintelligible directions. Taking the 
next train they were directed to get off at a certain number. There a 
policeman directed them to their destination. Th meeting had been in 
session over an hour! Another down pour of rain, then Polly finally 
got back to her hotel. Her first day in New York was a memory. 
Days passed rapidly thru trials of registration· and endeavors to 
get to meetings on time. Soon Polly was able to take her meals with-
out much embarrassment or difficulty, except when the waiters went on 
their weekly spree. Soon the night of the big Y. W. C. A. reception 
was at hand. The Student Assembly met that evening and Polly went 
from the Assembly to the reception, which was held at the Metropolitan 
Museum. Everyone was rushing to get the first bus out-Polly's 
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slowness prevented a rapid exit, and finally; giving up all hopes of se-
curing a conveyance, she and her friends walked to the Museum. 
After presenting her invitation Polly checked her wraps and val-
iantly handed herself over to the waiting maid to receive the final 
touches. Of course she had never done it before, but then one does so 
many things in New York. 
Polly was wedged in behind six large ladies , who 
decided that the line was for refreshments. At the end however they 
were greatly disappointed when they found that the refreshments con-
sisted of the president of the National Y. \V .C. A ., and some of her 
co-workers. After looking thrue a part of the museum Polly and her 
friends went back to their hotel. 
They decided to get up early the next morning. At nine o'clock 
Polly very sleepily arose and made preparations to go to Coney Island. 
Polly had her first experience riding on elevated cars- she didn' t know 
if she should enjoy it or be scared- she finally compromised by doing 
both. 
Polly's disappointment at seeing so few people at Coney Island was 
offset by the attractions. Whai a midway this would be at a country 
fair! It was here that Polly got her first view of the steamers corning 
into harbor. 
Of course Polly must see the Statue of Liberty. She wasn't 
accustomed to water travel and soon the smile left her face. She 
felt queer, soon she felt queerer, and in a very few minutes she felt 
miserable. With a sigh of relief she landed . on the little island 
and with the other girls rushed out to be the first up to the 
statue. When the elevator stopped Polly 1decided to go on. Very 
much out of breath she reached the top and surveyed the great city 
and Ellis Island nearby. "Oh ! " thought Polly ecstatically-"To think 
I have seen it!'' as men of old have said, "It is enough!" Then she 
heard a whistle blow. The boat was returning and she coul~n't get 
down in time. What if the others went on without her! How long 
would she have to wait for another boat? Almost falling down the 
steps in her haste, to her relief she found one of the girls waiting for 
her. Having an hour at her disposal Polly thoroughly investigated the 
place. It was a very tired Polly who finally arrived at the hotel, but 
the day's store of experiences was not yet exhausted. Some friends of 
Polly's were in New York and they took her over the grounds of 
Columbia University, and to a theatre later in the evening. Polly's 
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eyes ached from looking so much, and she ached all over from so muc~ 
exertion when she finally went to bed that night. But she was bliss-
fully content. What more could she expect of the world? 
Polly was bound to lose something before leaving New York, 
so she elected to leave her pocketbook in a street car. After passing 
an anxious night she found the precious pocketbook (now much flatter 
than when she first started) safe in the street car office. 
The last day in New York was at hand. Polly b usied herself 
with settling bills. Five dollars and fifty cents for 'phone calls! Other 
bills in proportion! Counting up her slender resources, Polly discov-
ered that she would have enough to pay her share of the bills and get 
home again if she fasted most of the time. 
Everything settled, Polly gave New York a farewell and rushed 
into the station. It was rather late. What if the train had left? 
Polly didn't have enough money to stay in New York another, night. 
To her immense relief the train had not gone. 
Tired and sleepy, Polly had her berth made up early and turned 
in. She slept soundly and had to rush the next morning to get ready 
to get ready to get off the train at the little country town. 
The last lapse of the journey was a twenty1 seven mile ride in a 
coach fastened on to a freight train. Arriving at Andalusian College, 
Polly was surprised to find things going on in the same old way. Why, 
it was just as if she had never been to New York! 
MAMA'S SONG 
Sing a song of sixpence 
Pocket full of cash, 
Left in trousers on a chair. 
·Which was· very rash. 
Wifey saw him do it  
-And when she heard him snore,  
She helped herself to thirty cents- 
There wasn' t any more.  
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Editorial 
Every year we welcome a numbe1'. of new students to our ranks, 
and every year we find that they have contributed much to the pleasures 
and benefits of college life. We are constantly in need of new ideas 
and ways of doing things. Too often we fall into 
THE NEW ruts from which it is hard to extricate ourselves. 
STUDENT However, we must not forget the need of prece-
dent, of organized and systematic ways of doing 
things. There are certain college customs and traditions which pass 
down to students year after year, and which tend to give Bridgewater 
a personality and spirit all its own. The new student must necessarily 
make some adjustments to fit into the new scheme of things. New 
friendships are made, new social relationships are established, perhaps 
even new methods of study and recreation are inaugurated. 
We want the new student to take part in all our student activi-
ties. They are intended for all, and form a large part of college 
life. In this respect the Philomathean is often disregarded. This is 
your Magazine-use it. We desire to express college life at its best 
and in its entirety-we cannot accomplish our aim without your help. 
Contributions, criticisms, suggestions, we need them all. Welcome, new 
student! -F. E. H. 
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College News  
N September 1"5. Bridgewater· College opened with an un-
I usually good enrollment. The Convocation exercises were held on Tuesday, September 16. A splendid address was delivered by Dr. Paul Garber, on the subject of "Bridgewa-ter College, a Democratic State." This talk was very much enjoyed and is sure to be of much help to the students 
who are living in the "State of Bridgewater College." 
The Annual Faculty reception was held on Tuesday night, Sep-
tember 16, in the college gymnasium. This reception was well attended 
and very much enjoyed by the students and friends . of the institution. 
These receptions are of great importance to the students because it is 
here that old friends meet and new acquaintances ar·e made. 
Several changes have been made in the faculty this year. Prof. 
Cool, formerly principal of the Academy, has become business man-
ager of the College. Mrs. E. M. Starr is instructor in Home Econo-
mics. Miss Mollie Glick succeeds Miss Ll.1cile Gnagey as Dietilian. 
Mrs. N. W. Fisher is assisting Prof. Fisher in the Music Department. 
The Dean of the College, Dr. F. ]. Wright, who was absent on 
leave last year teaching at Columbia University, is back with us again. 
We are very glad to have him with us this year. 
On September 26, a musical recital was given in the College 
Chapel by Miss Geraldyn Wood, a former student of the College and 
now a student at Peabody. Miss Wood is a very accomplished pianist 
and the recital was much enjoyed by the students and friends. 
The Freshman Class was very delightfully entertained by the 
College F acuity on Thursday, September 2 5, down by the i·iver. The 
evening was passed in roasting wieners, toasting marshmallows and 
smgmg songs. 
Mr. Nmman Seese and family left for Chicago on Thursday of 
last week. Mr. Seese will continue his studies there. Before leavinE' he 
delivered an intersting address in Chapel on "Educational Method~ in 
China.'' 
Instruction in violin is being offered again this year. Miss Eliza.. 
beth Trappe of the Harrisonburg State Teacher's College is acting as 
part-time instructor at B. C. Miss Trappe has been teaching for a num-
ber of years in that institution and the college is very fortunate to have 
her included in its faculty. 
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for a good years' work. The regular meetings are well attended and 
it seems that the places left vacant by those who went out last year will 
soon be filled with new workers. We are glad for the presence of new 
students and we welcome them cordially to our meetings. 
Because of so many other duties the president, Guy West, thought 
it best to resign his position. Alvin Kline was elected to fill the office. 
Ollie Mae Cline was elected chorister to fill the vacancy left by Alice 
Graybill. l11ese officers are beginning their work with a spirit which is 
indicative of great success. But success is not possible unless we have 
the cooperation of each member of the group. As we begin our work 
this year, let us remember this and let us each do all that we can to 
strengthen our cause through willing and helpful Christian service. 
Y. W. C. A. 
The work of the Y. W. is starting off very promisingly this year. 
With the bunch of new girls has come an interest in this work which 
is manifested by almost a hundred per cent attendance at regular 
meetings. 
We are hoping that our work this year under the "Project 
Method" will increase results over that of the Committees as formerly 
carried on. This method is new but we feel that many more will 
have an opportunity for leadership and we are expecting big results. 
We are looking forward with interest to our "Recognition Ser-
vice" which will be held Oct. 14. After this our Y. W. family will 
be much larger than at present. Ou:: number was decreased very much 
by last year's outgoing class, but those places are being more than 
filled by the large Freshman Class and other students from Daleville. 
From these girls we will get new ideas which we hope will make our 
Y. W. felt, not only on .the Campus, but in the community outside. We 
are expecting a fine year this year and are trying to make a bigger suc-
cess of our work than ever before. 
Y. M. C. A. 
Never in the history of the organization have the prospects been 
more bright than this year for the Y. M. 
While we miss the taces of those who graduated last year,' the 
attendance at our meetings has never been what it is this year. Every 
man seems vitally interested and in a working attitude. The room has 
been full nearly every morning for the devotional period and our week-
ly meetings have been well attended. 
We have had two splendid talks from members of the faculty. 
The first by Professor Wright and the last by Dr. Bowman. Both 
were a source of inspiration to live this year as four-square men, to 
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makei our lives felt for that which is true, good and beautiful. 
We see only success and added usefulness in store for the Y. M. 
in the rest of the session. 
THE MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION 
The Ministerial Association has begun the school year with very 
bright prospects. A good number of .young ministers are enrolled in 
the organization. The officers are: Galen Wampler, president; Joseph 
Caricofe, secretary. The association meets bi-weekly to discuss prob-
lems which relate to the life of the young minister. It is the aim of 
the management from time to time to provide speakers in the person of 
ministers and others to bring messages that are vital to the young minis-
ter and which will help him to get a broader knowledge of his work. 
A variety of topics will be discussed at times during the year. 
Ministers from the organization will be sent out occasionally to 
the nearby churches to fill appointments whenever there is demand for 
them. 
Timothy Hay-"'Goodness alive! Here's a dandy cantelope 
without any seeds in it. It would be a great variety to cultivate." 
Mrs. Hay-••yes, yes. We must be sure to save some seeds 
from it. 
Rader-"'Hello, John. What are you doing walking around at 
this time of night?'' 
John B.-:-''l'm just takin~ the air." 
Rader- Doctor s orders? 
J. B.-"No; girl I just proposed to." 
"What all dis Ah heahs you is tellin' aroun' 'bout me bein' a 
reg'lar Jezebel?" 
"No indeedy, you is mistaken-what Ah said was you is a reg'lar 
jazz belle.'' 
Wife-"Oh, George, it was a great show-mother nearly died of 
laughter." 
Hub-"By Jove! you ought to take her again." 
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Humor and Clippings 
"We editors cay dig and toil 'til our finger tips are sore, yet 
some poor fish is sure to say,-1 saw that joke before." 
Guy West-"Say, Miss Glick, . these codfish cakes are not as 
good as those we had last week." 
Miss Glick-"That's funny; they're off the same fish." 
"Willie, I don't want you to play with that Jones boy any more."  
"His mother said he wasn't to play with me."  
"Why, the insulting creature!"  
Rastus-"What hoss pow ah am dat flivvah?" 
Rufus--"Fo' hund'ed million when she balks." 
Professor Varner-A fool can ask questions that a wise man can-
not answer. 
Garland-Now I know why I failed in your examination. 
"You are a suspicious character," thundered the magistrate, "How 
do you account for this sand bag that was found in your possession?'' 
"Oh, dat ~" replied the suspect with an ingratiating smile. Oat 
was left over from me last balloon ascension, your honor." 
Prof. Fisher (as Operetta is about to begin)-"AII ready, run 
up the curtain." 
Ralph Myers-"Say, what do you think I am, a squirrel?" 
During the filming of a scenario in Los Angeles the director tried 
to persuade a  man to do a scene with a lion. The man ob-
jected and threatened to quit. 
"But the lion won't hurt you" said the director, "This lion was 
brought up on milk." 
"So was I brung up on milk,'' protested the , "But I eats 
meat now.'' 
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Athletics 
I 
THLETICS at Brdigewater are of the highest type. We are 
now entering upon the third year as a member of the North 
Carolina-Virginia Intercollegiate Athletic Conference. By 
virtue of this fact we have more prestige among the strong-
est colleges of these two states. 
This year the interest in tennis is being manifested in no 
small way. Old students are taking great interest and a large 
group of new students are proving their interest in this sport. 
Basketball holds unsually bright prospects for this year, in both 
men and women's teams. Many high school stars from neighboring 
and distant high schools are among the new students. We also have 
a good number from Daleville's varsity teams. Besides these there are 
five letter men! from last year back. The girl's complete sextet is still 
with us. Every position on both teams is open for the best player. We 
like friendly rivalry. No player on the teams is small enough to want 
to hold his position when there is a better player to fill it. The man-
ager is working hard to get a good schedule. Some of the strongest 
teams in the state have already contracted with us. 
Our outlook for baseball is excellent. We lost several fine play-
ers last year by graduation, but it is believed there will be great competi-
tion for these places, and also for those now held by last year's men. 
Freshman-"Did you ever see an animal eat money~" 
Senior-"No, did your 
Freshman-"Yes, this morning I saw a horse with two-bits m 
his mouth." 
Lois Ikenberry-Why did Henry Eller invite only married people 
to his wedding~ 
Joe Kinzie-Well, in that way he figured that all the presents 
would be clear profit, 
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Alumni 
I 
EADERS of the Philomathean will probably be interested as 
to the whereabouts of the Class of '24. This is a brief 
sketchL~~~~ ~l:~;h~~-i-~~~ --~~--~-~~-~-- ~~~-~:-~- --~-~-~~.Te~:hi1;g . in Ohio  
Ehz~beth. Boggs ...... T eachmg ~t McGaheysv1lle, Va.  
Carne Click ........... ............. T eachmg at New Hope, Va.  
A J. Clore ................ .. ......... At Home, Brightwood, Va.  
Marie Cox ........................... ............................. .... Teaching at Amelia, Va.  
F. S. Driver ......... ....... .......... ..... ..... ... ...... Teaching at Weyers Cave, Va.  
H. C. Eller ......... Pastor of Church of Brethren, Lynchburg, Va.  
L. C. Fifer ..... ....... .................... ... ........ .. Student (Medical) U. of Va.  
]. S. Fifer ................... ............................. Medical student at U. of Md.  
] . P. Flora ......................................................... Teaching at Vinton, Va.  
Virginia Flory ..................................... ....... .Teaching at Aurora, W . Va.  
0. S. Garber .................. Athletic Instructor at Daleville Academy  
H. S. Garst... ............................................................ F arming at Bridgewater  
Virginia Good............................. ........... ....... .Teaching at Onancock, Va.  
H. B. Holsinger ........ ........ ......... ...... ........ Medical student at U . of Va.  
Violette Hoover ............................ ..... Teaching at Follansbee, W. Va.  
H . L. Horn ............ .. .................................. Teaching at Craigsville, Va.  
W. H. Humbert ............ Principal of High School, N okesville, Va.  
A. L. Maiden ............... Business Manager of S. C. I., Dayton, Va.  
H. H . Long ..... ...................... ............... Engineering student, U. of Va.  
W. A. Meyerhoeffer ....................................... Teaching at Dayton, Va.  
C. E. May ....... ............................................ Teaching at Cowen, W. Va.  
Ruth V. Miller ............................................. Teaching at War, W. Va.  
Ruth F. Miller ................................. Teaching at Petersburg, W. Va.  
C. C. Spitler .................................... Teaching at Mannington, W. Va. 
Lillie Sanger, New York, N. Y. . 
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Exchanges 
111~•AJ.' '"'' 11 REETINGS from the Exchange Department to the maga-
zines of our sister Colleges : · 
The editors of this issue have been very much handi-
capped since only two magazines have arrived on our shelf, 
but we trust there will be others coming in very soon. We 
are pleased to receive publications from our sister colleges 
and in that way keep in touch with their achievements. 
We wish to express our deepest appreciation for having C ollcgc 
Topics come so early to our desk. Your course in Rural Economics 
has impressed us quite favorably. This will be a great opportunity 
for students to study the rural conditions existing in the state, as well 
as for the counties' survey. We give the representatives to this county 
a hearty welcome to visit the college while here. 
We welcome the Bracl~ct'J) Acle to us again this year. We always 
find your paper quite interesting. In the first issue the tender care that 
the sage sophomors havee taken in starting the 'grunecious freshies' out 
has won our approval. You were truly following Proverbs 22 :6. 
"Traill' up a child in the way he should go and when he is old he will 
not depart from it.'' Just keep your good work going, good Sophs. 
An exchange editor can only offer criticism and general reflections, 
and no two editors will give the same particular criticisms. So we hope 
in our friendly criticism to give you the impression your magazines have 
made upon us. We will appreciate your friendly criticism at any time 
during the year, and thereby we hope to profit by being ·reminded of 
our mistakes. Let us work together and make our magazines worth 
while. · 
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Song 
I 
Oh, good gigantic smile o' the brown old earth 
This autwnn morning! How he sets his bones 
To bask i' the sun, and thrusts out knees and feet 
For the ripple to run over in its mirth. 
Listening the while, where on the heap of stones 
The white breast of the sea-lark twitters sweet. 
II. 
That is the doctrine simple, ancient, true:  
Such is life's trial, as old earth smiles and knows.  
If you loved only what were worth your love,  
Love were clear gain, and wholly well for you.  
M ke the low nature better by your throes!  
Give earth yourself, go up for gain above!  
-Browning 
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Brother Bob 
•..-~==;i HE train was gliding swiftly along. Trees, telegraph and 
telephone poles, scatttered buildings, and fields of ripening 
grain passed in rapid view before the eyes of the passengers 
on the mid-day express. Around the farm houses , every-
thing was sleepy and quiet. On the porches of the village 
stores sat the usual quota of loafers, nodding drowisly, but 
raising their heads high enough to watch the passing of the 
train. 
The porter walked through the coaches announcing the first call 
for lunch. Some of the passengers responded by sleepily rubbing their 
eyes, rising unsteadily, and following him into the dining car. Others 
took from among their baggage small packages containing lunch. Still 
others responded to the porter's call by settling down in a more com-
fortable position for an afternoon nap. 
However, one individual remained perfectly still staring blankly 
out of a window, hearing and seeing nothing that was taking place 
around him-a young fellow of slender build, tall and straight, but 
with a very slight droop in his left shoulder. Bob Graham was think-
ing, making a mental picture of the past three years spent in Phila-
delphia. 
The train slowly came to a stop at a watering station. Several 
passengers entered the coach, among them an attractive young girl smart-
ly attired in a blue traveling suit, and carrying a small hand bag. There 
being no other seats vacant, she sat down by Bob Graham. 
After the customary greeting of one stranger to another, both were 
silent. They rode on for many miles, each busy with his or her own 
thoughts. Bob unconsciously let fall a book from his hand on the foot 
of the girl beside him. 
"I beg your pardon," he said politely. Her reply in her sweet 
soft voice started a train of recollections. He thought of his sister he 
had left . back in the old home some years ago. Bob wanted to hear 
that voice again, so he attempted conversation. The girl . replied, shyly 
at first, then becoming more at ease, she proved to be a very interesting 
conversationalist. Learning that her nu.me was Beatrice Brown, he 
dismissed thoughts of sister and home from his mind. 
Rising to get her a glass of water, Beatrice noticed that his left 
shoulder drooped a little. She was keenly reminded of her own 
brother, who had disappeared long ago-her brother Bob had once 
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hurt his shoulder and ever after that it had drooped a little. She 
determined to find out more about this Mr. Bob Graham. 
Before they reached their journey's end, they were good acquain-
tances. Under the circumstances. Beatrice was wi1ling to run the 
chance of making a mistake and, thinking it permissable, she invited him 
to visit her in the home of the friend she was visiting. · 
She gave him the street and number, and he promised to call. 
When the train stopped at the great Union Station, Bob assisted her 
in securing a taxi and bade her goodbye. 
"I wonder why she invited me to call. She must have some 
special reason-I don't believe she is the kind of a girl to invite anyoM 
with whom she meets," reasoned Bob to himself. On the following even-
ing Bob rang the door bell at her address and was admitted into a 
spacious drawing room. Beatrice came in in a few minutes. 
"Good evening, Mr. Graham, how are you?" 
"Very well, thank you. I trust you have been having a pleasant 
visit here?" 
"Yes, thank you. Is this the first visit you have made to_Wash-
ington, Mr. Graham?" 
"No, I came, here several years ago and spent my vacation with 
a friend of mine who was then living here." 
"The city is not entirely strange to you then.'' 
"No. I know a good deal about the places of interest. And that 
reminds me, when I was coming from the Congressional library today, 
I met one of my old friends from Philadelphia. He told me that the 
condition of the firm with which I am connected is very serious, finan-
cially. It was in bad shape when I left. I must hurry back, so I 
shall not be able to remain here as long as I had intended." 
"But wouldn't you have seen an account of it in the papers?" 
••Not necessarily, because it hasn't been put in the hands of a 
receiver yet; and if I can get back in time, I may be able to prevent a 
failure, as I have some extra funds which I am not using at present." 
"I hope things are not so bad as you think." 
The evening passed very pleasantly for both. Bob left her with 
the feeling that he must have seen her or met her before. but he could 
not recall the timP. or place. On the other hand Beatrice had decided 
that this could not be her brother. and dismissed the matter from her 
mind. 
Early next morning Bob Graham started back to Philadelphia. 
He arrived at the office very opportunely, and his timely assistance was 
very eagerly accepted. He became the principal stockholder of the 
firm. After this threatened failure, things resumed their normal way 
and the company was firmly on its feet again. 
Several weeks later, Bob was talking to the head book keeper, 
a very dear friend of his, whose name was also Bob-Bob Bradley. 
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Their friends had often noticed their similarity in appearance and re-
marked upon it. Bob Graham told his friend of his experience on the 
train and in V/ashington. 
"Miss Brown, did you say?" his companion asked with a start. 
"Certainly. Why, old fellow, what's the matter with you?" 
"Well, my name is Brown too-Robert Bradley Brown!" 
In the meantime Beatrice had hn.d a wonderful visit in Washing-
ton. Returning home, she said nothing to her parents about this 
stranger whom she had met, as she thought it useless to open up old 
wounds. 
Some weeks later, Beatrice accompanied her father to Philadel-
phia on a business trip. On the way Beatrice told her father of her 
traveling companion and asked him to look him up in Philadelphia and 
find out for sure if it could possibly be the long, lost loved one. Na-
turally her father had grave doubts, but late that day he was shown 
into the office of Boh Graham. 
"You will make allowance for my abruptness, but I am a man 
of few words and have come on a matter which is very important to 
me. Is your real name Bob Graham?" 
"Yes, why do you ask?" 
"My name is Brown. Because of whn.t my daughter has told me, 
thought you might be my long lost son. I see that I have made a 
mistnke, and I am sorry to have interrupted you. Goodbye, and 
thank you." 
''\Vz.it, Mr. Brown, perhaps the matter is not yet settled. I am 
going to call .in a friend of mine-he may he able to tell you something 
about a Bob Brown." 
Soon another young man stepped into the room. The old man 
held out his hands. 
"Bob, oh it must be Bob!" 
"Yes, father,'' and they clasped each olher in a long embrace. 
Very quietly Bob Graham left the office and found Beatrice 
at the address her father had given him. Very quickly he told her of 
the new happiness in store for her. Then, that night, he told her of 
something which more directly concerned his own happiness. 
When No. 49 left Philadelphia the next morning, it carried four 
happy passengers. It carried a son back to a mother who had long 
mourned for him. It carried a happy father and a happy daughter back 
to the same patient little woman. But it also carried another son back 
to her. and this son was not a brother to Beatrice. 
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America Tomorrow  
F you will pardon me, I shall take a step backward in order" 
to show you where America may be tomorrow. 
As we review the epochs of history we discover that 
there have been great nations such as Rome and Babylon. 
Now look at them. They have decayed or have passed 
thru their last stage. 
In the spring we can see the bud of a flower coming 
forth. It is very, very tender. It does not develop fast, but goes 
thru a process of evolution. Soon the bud begins to burst forth. Its 
odor can be detected in the air. As we ride along the road~side we 
speak of that magnificent, that wonderful, that lovely, and that re-
markable flower. The flower, hearing all these remarks, becomes boast-
ful, and forgets that there are others just as beautiful and wonderful as 
it is. Evidently thru the same process it begins to fade and lose its 
beauty, all because it became narrow-minded. After a while we can 
see it slowly decaying. It is not long then until people cease speaking 
of it, only as a past event. 
The same was true of Rome, the same was true of Babylon, that 
was true of this flower that budded in the spring. How about America? 
She is now in the stage where the flower was when it was talked about 
by all the people who saw its beauty. 
America has been blooming for a long time, her brilllance has be-
come greater, her odor ha~ become more penetrating all of these years, 
and I hope it will always be thus. 
But many of our great men tell us that she is going to fade if 
there are not many great changes made. These changes need to take 
place in the social, moral, and economic aspect of life. 
Our social standards have broken down. The social life of 
America is not today as uplifting as it was a decade ago. How about 
on the morrow? I would like to speak about it from an optomistic 
view-point, but as it looks to me we shall have a worse social condition 
fifty years hence than we have now. It is well for us, as students, to 
recognize this fact. We may be able to prevent this dreadful calamity. 
If we young people do not receive a new vision in the social aspect of 
life, America, yes, America is going to fade. 
Now let us look at the moral side of this great problem. Some 
one will speak up and say that the morality of this country is a greater 
and better force than that of any other. This may be right, and I 
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hope it is; but because we are ahead of others in a few phases of life, 
is that any reason why we should cease advancing and turn the other 
way? No, it is not. But it is the tendency of America at this time to 
forget her moral life and turn the other way. Allow me to say that 
there are more vices and temptations in the path of us Americans today 
than there were in the time of our forefathers . Then do I mean to say 
that America is growing worse in her social and moral life? Yes, I 
do. Please do not misunderstand me to say that America is becoming 
worse in all of her many' activities , for she is not. Today we have a 
higher educational system than we have had before. By having such 
a high educational standard this may help to solve the big problem in 
our social and moral life, and I trust that it may; otherwise America may 
pass thru the stages that other nations have passed thru. 
What is wrong with our economic life? This may be answered 
in many ways but to give it a short answer, we may say it has broken 
down. Why has it? Just because every one is trying to get ahead or 
beat the other fellow. The American people are worshiping the al-
mighty dollar instead of the Almighty God. The love for money has 
become toe great. 
By these three conditions that I have just named we can easily 
see what America may be on the morrow. Please do not understand 
me to say that her brightness will fade in a week, or in six month's time. 
The process will be so slow that neither of us will see the change. But 
in ten or eleven centuries people may be reading about how great 
Amrica was in the twentieth century. 
Far in the East there can be seen just a tiny object coming into 
view. As we watch this tiny object it becomes larger and larger. We 
soon can give this object a name and say that it is a bird. As this 
bird comes toward us its feathers become more beautiful. We can 
soon distinguish it from any other bird that may be flying in the cold 
thin atmosphere. Now we can look straight up and observe its entire 
body; i. e. , its feet, its mighty wings, its lovely feathers, and its well 
shaped head. This picture does not last long. Slowly it moves on 
to the west, its form begins to disappear, and becomes smaller and small-
er as it flys on to its destination. Soon there can only be seen a black 
speck in the distance and then that disappears from our sight-gone but 
not forgotten. 
There can be seen a change in our home life of today to what it 
was yesterday. The mothers and fathers took greater interest in their 
sons and daughters than they do now. This does not include all of 
the fathers and mothers, but a large percent of them. In the early his-
tory of this country, especially in New England, the home life was 
great, indeed. In those homes the young people received the training 
that they should have had. Before bed-time fathers and mothers would 
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kneel with their loved ones before the family altar. Now what has 
taken place? Instead of this scene we have the fathers and mothers 
going to the movies with their families, and when they return to their 
respective homes they discuss what they saw at the movies instead of 
reading a lesson from their dusty Bible. What can be expected of 
America tomorrow when we have a change like this taking place in 
less than three centuries? I am not able to say, but I shall say that 
if the fathers and mothers of America do not wake up and teach their 
!ions and daughters the right principles of Christian living, America will 
be seen passing slowly on to the West. 
We can, however, notice with profit the three phases thru which 
industry seems to move in its never-ending journey-namely; the period 
of prosperity, of over-production, and of falling prices. Just as soon as 
prices begin to rise producers begin to receive increased profits, which 
in turn stimulate them to increase the volume of their output. They buy 
more land, build additions to their plants, and increase their laboring 
forces. Prosperity is in the air. Every undertaking seems to succeed. 
Soon the producers overestimate the capacity of the market for con-
sumption at a price that will return the cost of production, and then 
we have overproduction. Everything is now on a stand-still. Stagna-
tion has set in. No one wants to buy, but every one wants to sell. Then 
the falling of prices begins. Everything is reduced to its minimum 
price. After this, often-times, we have a great panic. 
America today is in the period of prosperity and I hope she will 
always continue in this stage. If she gets in the stage of an over-balanc-
ed existance she must pass on to the falling of values and then to a 
panic or destruction. 
I have briefly shown you some of the conditions that exist in 
America today, and if these conditions keep on as they are now I am 
afraid that tomorrow she will be in a stage of decay. 
It is left to us as students of America to decide whether America 
will continue in her prosperity and progress or pass over into a stage of 
dissolution. 
The paying teller told mournfully of his experience with a strange 
woman who appeared at his wicket to have a check cashed. 
"But, madam," he advised her, "you will have to get someone 
to introduce you before I can pay you the money on this check." 
The woman stared at him disdainfully. 
"Sir!" she said haughtily. "I wish you to understand that I am 
here strictly on business . I am not making a social call. I do not care 
to know you.'' 
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Editorial 
"One day is given us at a time, how are we going to use it? ..  
H ow often have we heard this statement! In our high  
TODAY school work this was often placed before us as an in-
centive to good work, and we failed to get its real sig- 
nificance. 
We have passed the high school stage and are yet confronted with 
the same problem. Each new day we are brought face to face with 
it. I-low shall we use this day to be of the greatest advantage to our-
selves and also to others? 
Let us think of a few things that will help us to use our day to a 
greater advantage while in school ; for we, while here, will largely de-
termine our habits· of life for the future. We must, in the first place ~ 
be careful that our day be spent in an unselfish way. I fear that we are 
often too busy with the important duties to pay much attention to the 
little things which, after all, mean so much in Jife. We are entirely 
forgetful of others. Our eyes are not trained to see the many little 
kindnesses we can perform. How a smile, a kind word, or a kind 
act can drive the gloom out of a neighbors heart and replace it with 
sunshine and happiness if we are thoughtful enough to scatter sunshine 
wherever we go! 
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It is true that, as students, our studies require the most of our 
time; but we cannot study all of the time. Let us have a daily sched-
ule including work, recreation, student activities, meditation, etc. If we 
neglect all phases of development except the intellectual side, we will 
-some day-look back over our college career and call it a failure ; 
for in outside activities we are confronted with practical problems, which 
we cannot get elsewhere in our school life. Leisure time can be used to 
a social advantage. There is no place in the world for a social parasite. 
Let us banish leisure time and use the minutes of our day in real service. 
As college students we have been told that we are to be the 
future leaders of the world ; but our success in leadership will be deter-
mined by our use of the minutes and the days as they come to us. May 
we not sit idly by, but be awake to the needs of the day and give our 
best to it. 
It behooves us as students to put our best selves into our days and 
prove true to ourselves, to our neighbors, and to our God. The day is 
ours to make of it what we will. May we use it in a way that when 
evening comes we can look back over it and say that it has been a day 
well spent. -L. A. M. 
Bashful Ray Rader finally nerved himself to the supreme effort . 
..Er-Martha, do you-think-er-your mother might-er-
seriously-consider-er-becoming my- er-mother-in-law?' ' 
Two boys once thought to play a trick on Charles Darwin. They 
took the body of a centipede, the wings of a butterfly, the legs of a 
grasshopper and the head of a beetle, and glued these togelher to form 
a weird monster. With the composite creature in a box, they visited 
Darwin . 
.. Please, sir, will you tell us what sort of a bug this is?" the 
spokesman asked. 
The naturalisl gave a short glance at the exhibit and a long look 
at the boys . 
..Did it hum," he enquired solemnly. 
The boys replied enthusiastically, in one voice, "Oh, yes , sir.'' 
"Well then," Darwin declared, ..it is a humbug. " 
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Associations 
THE V IRGINIA LEE LITERARY SOCIETY 
I 
HE Virginia Lees have received valuable workers in our new 
members. We have been having interesting programs and 
good attendance. 
· . The Victorians entertained us with a splendid pro-
gram October 25 . 
The new officers recently elected are as follows: 
President ............. ........ ....... .. ...................... .............. Ralph Myers 
Vice President .......... : .................... .. ....................... ...... ....... Douglas Nininger 
Secretary .. ............................... .................. .................................... Lois Ikenberry 
Critic ...................... .... .... .................... ........................................... .. .. ... .. Caleb Smith 
Chorister ... ....................................... ................... .... ............ .. .... .... Cecil Ikenberry 
Accompanist ........ .. .................................................... ........... ..... Joseph Huffman 
Marshall .............................................................. .. ....................... Samuel Harley 
We are hoping to make this year the best in the history of the 
college. 
VICTORIAN LITERARY SOCIETY 
The work of the Victorian Society is moving along very nicely 
this year. Quite a number of new members have joined with us, for 
which we are glad. We feel that their presence and inspiration will 
more than make up for the loss of those who left us last year. 
We have had quite an interesting variety of programs thus far. 
Among these was the Annual Chautauqua, given on the night when the 
Victorians entertained the Virginia Lees. 
A cordial invitation is extended to our friends to attend our meet-
ings each week. We are always glad for your presence and support. 
We have recently elected new officers in our society. They are 
as follows-
President ........................................................... .. ................................ Emery May  
Vice President .... ......................... ..................................... .. .... .. ....... Blair Myers  
Secretary .................................................................. .............................. Ruth Fike  
Critic ............. ........... .. ...................... ............................................. Emmert Wright  
Chorister ........... ............................................................................... Homer Miller  
Pianist ................................................................................................ Ethel Cosden  
Marshall ................................................................................................ Earl Zigler  
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A play entitled "Mr. Bob" was given November 8. This was 
the Anniversary program for this year and was enjoyed by an appre-
ciative audience. 
THE GLEE CLUBS 
The two glee clubs have been meeting jointly most of the time dur-
ing the past weeks. They are preparing for a public program to be 
given sometime before Christmas. With the interest and cooperation 
that is being put forth, the clubs promise to be an outstanding organiza-
tion this year. 
Y. W. C. A. 
Many interesting and instructive programs are being given at our 
regular weekly meetings. Thru our recognition service we received all 
the boarding girls into the Y. W . C. A. This large enrollment promises 
that much work will be accomplished thru the projects this year. 
A health pageant was given which proved very instructive for a 
student Y. W. C. A. Prof. Wright gave us a talk along political 
lines just before election time. This proved very beneficial to most of 
the girls as but few had ever voted and some would soon do so. Dr. 
Flory talked to us recently on "Prayer." He gave us all a new light 
on this subject through his earnest remarks which were very appealing. 
This topic was very appropriate since the girls are holding special 
prayer groups during the revival at the church. With much prayer we 
feel much may be accomplished. 
MINISTERIAI. ASSOCIATION 
Some interesting talks have been delivered befo~e the Association 
by members of the faculty and others. The attendance at the meetings 
has been good. 
It is now planned to pursue a course of study on evangelism for 
the next few months. This will be done by group discussion for 
the most part, using "Essentials of Evangelism" by Joseph as a guide. 
We hope to have members of the local district Ministerial boards 
with us from time to time, as well as other speakers who can be of 
any help to us . With the help of these experienced men and the course 
of study as planned we expect to learn some things of real value as we 
go out into next summer's work. 
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Humor and Clippings 
Josh Billings said: "Laff every time yu pheel tickled-and laff 
once in a while enny how." 
Irate parent-"While you stood at the gate bidding my daugh-
ter good-night. did it ever dawn upon you--" 
Jim Hillyard-"Certainly not, sir! I never stayed so late as 
that.'' 
The woman, who had a turn-up nose and was somewhat self-
conscious concerning it, bought a new pug dog, and petted it so fondly 
as to excite the jealousy of her little daughter. 
"How do you like your new little brother?" she asked the child 
teasingly. 
. The ~!rl replied, rather maliciously perhaps, "He looks just like 
h1:s muvver. 
The cunos1ty o·f the passenger was excited by the fact that his 
seat-mate had his right arm in a sling, and the following dialogue oc-
curred, 
"You broke your arm, didn't you?" 
"Well, yes, I did." 
"Had an accident, I suppose?'' 
"Not exactly. I did it in trying to pat myself on the ha.ck." 
"My land! 011 the back! Now, whatever did you want to pat 
yourself on the back for?" 
"For minding my own business." 
Ralph Lanham to Rachel Myers-"Oh, Rachel, you might as 
well keep still, because everytime you open your mouth you get your 
foot into it." 
Marjorie Grabill-"Well, I must go upstairs and brush my 
tooth." 
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College News  
E were glad to have Mr. J. A. Garber with us at Chapel 
services on October 23. Mr. Garber delivered a very in-
teresting and instructive address. His subject, "Lengthen the 
Ropes and Strengthen the Stakes," was one of great interest 
to all. 
Mr. Garber is greatly interested in young people and 
their problems as was well shown by his excellent address. 
Dr. John W. \Vayland of the Harrisonburg State Teacher's Col-
lege, delivered a very instructive address in Chapel on October 29. 
Dr. Wayland's subject, "Jesus the Model Teacher,'' was very much 
appreciated by all present. 
On the evening of October 31 Faculty · and Student Body met 
in the gymnasium. For two and one half hours merriment reigned su-
preme. Forgotten were the cares and grinding routine of school work, 
and everyone threw his or her self whole heartedly into the fun. 
The stunts by both faculty and student body were a delightful 
feature of the evening. 
That the spirit shown here th!s Hallowe' en may become one of 
the many excellent traditions of the College is our sincerest hope. 
Mr. Hubert Earman, Southern representative of the Intercollegiate 
Prohibition Association, gave a short address at Chapel on November 
3. He pointed out the hopes and aims of the Association. 
Foil owing his address a secret ballot was taken, in which Bridge-
water voted 100 per cent for law enforcement, especially as it applies 
to the 18th Amendment, a record of which we are justly proud. 
After Chaoel exercises on October 30, the students held a mass 
meeting in the ·~hapel. Dr. Bowman brought before the students the 
matter of abolishing Hallowe' en pranks. Sentiment against pranks of 
this nature has been steadily growing at this institution and was mani-
fested by the students, when upon voting it was found that the student 
body was unanimously !n favor of the abolishment of the same. In 
view of the fact that the students cooperated so heartily in the abolition 
of Hallowe'en pranks, a holiday of two days at Thanksgiving was 





OLD MEN VS. NEW MEN 
The annual basketball game between the old men and the new 
men was played on the night of October 4. The game was interesting 
and showed good material among the new men. 
Line-up and summary 
Old Men 39 New Men 26 
Good ................ ...... ................................... F ........ .......... ...................................... ....... Glick 
P. Miller ................................................ F ...................... .............. ... ............... D. Craun  
Payne ......................... ............................. C ...................................................... Showalter  
Cline .........................................................G ............................................................... Miller  
Myers ..... .......................................... ...... G ............................................................... Garst  
Substitutions-R. Myers for Good, 0. Zigler for Payne, Turner 
for Cline, E. Zigler for Turner, E. Craun for D. Craun, D. Craun 
for Glick, Flora for Showalter, Arey for Garst. Field goals-Good, 
3; P. Miller, 9; Payne, 4; Cline, 3; Glick, 5; Showalter, 4; Flora, 
1 ; Garst, 1. Foul tries-P. Miller 1 in 3; Glick 2 in 2. D. Craun, 0 
in 1 . Showalter 2 in 3 ; R. Miller, 0 in 1 . 
OLD GIRLS VS. NEW GIRLS 
The second game of the season proved to be one of great interest. 
The new girls showed good skill and defeated the old girls by a small 
margm. 
Line-up and summary 
Old Girls 7 New Girls 10 
R. Miller .............. ........ ..........................F .................................................................. Lohr  
Hu1nbert ...................................... .......... F ................................................. ........... Heltzel  
H. Miller ······- ·· ······ · · ··· · ········ ··- ~-- --- · · · ··-· ·C ............... .. ..................................... E. Miller  
Ruebush ......................... ................... ... ....5 C .................. ....................................... Gilbert  
Myers ....... ............... .... ............................G ............................................................... Stump  
Cosden ... .... ... .. .... ..................................... G .................................................................. May  
Substitutions-0. Miller for R. Miller, Harris for Humbert. 
Field goals-R. Miller, 2; Lohr, 2; Heltzel, 2. Foul tries-R. Miller 
1 in 2; Humbert, 1. in 2; Harris, 1 in 3; Lohr, 0 in 2; Heltzel, 2 
in 2. 
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TENN!S TOURNAMENT 
The men 's singles tennis tournament was finished on the afternoon 
of October 18. The two men contesting for the championship were 
Cline and Good. The games were close and the players exhibited 
much skill throughout the contest. Cline won the championship. The 
score was-6A, 6-4, 4-6, 0-6, 6-1. 
\Vilh the beginning of the Inter-class basketball there is always 
much cla.ss spirit manifested. Each class is ardently supporting its 
team. Three games, out 0£ the six scheduled, have already been played. 
JUNIORS VS. SOPHOMORES 
The first game of the Inter-class tournament was played on the 
night of November 1, between the Juniors and Sophomores. The 
Sophomores showed good fight although the Juniors won by a good 
margm. 
Line-up and summary 
Juniors 31 Sophomores 13 
Turner ___________________ _______ ___ ______ ___________________ F -------------- -- -----·-- ---- --------------------------·--···--- Flora 
Reeves ---------- --- ---- ----- -·---------- ------- ---------·---F ---- ----------------------------------------------------- -- ---- Leave! 
Payne -·----------- ---·------------- -- ------------ -·--------C -,---·---------------------------------------------- ----------- Zigler 
.=line ___ ___ ____________ _______ __ __ ____________________________ G ------·-- ------------------------··---·----- ------------ ------- Garst 
Myers ---- ----- -------------- ----- --- -·--- ----- -- -------·---G --------- ----------- --- -- ------------------------------------- ---- Fike 
Substitutions-E. Zigler for Turner, Mahtias for Reeves, Gilbert 
for 0. Zigler. 
Field goals-Turner, 1; E. Zigler, 1; Payne, 6; Cline, 5; 
Flora, 1; Zigler, 2; Garst, 2. 
Foul tri~s-Turner 2: in 2, Payne 0 in 2, Cline 1 in 1, Myers 
2 in 2, Flora 1 in 3, Zigler 1 in 5, Garst 1 in 3. 
SENIORS VS. FRESHMEN 
The second game of the series was played on the night of Novem-
ber 5, between the Senior and Freshmen teams. The game was fast 
during th entire time. The Freshmen showed excellent form. 
Line-up and summary 
Seniors 8 Freshmen 25 
~~~~~ _-_-_-_-::::::::::::::::: :: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ :::::::::: :: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·::::::::~---_-_-_-_-_-_ ~.uct~:~ 
May --- -- -- -------------------------------------- -- ---- --··--C ·---·---- ---- --- -- -------- -- ---- --- ----·--------- ----- D. Craun 
Good --------------------------------·----------- ------- --·---G ··------------------------·------------ ---- -- -------------- ---- Glick 
Smith ----------------------------- ---- ---- --- --------······--·G ---··--------·-·-----·--·-------·--·------·····-----··--·---··· Arey 
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Substitutions-Showalter for May. 
Field goals-Miller, 1; May, 1; Good, 1; Muntzing, 1; D. 
Craun, 3 ; Glick, 7. 
Foul tries-Miller, 2 in 3; Good 0 in 2; Smith 0 in 1 ; D. Craun. 
0 in 1 ; Glick 3 in 3 ; Arey 0 in 1. 
SENIORS VS. SOPHOMORES 
On the afternoon of November 11 the Seniors and Sophomores 
met. This game proved to be the most hotly contested game thus far. 
For some time during the game one goal would turn the score. 
Line-up and summary 
Seniors 23 Sophomores 31  
Miller ......................................................F ............................................................... Leavel  
Myers ......................................................F ............................................................... Flora  
May ......................................................... C ............................................................... Zigler  
Good .........................................................G ............................................................... Cline  
Smith .........................................................G ............................................................... Garst  
Substitutions-Gilbert for Flora, Fike for Cline. 
Field goals-Miller, 3 ;. Myers, 1 ; Good, 5 ; Leavel, 2 ; Flora, 3; 
Zigler, 5 ; Cline, 1 ; Garst, 2. 
Foul tries-Myers, 3 in 5 ; Good 2 in 9 ; Smith 0 in 1 ; Flora, 
0 in 2 ; Zigler. 4 in 4; Garst, 1 in 1 . 
STANDING OF TEAMS 
Played Won Percentage 
Seniors .....................................................................2 0 .000 
Juniors .. .. .................................................................... 1 1 1.000 
Sophomores ............................................................2 1 .500 
Freshmen .................................................................. 1 1 1.000 
Ferne Hoover-"I always ruin my books by letting them fall. 
I don't wear them out much by studying." 
Prof. Wright describing a trip he once took-"Everyone on the 
boat was drunk except the ship's officers, my companion, and a strange 
lady.'' We wonder where he got it. 
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Alumni  
HAT some B. C. Alumn~ are doing. Out of the one hun-
dred and ninety-eight college graduates, as far as is known, 
the following are: 
Doctors of Medicin







Va. ; John 
Waynesboro, 
D. Miller, 
Chiropractic-W. S. Lineweaver, Strasburg, Va. 
Law_yers-Fred P. Myers, Washington, D., C.; H. M. Strickler, 
Harrisonburg, Va. 
Supt. of Schools-]ohn C. Myers, Rockingham County, Virginia. 
Director of Religious Education-J. Quinter Miller, Cleveland, 
Ohic. 
Secretaries-Mattie V. Glick, Bridgewater College; W. T. 
Sanger, Virginia State Board of Education; M. R. Zigler, Home Mis-
sions (Church of the Brethren) ; Minor C. Miller, Virginia State Sun-
day School Association. 
Farmers- ]. M. Coffman, Elkton, Va.; D. R. Crider, Fulks 
Run, Va.; Geo. Early, Westminister, Md.; H. S. Garst, Bridgewater, 
Va.; W. R. Hooker, Chosen, Fla.; Paul E. Hoover, Westminister, 
Md.; W. A Myers, Broadway, Va.; W. D. Nolley, Nokesville, Va.; 
Herman Shaver, Quinter, S . C.; W. C . Snyder, Hightown, Va. 
CLIPPINGS 
"Th' truth is something that wurruks. If it don't wurruk it ain't 
th' truth. A truth that is lying off is not half as true as a good wur-
rukin' lie. Whin th' truth stops wurrukin' it's a lie, an' whin a lie starts 
gain' it's th' truth. 
- Mr. Dooley on "Philosophers." 
Mr. Boone-"I went to Teacher Training Class this morning and 
there wasn't anyone there except me and another lady." 
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Exchanges 
rr=::"""="':::=il UITE a variety of magazines greet us as we attempt to make 
another report. 
We welcome all of them and look forward to the com-
ing of other papers, both old and new. We are especially 
glad for the new papers aliready on our shelf; but we re-
gret that we cannot look over each magazine carefully. How-
ever, from the headlines we grasp the spirit of the schools in 
a small way. 
By way friend of a friendly criticism, we believe there is a ten-
dency for some of the exchanges to give too much space to Athletics. 
We do not mean to condemn Athletics , but we do believe in the 
development of life by the four fold method. Thus the physical must 
not be overemphasized to the neglect of intellectual, moral and spirit-
ual. 
Maroon and Gold: We took special notice to the article "The 
Elon Spirit." Cooperation is certainly needed in supporting our Ath-
letic teams if we expect them to win. The team can only do their best, 
but the student body must back them. We encourage "pep" meetings. 
Camp us Times: Your editorial on cooperation was fine. In col-
lege life we see the need of cooperation at all times, in all activities from 
the gridiron to the class room. If this spirit of cooperation rules in a 
student body progress is surely ahead. 
The H ampden-SidneJ) Tiger: Your paper comes to us this year 
much changed from previous years. We always find the Tiger quite 
interesting. It covers all i:he phases of school activities which make it 
most admirable. The Y. M. and Y. W . Bible Institute has impress-
ed us quite forcefully in the past year, and we wish it much success this 
year. 
The Criptograph : This is a new1 paper on our exchange and we 
give you a hearty welcome. We find your paper very interesting, and 
we wish to command you for placing photos in your paper. This makes 
it more popular and especially those of your last issue impress our fairer 
sex. Come again. 
The Bracketyack: Your paper has always been popular with us. 
In your last number "The Reminder" just expresses the college spirit 
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necessary for a good school. We congratulate the students of Roanoke 
College on their fine spirit. 
Freshmen, it is of greatest importance that you most faithfully 
follow and carry out the institutions created by the classes of yore. 
We wish to acknowledge the following: 
College Topics.  
Mount Morris Bulletin.  
The Trail Blazer.  
Our College Times.  
The Hilltopper.  
"F'r a gr-eat many cinchries th' worruld was flat. We hev th' 
best in contimpry evidence on that point. Suddenly, some time ago it 
became round." 
-Mr. Dooley on "Philosophers." 
Frances Humbert {at table) "Let's smg the benediction and 
leave." 
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The Immigrant Madonna 
This Christmastide, America, I bring to you my son,  
My baby son.  
He comes with little heritage,  
But his eyes are clear, his body strong.  
He is ready for you to do with him what you will.  
What will you~  
Will you use him hurriedly for your quick ends} 
And will you then disregard him because he is worn 
out-and still a foreigner? 
Or will you teach him, watch him grow and help him 
to be one of you, 
To work with you for those great things you seek} 
He is my son, America 
And all my treasure. 
I bring him here to you-
And you, what will you do with him} 
-Selected 
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Earl's Christmas Daddy  
ARL Maupin sat on his little chair in the living room of the 
I  City Home in the city of B. There was a puzzled expres- sion on the. little fellow's . face. He had never been allowed to put oi1 his best clothes before except on Sunday and to be dressed up on Friday was more than his four year old mind could comprehend. He sat there trying to think of some 
reason for this unusual occurance, when some of the other 
children came into the room and took their places. They were also 
dressed in their be5t They gathered in a ·group in the center of the 
room to talk it over for some of the other children thought they knew 
the meaning of it. 
It was the custom in the city of B for the wealthy families to take 
one or more of the children of the Home into their homes for the 
Christmas season. The children enjoyed this much more than having 
the presents sent to the Home. and it also gave them a touch of home 
life, which is always lacking in such institutions. A week before Christ-
mas the families who desired to take one of these homeless children 
into their homes come to the Home and select the one they thought 
would suit them best. They came back the day before Christmas for 
the desired child. · These children usually remained in their Christmas 
homes for two weeks . . 
This was the occasion for the gathering of the children in the liv-
ing room on this particular day. · At two o'clock a number of ladies 
and gentlemen were brought into the room. The children looked at 
them wistfully-hoping to be chosen by some one for their Christmas 
guest. Earl was a rather timid child, so it took all of his courage to 
look up a~ so many strangers. His eyes fell on a tall man who was 
looking indifferently over the group of children in the center of the 
room. Earl liked the loooks of this man and wished that he might be 
chosen by him. SuCldenly the tall man turned and looked at Earl. 
Immediately the expression on his face changed. There was something 
in those large brown· eyes and on that fair face beneath those dark 
brown curls that he· could not resist. · He crossed to the side of . the 
little follow-asked him a few questions-and his mind was made up. 
He would take this child into his home and give him a teal Christmas. 
After the stranger leh, the matron told Earl thaf Mr. Waller-
fot that was the name of the tall man-had selected him for his Christ-
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mas guest. The days that followed were happy ones for Earl. He 
thought of the wonderful time he would have with the tall man, and in 
his joy forgot that-as a rule-he was ~fraid of. strangers. A sad 
thought never once entered his ·mind, for he was too busy with the 
happy ones. 
At the Waller home these days passed rapidly for they were very 
busy ones. Almost the . entire time was given to the preparation for 
the coming of the little guest. Mr. Waller told his wife about the little 
brown eyed boy that he had . selected and she was very much pleased 
with his choice. · They were very careful in the selection of presents for 
Earl. They got things they · knew he would be able to take hack to 
the Home with him •. and things that he would be-able to use. 
On the day before Christmas ·Earl stood at the window watching 
the snow flakes which were flying about in -the air. He saw a large 
car-drive ·up before the Home and stop. His face brightened whe11 he 
saw the tall man get out and come up the walk. Earl stood thei:¢ 
motionless-it was too good to be true . 
..Well, son, are you ready?'' 
Earl turned and saw the tall man gazing down at him tenderly. 
He_was too happy to speak, so he simply nodded his head. -Soon he 
was seated in the luxurious car of Mr. _Waller. Happy thoughts chased 
each other through his brain. but foremost of all _was the one-'He 
called me son.' Dare he call him .daddy? He would be such a nice 
man to have for a father. Then a troubled . look took the place of that 
happy expression. The remembrance he had of his father was not a 
pleasant one. His father was always gloomy and sad and never seem-
ed to want him -around. He never petted him or spoke loving words 
which -mean so much to a child -of Earl's disposition. Poor -Earl, 
he did not know that his father was sad because of his wife's death 
and c-ould hardly bear th~ sight of Earl beca~se he looked so much like 
her. -Mr. Waller noticed the troubled look ori the little fellow's face, 
but did not question him, since they were nearly home. 
- Earl's eyes opened wide in astonishment when the car drew up 
before a large mansion. He had never seen such a beautiful place-be-
fore. A large dog bounded down the walk to ·welcome the master 
home. The door opened and a lovely · young lady came out on the 
porch. Mr. Waller helped Earl out and led him up the walk. 
"Olivia, this is your Christmas son." 
For a moment Mrs. Waller and Earl looked at each other, then 
she reached out her arms and he wa_s gathered in them. She, too, 
had been ' unable to resist the pleading starved look of those brown 
eyes. Never, as long as he · lived, would · he forget those kisses ·and the 
soft silkiness of her hair. She carried him into the house and removed 
his coat and cap. He was given some toys and left to amuse himself. 
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This was not hard, for he gazed around the room and saw so many 
things that were strange to him. He was not surprised, for he kriew 
the things that belonged to his Christmas parents must be wonderful-
they were so wonderful themselves. 
Later Mr. Waller came into the room accompanied by an old lady 
and gentleman. These were introduced as his grandmother and grand-
fathter. Earl was very much pleased when the old lady sat down be-
fore the fire, toook him up on her knee and told him stories about the 
first Christmas and Santa Claus. He had never heard any one tell 
stories like she did-she made them so real, and satisfied the · longing 
in the little hungry soul. 
When supper was over and Earl became sleepy, Mr. Waller took 
him in his arms and carried him upstairs where a little white bed stood 
waiting for him. Mrs. Waller prepared him fo:r bed and then tucked 
him snugly in. After a good-night kiss sh~ called her husband to the 
bed-side. He leaned over the littlte fellow and said, "Aren't you going 
to tell daddy good-night?" 
The boy held up his arms to his new father and murmured sleep-
ily, 
" 'Night, daddy." 
The next day was fuller yet of happy surprises-the big Christ-
mas tree lighted by a thousand tiny electric candles, the electric engine 
and cars. the new suit with cap, shoes and overcoat to match, the 
Christmas dinner, the Christmas carols sung in the dimly lighted church 
at eventide, ·the little boys and girls that came from the nearby houses 
to see his presents and play with him. It was a tired but happy little 
boy that was tucked in bed that night. 
In the days that followed Earl received all the love his little 
starved heart could ask for-and that tiny loving spirit crept into the 
hearts of Mr. and Mrs. Waller and they wondered how they could 
send him back to the Home. He was rn happy here and seemed to 
fit in so well with their household. · 
Finally the day came and Earl was fixed for the trip back to the 
Home. He did not realize what was happening until the car stopped 
in front of the large brick building. In the sorrow that almost broke 
his heart he cried out, . 
"Oh. I don't want to come back here, I want to· stay ~ith my 
daddy! Daddy, don't leave me! r Please!" 
He clung to Mr. Waller who finally tore himself away, thinking 
the child would forget when he left. He never dreamed of the ag0ny 
he caused to that broken hearted little child, but Earl did not forget; 
he- cried all night for his daddy and mother. The superintendent tried 
in vain to comfort the child, but he continued to plead for his daddy to 
come back. 
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Back at the Waller home there was an emptiness which they 
could scarcely understand. The loving spirit of the little brown eyed 
boy had crept deeper into their hearts than they had imagined. On the 
third day the telephone rang. It was the overseer of the Home-he 
told them that the child cried and pleaded for his daddy-that they 
could not comfort him. He wondered if any arrangements could be 
made for them to take him back. After a few moments of silence, Mr. 
Waller turned to his wife, 
.. Shall we go for our son~" 
"Yes," came the prompt reply. 
Six months later Earl Maupin was introduced as J. E. Waller,
Jr. 
The lecturer waxed eloquent, and after his perc;>ration on women's 
rights, he said, "When they take our girls, as they threaten, away from 
co-educational colleges what will follow~ What will follow, I re-
peat}° 
Hubert Shull and Eddie Garber, together, .. I will." 
Garland looking at his new class ring: .. Sixteen dollars is a lot of · 
money to put in a class ring. Just think how far that would go in buy-
ing a diamond." 
Prof. Fisher (in Music History Class)-"We often have the 
Lord's Prayer sung as a chant, thus (singing) •'The Lord is my Shep-
herd. I shall not want.'' 
It has been estimated that there was enough hand-shaking during 
the election to . milk every cow in the U. S. three times. 
A teacher hung on the wall a placard bearing the following: 
••Don't throw matches about; remember the London fire." Soon after, 
the blackboard bore in large letters the warning, "Don't spit, remem-
~er the flood." 
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Giving Gifts  
I 
ND the:r opened their treasures and presented unto Him gifts .... 
Giving was a custom at that time and it is yet today. In 
this Christmas season, every shopping center is crowded. M.ail 
bags are filled with presents. Members of every household 
are wrapping and unwrapping their gifts. There is a reason 
and custom plays its part. Custom is not a poor reason 
for giving. We do many worthy things by it. The physi-
cian administters to us and by custom we pay a price not determined by 
the value of his service. The lawyer's fee is determined by custom . . 
Fare on the trolley is a customary one. As long as no great embarrass-
ment occurs we continue the custom. Christmas giving may become 
embarrassing, but the range of gifts is so broad that nearly all can give. 
Then custom is apt to remain- and as long as it does remain ·some will 
give because of it; yet there is something' besides custom to consider. 
I blush to say it, but it appears that we sometimes give to get. 
A person has a certain value to give. The value is given to a person 
from whom an equal value -is expected. Unless the expectation is 
satisfied, the second gift will not be presented. It is often said "He 
gave me a present last Christmas, but I did not give him one, so I do not 
expect one this year.'' Giving to get is not as good as trading. A 
trade puts into one's hands thtat which he needs and wants, but the 
person who gives to get is gambling on the hope of getting what is de-
sired. If you have given to get something in return, quit it, and buy 
what you want and you will be better satisfied. In business it is right 
to expect value received equal to the value given, but when Christmas 
comes, lay aside selfishness and give as an expression of good-will. 
Giving because of custom is shallow; giving to get is without 
principle; .hut .giving to express good-will is highly commendable. In 
the war stricken areas of Europe,' particularly of Russia, are many 
students with bare feet, patched clothes, scant food, and no · funds. 
Their race and nation depends on them so they will not quit their work. 
We possibly wish them well, but it is much easier proved by a gift 
than a word. Syria and Palestine are flooded by seas of little ones 
hungering and dying, but they respond splendidly to kindness and help. 
If you are sympathetic or if your will is good they shall not suffer long. 
No one would argue that a gift should be given everywhere there is a 
good will. That would mean endless giving. The gift therefore must' 
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go to a needy person or to one for whom good will has developed into 
a stronger affection or has even run into love. It does not follow. 
however, that the value of the gift measures the deepness of the affec- _ 
tion. A deep affection may be expressed by a meager gift and a shal-
low one by an expensive gift. Give as a result of good will. not as 
a display of your wealth. We are safe in saying that good-will is ex-
pressed in proportion to the sacrifice made. The widow's mite expresses 
more than the silver and gold of the rich. _ 
Giving does not stop with the expression of good-will. It touches 
the heart of the receiver and the two hearts are tuned and vibrate to-
gether. No one would care to give if there were no reception for the 
gift. It is equally true that, .. the gift without the giver is bare." Pos-
sibly our gifts to charity are small, because the response of the receiver 
is so lightly felt. A gift properly given and properly received estab-
lishes a harmony between persons like that of instruments in tun~the 
tones of one supplement and make richer those of another. A gift 
may really establish a communion of friends with friend which is of 
countless value. Therefore do- not quit giving but give more. and-
thereby make life richer, fuller and sweeter. 
It is a great thing to give Christmas gifts, but it is a greater thing 
to give a life of service. Service can be rendered in many fields. The 
business man can make investments, which is nothing less -than an ad-
vance to laborers, and thereby render a most worthy service. The 
farmers can supply wholesome food to his fellow men-a pleasant ser-
vice. A lawyer can check the crime of men; a physician can. preserve 
their health. and the minister can administer hope and faith and love 
to them. Service means your best. body. soul. and mind. -given for 
your fellow men. Open the Book and read, if you care, for an example 
of service. Pick out the great leaders of history as a supplement. The 
man who serves stands above ~ll others. 
It is worth the price to give a life of service. It brings more hap-
piness than any gift. No other means will secure lasting happiness. 
To live this life is like a little bird struggling to its nest with a heavy 
parcel for the litttle ones · and uttering a cheerful song after the task 
is done. Not only happiness but power and influence are results of ser-
vice. If you would have the greatest influence. serve best. Influence is 
so desirable. for it approaches immortality. 
As a final word, let us seek to serve, and . spend a life doing it. 
Fellow students, while giving, do · not stop with a present; but give a 
gift of life to your friends. 
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Editorial 
With happy faces we find ourselves homeward bound for the holi-
days. Some of us have n.ot been home since September. A long time, 
you say-and yet, how short it has been after all. Ca~ we meet the 
home folks with the .feeling that our time 
THE CHRISTMAS has been well spent, that we are better phy-
SPIRIT sically, mentally, and spiritually, than when 
we left home~ Can we go home with a 
heart full of good will toward all men? Can we carry the true Christ-
mas spirit along with us as we go? 
How far that Christmas Spirit would go in solving tthe problems of 
the world today! Those words sung so exultandy by an angelic 
chorus on Judean plains two thousand years ago,-
""Glory to God in the highest, 
Peace on earth, good will toward men"-,-
are they but mockery as we repeat them~ Do we have only the form 
of Christmas without having the meaning of Christmas in our hearts? 
If God is to be glorified, who is to do it? If there is to be peace 
and good will on earth, must the other fellow take the first step toward 
attaining it? The whole world has been waiting for "the other fel-
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low... Did we ever thtink that to some one "the other fellow" means 
us il 
May this Christmas season mean something deeper and better than 
it has ever meant · to us before. The Philomathean wishes · everyone a 
very happy Christmas. 
-F. E. H. 
Corky C.-"Can I get off tomorrow. Dr. Wright. for a wed-
dingr 
Dr. Wright--"Do you have to go}" 
Corky-•Td like to-rm the bridegroom." 
..Bald heads," philosophized the baldheaded man, "are caused 
by over working the brain.'' 
"Ha!" eried Mr. Henpeck. "That must be why women have 
no hair on their chins... 
Willie-"! wondel'. if Dad thinks the calf is going to die}" 
Mother-"Why, Willier 
Willie-.. Well, he said I could have it to start a herd." 
Lecturer-'"Allow me, before I dose. to repeat the words of the 
immortal Webster.'' 
Hayseed (to wife)-"Land sakes, Maria, let's get outta here. 
He's a-goin to start in on the dictionary." 
A city man, driving his car along a country road, heard some-
thing rattle beneath the car, stopped, went back a short distance, picked 
up the missing part and returned. He then took off his coat ·and pro-
ceeded to put it back into place. 
About an hour later another car came along, and its occupant who 
was a farmer, seeing the first man· flat on his back under his vehicle, by 
the roadside, stopped and asked what the trouble was. The city man 
emerged · .and held up a plow point. ••This blooming thing dropped 
off my car," he said, .. and I've been hunting for an hour to find out 
where it belongs.'' 
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Associations 
Y. W. C. A. 
HE work of the Y. W. C. A. is still progressing nicely. The 
I programs are always instru. ctive and inspiring. All of the girls seem to feel their duty to the ideals and purpose of the Association and are taking an active part in the work. This points to a successful year. . The World Week of Prayer was observed in the 
morning watch services and in the regular meeting of the 
association. Rev; Replogle spoke in this meeting on the subject, ..The 
Importance of Prayer.'' . · 
A v~ry interesting and impressive Thanksgiving program was rcn.. 
dcred on November 25. 
Y. M. C. A. 
Since our religious and physical sides of our student life are being 
taken care of by other organizations, our aim is to give programs which 
are of the cultural type with the purpose of encouraging and promoting 
more general cult_ure among our men. With this aim in view we arc 
having outsiders and student representatives, thus giving us a varied 
point of view. Our meetings are well attended and much interest is 
being shown in the subjects discussed. 
Our Y Room is being remodeled with the idea of providing a 
. tnore attractive and home-like meeting place for the men. 
Mr. J. W. Boitnott, our president, recently attended the Student 
Field council meeting at Lynchburg College. He reported an inter-
esting conference in which much interest was shown in problems of war, 
race, and student friendship. 
THE VIRGINIA LEE LITERARY SOCIETY 
The Virginia Lee Society is growing every day, taking on more 
zeal and pep. Every program brings out some new possibilities of its 
members and with each one's added interest we can do great things. 
We all have our talents and if we develop these we will be given 
others. The V. L. L. S. is proud of her members who have these 
extraordinary talents, we have among our numbers persons with rare 
'  
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musical qualities, members who are superior to the average in debating 
qualities. Many oother talents are present which we will not endeavor 
to mention. 
The regular meeting of the V. L. L. S. is held each Saturday 
evening and we welcome everyone to come and join us in watching the 
growth of our possibilities. Some of them may now seem very small. 
some. much greater. but we hope that each week will make all seem 
bigger and fuller of the promise of a bright future. 
THE VICTORIAN LITERARY SOCIETY 
The members of the Victorian Literary Society are trying more 
than ever to be worthy of their Iiame this year. Thus far, the work has 
been going along very nicely. · 
Many of our programs this year have been · original ones. which 
shows that development is being made. Among these. one of the most 
interesting was ..The Spirit of Our Pilgrim Fathers." In this the aim 
was to show in dramatic form the spirit .of our Pilgrim fathers, which 
established for us one day each year as a day of Thanksgiving. 
We are discovering talent in out new members which will mean 
much to the the progress of our society, not only this session, but in 
the future. 
THE GLEE CLUBS 
The work of the Glee Clubs is going along very nicely. Every 
member seems to be interested and is showing a fine spirit of co-operation. 
· The first public program to be rendered by the Clubs this year 
will be given on Thursday night, December 18. A special feature 
of this program will be an operetta entitled; ..The Family Doctor." 
There will also be in the program choruses, quartetts. and selections · by 
the Glee Club Orchestra. With the talent that the clubs have this 
year, this program promises to be one well worth hearing. 
Lawrence H.-"Papa, .can you sign your name with your eyes 
shun" . 
Mr. Hoover-..Of course, but why}•• 
Lawrence--.. Here then sign my report." 
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·Humor and -Clippings 
If you are Irish don't read thene joke.5, but if you are English. read 
them so that you may have something to laugh about when you arc. old. 
~-
Rastus-"Boy, it ·was so cold whar I cum frum we had to 
frow watah out de windah an slide down de icicle to git out ob de 
house." 
Mose-"How yo' all talks. Wahr I lib it's so cold we gotta build 
fiahs undah de cows to stop 'cm frum giving ice cream ... 
Ralph M.-"Hi. there, don't spit on the floor.'' 
Jim H.-"S'rnatter, floor leak?" 
Sainuel H.-"I smell cabbage burning." 
Guy W.-"Then take your head away from that radiator.'' 
A man came to town to insert a death announcement. •'How 
much do you charge?,. he asked. "Ten shillings an inch!" was the 
reply. ""Heavens! He was over six feet high!" 
Prof. Varncr-""Miss Zigler, how many times have you whisper· 
ed~ .. 
Naomi_..:."Once't . ., 
Prof. V.-·~Once't ! Should she have said once't, Mr. Cline)" 
Frank Cline-''No. sir. she should have said t'wicc't." 
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College News  
I 
HE Christmas season is approaching and happy. fac.es foretell 
the nearness of the Holidays. Merry Christmas, every6ne ! 
The past few weeks have been very eventful ones for 
students-programs, speeches, quizzes-and long lessons. 
The holidays foretell a very happy release from strenuous 
tasks. 
November 6, Dr. J. W. Wayland, instructor at the 
Statet Teacher's College in Harrisonburg met with us in chapel exercises. 
He took for his subject "The Science of Teaching" and gave some 
very helpful thoughts for those of us who are going into the teaching 
profession. Dr. Wayland is a distinguished Alumnus of B. C. and we 
are always glad to welcome him back. 
Dr. Paul H. Bowman was at Troutville. Va., for two ~eeks and 
condu~ted a series of meetings there. We are glad to' have him with 
us agam. 
Rev. Replogle, pastor of the Greentree Congregation, Pa., con-
ducted a two weeks series of meetings at the College Street Church of 
the Brethren. The me~tings were well attended and we feel sure that 
many hearts were revived by the inspirational sermons which were de· 
livered. 
November 13 and 20 Rev. Replogle spoke to the students at the 
chapel services. He gave us some excellent thoughts on prayer and how 
to meet life's opportunities. 
The Thanksgiving holiday which lasted from Nov. 26 to 30 
was enjoyed to the utmost by the students as well as the faculty. Most 
of the students left the college, either spending the few days at their 
respective homes or visiting in the homes of friends. 
On Nov. 25; Ruth Rodgers, a soprano, appeared here on the 
lyceum platform. Miss Rodgers rendered a pleasing program which 
was enjoyed by all. 
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Mrs. W. D. Van Voorhis, of Morgantown, W. Va., who is a 
prominent worker among young people, spoke to us one day in Chapel. 
She suggested the mountains of our own ignorance, of our national 
selfishness, of our big responsibility, of our divided intere,sts ,as things 
which we as young people must overcome if we are ready to accomplish 
anything worth while in life. 
The Scottish Musical Co., presented "1l1e Cotter's Saturday 
Night" on the Lyceum Dec. 6. This was based on the poem of Rob-
ert Burns, and included many familiar Scotttish songs. The program was 
unique, and entertaining, giving an interesting side light on Scottish 
life and dialect . 
.. Some day I'll be rich," said the dog as he picked up the scent. 
A Mormon once argued polygamy with Mark Twain. The 
Mormon insisted that polygamy was moral, and he defied Twain to · 
cite any passage of scripture that forbade the practice. "Well," said 
the humorist, "how about that passage that tells us no man can serve 
two masters?" 
Coach-''1'11 never get over what I saw last night.'' 
Rachel M.-"Whats that?" 
Coach-"The moon." 
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Athletics  
HE boy's class tournament was finished November 22. Since 
I that time all interest has been turned towards the varsity squads. Coach Kiracofe has been putting the men's squad through a lot of hard practice on the fundamentals of basket-ball. The girls are showing greater interest in basketball than they did in former years. 
Recently the following managers were elected for next 
years• Varsity teams. Earl Zigler for men's basketball, Gladys Lohr for 
women's basketball, and Frank Cline for tennis. 
JUNIORS VS. FRESHMEN 
On the night of November· 15, the Juniors and Freshmen met. 
Neither of these teams had been defeated thus far in this year's tourna-
ment. The game was interesting throughout. Reeves showed . fine 
form for the Juniors. 
Line-up and Summary 
Juniors 24 Fr~hmen 13  
Turner ............................ .............................F ....................... ...............................E. Craun  
Reeves .........................................................F ....................................... ....... ..... Muntzing  
Payne .........................................................C .............. .. ......... ................... .. ........ D. Craun  
Cline ...... ............... .......................................G ..... .................................... .. ................. Glick  
Myers ,................. ....................................... ...G ............................................................ Arey  
Substitutions- Zigler for Turner, Mathias for Cline. Field goals 
-Reeves, 4; Payne, 3; Cline, 1 ; Glick, 1 ; D. Craun, 2; Muntzing, 
1 ; E. Craun, 1. Free throws- T urncr. 0 in 2 ; Zigler 1 in 1, Reeves 
1 in 1, Payne 5 in 6; Cline 1 in 3, Glick 2 in 3, D. Craun, 0 in 2. 
E. Craun 1 in 2. 
SOPHOMORES VS. FRESHMEN 
On the evening of November 19 the Sophomores and Freshmen 
played their final game of the tournament. The game was hotly con-
tested and showed much spirit on the part of both teams. 
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Line-up and Summary 
Sophomores 30 Freshmen 23 · 
Leavel .................... ..................................... F ...................................................... E. Craun  
Flora ·· ·········-~ ---·- ··· · · ···· ··· ·· ······ · · ······ ··········· · ··F ······················-···························· Muntzing  
Zigler ............................................................C ····················-·······················  D. Craun  
Garst ....... ....... .. .. .. .......... ........................... ...G ............................................................ Glick  
Cline ............. ...............................................G ............................................................... Arey  
Field goals-Leavel. 4; Flora, 1 ; Zigler, 6; Garst. 3; Glick,  
1; D. Craun. 2; Muntzing, 3; E. Craun. 4.  
Free throws-Leave! 1 in 3, Flora 0 in 2, Zigler 1 in 2. Garst 
0 in 1, Glick 3 in 4, D. Craun 0 in 2, Muntzing 0 in 1, E. Craun 0 
in 2. 
SENIORS VS. JUNIORS 
The final game of the tournament was played on the night of 
November 22, between the Seniors and Juniors. The game was rather 
slow due to a great many fouls being called on both sides. 
Line-up and Summary 
Seniors 15 Juniors 32 
Miller .......... ..... .. ........................................ F ......... .. ........................................ .. .... Reeves  
R. Myers ................................................... F ......................................................... Turner  
~;:d···::::::::::: :::·.·_·_·_·_·_·_·_::·.·_·_-_:·.:·.::·_-_::::·.::·_-_-_-_-_:::·_·_·_·_:·.:·.·_g :::::::·.·.:::::::·.::::::~::·.:::::::·.::::::::::::::::::::: ... pc:t:: 
Smith ............................................................G ................................................... B. Myers  
Substitutions-Wright for Good, Showalter for Smith, Zigler for 
Reeves, Mathias for Turner. 
Field goals-Miller, 1 ; R. Myers, 1; Reeves, 1; Turner, 4; 
Mathias, 1 ; Payne, 5; Cline. 2. 
Free throws-Miller 3 in 3, May 0 in 1, Good 8 in 12, Smith 
0 in 1, Reeves. 1 in 2, Turner 4 in 6, Payne 1 in 3. Cline 0 in 2. 
B. Myers 0 in 3. 
'; ' STANDING OF TEAMS 
Played Won Percentage 
Seniors ····'···································-··········3 0 .000 
Juniors ............................................................ 3 3 1.000 
Sophomores ................................................3 2 .667 
Freshmen ..................................................~..3. J !331 
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Alumni 
WHAT BECOMES OF BRIDGEWATER'S ATHLETES1 
B. C. LETTER-MEN FROM '16 TO '22 
1. Ernest Bowman. principal at Pleasant Valley, Va. 
2. R. P. G. Bowman, Principal at Linville-Edom. Va. 
3. Warren Bowman, Prof. of Ed.• Farmville. Va. 
4. R. K. Bums. Prof. of Biology, U. of Cincinnati, Ohio. 
5. Ray Cline, Farming at Mt. Crawford. Va. 
6. Bryan Driver, Farming at New Market, Va. 
7. W. A. Flick. Ass't. Prof. at W. & L.. Lexington, Va. 
8. E. W. Flohr, Prof. of Education at Blue Ridge, Md. 
9. Byron Flory, Missionary in China. 
10. 0. S. Garber, Athletic Instructor at Daleville, Va. 
11. P. N. Garber, Prof. of History at Trinity. N. C. 
12. C. V. Good, Graduate student at U. of Chicago. Ill. 
13. G. W. Harlow, Coach at P. I. D., Philadelphia, Pa. 
14. Paul Hoenshell, Teaching at Charlottesville, Va. 
15. N. T. Huffman, Student at Peabody, Baltimore, Md. 
16. R. L. Humbert, Student at U. of Mich. 
17. Otis Karicofe, Principal at Briery Branch. Va. 
18. E. S. Kiracofe, Director of Athletics, Bridgewater College, Va. 
19. J. S. Kiser. Detroit, Mich. 
20. W. D. Knolly, Farming at Nokesvi1le, Va. 
21. J. D. Kramer, Principal at Stuarts Draft, Va. 
22. M. C. Landis, Teaching near Staunton, Va. 
23. C. E. May, Teaching at Cowen, W. Va. 
24. W. A. Meyerhoeffer, Teaching at Dayton, Va. 
25. D. H. Miller, .Pastor in Pa. 
26. J. Q. Miller, Director of Rel. Ed. Cleveland, Ohio. 
27. J. W. Miller, Athletic Instructor at Blue Ridge, Md. 
28. Ralph Miller, Farming at Bridgewater, Va. 
29. G. T. Moyers, Teaching at Follansbee, W. Va. 
30. W. B. Moyers, Prin. at Lost Creek, Va. 
31. P. B. Sanger, Teaching at Dry Fork, W. Va. 
32. B. A. Spitler, Teaching at Atlanta, Ga. 
! ~ . i . .33. H. D. Thompson, Prin. at Cowen, W. Va. 
34. J. C. Wampler, at home, Timberville, Va. 
35. H. C. Will, teaching at Lost Creek, W. Va. 
36. H. S. Will, Prin. at Harman, W. Va. 
37. H. S. Zigler, Mgr. Cold Storage Plant, Timberville, Va. 
38. M. R. Zigler, Home Mission Secretary, Elgin, Ill. 
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Exchanges 
IP"==-- EARTIEST Christmas greetings and best wishes to our sis· 
ter institutions. 
At this season there is a feeling of merriment which is 
nqt experienced at any other time of the year. Every one is 
looking forward with a great deal of anticipation to the home 
coming of all, or some members of the family. Students 
especially are thinking of going home after being away for 
several months perhaps. They are thinking of the good eats waiting 
for them, and the giving and receiving of gifts. But as we think of 
these things let us not forget the real meaning and significance of the 
word 'Christmas ! ' 
As the old year comes to a close may we look back over our year's 
work, see our mistakes and profit by them, making the incoming year the 
best ever. 
We are happy to see so many new magazines come to our depart· 
ment and we give each one a cordial welcome. 
We make special mention of the following as new magazines: 
The Everegreen.  
Hi-Times.  
McMaster.  
The Richmond Collegian.  
The Crozer.  
We also asknowledge. 
College Rays.  
The Trail Blazer.  
Mount Morris Bulletin.  
H ampden-Sidne'j) Tiger.  
The Bracket))-Ack.  
The Campus Times.  
The Arrowhead.  
The Hilltop'per.  
The Eastern Mennonite Joumal.  
Maroon and Gold.  
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!tW &fr REI 
i&tsnluttnus nf iiymput4y 
WHEREAS God in His infinite wisdom has re-
moved from us by the hand of death Rev. W. C. 
Hoover, the father of our beloved classmater, Fern 
R. Hoover, be it resolved: That we, the Senior 
Class of Bridgewater College, use this means of 
expressing our deepest sympathy to the family and 
to our classmater; and that we beseech our · Heaven-
ly Father to be very near to them in this hour of 
sadness. 
Furthermore, be it resolved that copies of these . 
resolutions be sent to the bereaved family, to our 
classmate, and that a copy be published in the Philo-
mathean. 
(Signed) 
Howard E. Mason, 
Anna Belle Harris, 
Alvin Kline, 
Committee 
iKr.anlutinus nf ~gmpnt4y 
WHEREAS God in His infinite wisdom has re-
moved from this life Mr. W. C. Hoover, the father 
of our esteemed classmate. Reefa B. Hoover, be it 
resolved:-
That we, the Sophomore class of Bridgewater Col-
lege use this means of conveying our deepest sym-
pathy to the family and friends ; 
That we trust and beseech Our Father to be very 
near and comfort our grieved loved ones in their hour 
of sadness; 
That a copy of these resolutions be sent to the fam-
ily and a copy to the Philomathean for publication. 
The Sophomore Class 
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From "The Death of the Old Year" 
Full knee deep lies the winter snow.  
And the winter winds are wearily sighing:  
Toll ye the church · bell sad and slow,  
And tread softly and speak low  
For the old year lies a-dying.  
Old year, you must not die; 
You came to us so readily. 
You lived with us so steadily, 
Old year, you shall not die. 
His face is growing sharp and thin.  
Alack! our friend is gone.  
Close up his eyes: tie up his chin,  
Step from his corpse and let him in  
· That standeth there alone, 
And waiteth at the door. 
There's a new foot on the floor my friend, 
And a new face at the door, my friend , 
A new face at the door. 
-Tennyson. 
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Literary Development at Bridgewater 
(Note-This paper was read at the anniversary program of the 
Virginia Lee Society, December 13, 1924.) 
friends of the Literary Societies of Bridge-
water College : 
In this paper I shall endeavor to acquaint you with all 
the facts which I have been able to accumulate in regard to 
the origin and growth of literary society work in our col-
lege. 
r.=-=='*""'===;r EMBERS and 
Forty-four years ago, what is now Bridgewater Col-
lege, was founded. The institution has not always been known by its 
present name. In the year 1880, the school was first opened at Spring 
Creek, Va., under the name of "Spring Creek Normal and Collegiate 
Institute." In 1882 this was changed to "Virginia Normal School," 
and the following year to "Bridgewater College." 
Forty-three years ago marks the origin of the first Literary So-
ciety of the school. This was, of comse, during the session of 1881-
82. Since that time, an unbrol~cn history of 43 years measures the 
life of the institution itself. This is a fact which all students of the 
school, both past and present, should look upon with considerable pride. 
Evidently this first society had no particular name. It was doubtless 
called "The Literary Society." It continued as such for about two 
years, when, during the sessions of 1883-84, it became the "Elite Lite-
rary Society." If we may judge from its name, this was not a so-
ciety to be despised. 
One of the original members of the first society and of the Elite 
Society tells me the, following. "At the very beginning of the first 
session, literary work was stressed greatly. Our society met once a 
week. It included in. its membership quite a number from the village 
who were not students. This encouraged the society and made the work 
more interesting and enjoyable." 
As the college grew the Elite Literary Society grew. Interest 
grew gradually until the year '87 when suddenly spirit died down until 
the Elite Society bore practically TIO> fruit. This waning of interest was 
no doubt due to the now large enrollment and the fact that there was 
n0i competetive society. The faculty, (who at this time controlled all 
society activities) decided that the division of the Elite Society into 
two groups would solve both of these problems. This division was 
made just as sides were chosen for an old-fashioned 'spelling bee.' 
Two members of about equal ability chose alternately from the mem-
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hers of the Elite Society until all were chosen. The divisions were 
called "A'' and "B". They rendered separate programs each Friday 
evemng. 
In the session of 1887~88 there was a real "renaissance" in 
literary societies activities. Had the societies been released from faculty 
supervision and required to take all responsibilities for existence upon 
themselves at this time, this "renaissance", as I have termed it, might 
have attained even greater heights. It suffices to say that besides the 
'A' and 'B' sections of the Elite Society, two other independent so-
cieties were formed during this session. The first of these was the 
"Ciceronian," the other the "Working Girls." lnese new societies 
were, for the most part, impromptu in character. These two societies 
met on Saturday evening. 
In the session of 1888-89 there was a continuation of the society 
activities of the previous session. The same societies continued and a 
fifth was added. This was the Demosthenian, a sister society of the 
'Ciceronian' and the 'Working Girls., It was also an impromptu so-
ciety, and met each Saturday morning. 
From this high tide the Elite Society and three independent so-
cieties fell suddenly to a very low ebb in the session of 1890-91. In 
fact it seems that all five of these died a natural death during this same 
session. There seems to have been a great cessation of spirit in so-
ciety work, and when the smoke of battle had cleared away toward the 
end of the session, one society was in existence. It was called the 
"Philomathean Literary Society." This society rendered its first pro-
gram on the night of May 26th, 1 891 . This was during commence-
ment week. 
This new society endured a great many hardships. It suffered a 
great many times for lack of organization. From the many serious 
predicaments which it was forced to face, it always managed, in one 
way or another, to escape. One occasion in particular is interesting to 
note. One September morning along in the nineties, at the beginning of 
the school session. the Constitution of the Philomathean Literary So-
ciety was nowhere to be found. Students of the previous session who 
had returned discovered this calamity at the beginning of the week. All 
students, new and old were expecting to meet on Friday night and or-
ganize. the literary society. Search was made, high and low, for the 
manuscript, (it had never progressed farther than manuscript form) 
but it was not to be found. 
What was to be done? Friday morning arrived and still the 
old, torn, soiled, and much begrimed document was missing. Would 
the meeting have to be called that night, and the old members dis-
graced in the eyes of the new students? Would they have to let these 
neW' students know that the sole document on which they were to pin 
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their faith and loyalty in this important work, was lost? Oh, no! Have 
no such fear! There were geniuses at Bridgewater College then, as 
well as now. A hurried meeting of the old members was called and 
a new constitution was produced from memory. The society was suc-
cessfully organized that night, to the relief of all concerned in the 
knowledge of the lost constitution. 
In the: session of 1895-96 a great movement was launched by 
the Philomathean Society. This movement took definite form in the 
month of May, 1896, when the first issue of the Philomathean Month-
ly was introduced to the public This was a modest little magazine of 
16-2 column pages·. It was bound in grey. Probably a description 
of the outer front cover will be interesting. One fourth of this front 
cover (the upper fourth) contained the name of the publication and 
the contents. The lower three-fourths of the plate was a flaming add 
from B. Ney and Sons Dept. Store in Harrisonburg, advertising 
Brethren's Plain Clothing as a specialty. This first issue contained three 
sections: (1) Essays, (2) Locals, (3). 0ur Society. This was all. In 
the years to follow the Philo grew steadily and is still published. 
Thus the Philomathean Literary Society flourished until the fall 
of 1897, ·when it came to a very abrupt end. This end was how-
ever, very different from that of its predecessor, the Elite. It ended 
not because of weakness, but because of strength; strength in both spirit 
and numbers. A division of forces became imperative, and the division 
was placed in the' hands of the faculty. 
This body proceeded immediately to the rescue. Two separate 
committees drew up two separate constitutions for independent literary 
societiey; one society to be called the "Victorian Literary Society," the 
other the "Virginia Lee Literary Society." 
To many students it was hard to give up the old name which 
had endeared itself to all Philomatheans to a very great extent. But 
it was right, it was for the best. It has always been the policy at 
Bridgewater to stand for the right, so, in spite of the old endearments, 
those students gave up their old name and associations to enter whole-
heartedly into the new venture. Choice of societies was an optional mat-
ter with all. Much canvassing was done by the first members of each 
society, and few were the students who did not join one or the other. 
It gives me great pleasure to say that we have three of these charter 
members on our program tonight. 
Before going further, may I 'stop here to say that the old Philo-
mathean Society commends itself to our notice chiefly for these rea-
sons: 
( 1) It instituted the Philomathean Monthly. 
(2) It was the parent of the two present literary societies. 
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The Victorian and Virginia Lee Literary Societies took up the 
work of the old Philomathean Society in every detail and have preserv-
ed all its functions to this day. The old Philomathean Society had, 
during its existence of seven years, established a library of several hun-
dred volumes, some of which were handsomely bound. They were all 
good, substantial literary works. Just as the society was divided so 
were these books divided between the resulting societies. As time has 
gone by, there have been many valuable additions to these libraries, 
both by purchase and by donation. Today, each in a handsome book-
case in the college library, these two society libra,ries are still main-
tained. 
Furthermore, the work of the Philomathean Monthly was taken 
up actively by the two societies. The change caused no break, and 
there has been no break in the publication of our magazine up until this 
time. It developed rapidly for a long period of years, and then ap-
pears to have struck a fixed sta&"e, from which it has neither progressed 
nor retrograded to any marked degree. At this time there is consider-
able sentiment for the cessation of the Philomathean, in favor of a 
weekly newspaper. This would probably be a very wise move. If it 
is done we feel sure that the students and the loyal alumni of our 
school will support the move whole-heartedly. 
Since 1897, the Victorian and Virginia Lee Societies have been 
active. However, there have been two rather important steps in so-
ciety work since that time. 
It is of course understood that by far the greater part of the 
student body up until recent years was in the Academy or preparatory 
department. There were few college sudents for at least seven years 
after these two societies originatd. Thus college and academy students 
belonged to the same society. About 1903, sentiment arose for a liter-
ary society for the more advanced literary workers. This sentiment re-
sulted in the organization ,in the year 1904, of the Acme Literary 
Society. Any student who had been in attendance at B. C. for a 
period of two years was automatically a member of the new society. 
For a considerable time this advanced Society flourished. But, 
about the year 1910, it dropped to a very low point. A division was 
attempted and failed. Upon second trial at division, the society again 
became active and really reached a very high point of literary work. 
I have been unable to ascertain the names of these divisions. They were 
very successful for one session but then again the Acme began to fail. 
It slowly declined, and finally died a natural death about the year 1915. 
Acme members went back to their old societies and no further attempt 
was made to establish a superior society. 
However, in the year 1919, the N. D. C. Liteary Society was or-
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ganized. This society was strictly an academy society. This made 
the Virginia Lee and Victorian strictly college societies. It was a very 
successful move, and tended to settle many · difficult problems. The N. 
D. C. Society was named in honor of the Principal of the Academy, 
Mr. N. D. Cool. The society did very creditable work throughout 
its lifetime of five years. At the end of this time, the Academy was 
discontinued-thus the end of the Society. 
This in brief is a history of literary societies and their. develop-
ment in our school. As they have lived a continuous life of 4 31 years 
in the past, may they live a long and prosperous life in the future. 
Mr. Brown and his family were standing in front of the lion 
cage. 
"'John," said Mrs. Brnwn, "If those animals were to escape, 
whom would you save first. me or the children?'' 
"'Me." answered John quickly. 
They sat together.  
Worked together  
All semester long.  
Played together,  
Strolled together  
Happy as a song.  
Then  
Crammed together,  
Flunked together,  
Wondered what was wrong.  
The Sheik-"Thru the Sahara's worst sandstorm, I have come to 
thee. Nellie.'" 
The Sheikess-"Aye; Johnny, surely thou must be a man of grit." 
Traffic Rule Number 2, in Toyko, Japan is as follows: 
"When a passenger of the foot heave in sight, tootle the horn 
trumpet to him melodiously at first. If he · still obstacles your path 
tootle with angry vigor and express by words of ·mouth the warning, 
"Hi, Hi!" 
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Marian Resolves 
"NEW YEAR RESOLUTIONS 
1. I rcsol-vc to tr}} to be more attracti-ve. 
2. I resolve " 
ERE Mirian's pen stopped, and she sat looking into the fire, 
iir.:11M;?"fi\1t thinking over her year-and-a-half of college life. What a _ 
failure she had made of it! How different it all was from 
what she had planned, she thought. She had meant to work 
so hard-and now her grades were scarcely above passing, 
for her intentions were better than her action in this as in 
many other things. So she could not shine in scholarship. 
And then she had meant to be so thoughtful and kind to those charm-
ing girls next door, and to all the others, so that they couldn't help but 
like her. But they just left her out of everything all last year, and this 
year it was worse than ever-they didn't care a single thing for her. 
What if she had made those sarcastic, rude answers? How could she 
help it when they treated. her in that way? If she only didn't have 
to go back to school, it would be so much easier. She could start 
anew, and make everyone see how valuable and worthwhile she really 
was. 
Marian's diary, with its heading "New Year Resolutions,'' drop-
ped from her lap unheeded. A tear slipped from under her eyelid, for 
in spite of her brave front to the college world, she did care and now 
that the haughty air that had repulsed her schoolmates had dropped 
from her she looked like an unhappy little girl. 
Yes, she could plainly see why she was so unpopular; but not 
even her New Year's Resolutions could help her change things now. 
She was simply a failure-and no one cared whether she was or not. 
She could never be a prominent girl at school; never hope even to be 
liked. There was no way to go, except to go on in the way in which 
she had started. She had tried and was not even noticed. "Very 
well," Marian thought, "if no one cares what I do, I will show them." 
She decided to be as haughty and "standoffish" as the best of them, 
and never notice what a11yone at school did or said. She was through 
with trying to be friends, and she would have nothing to do with even 
those few who had been kind to her. For evidently what she did didn't 
seem to matter to anyone. 
Just at that point her father interrupted her musing, as he entered 
the room with a loving smile for his daughter. and rfquested, "Marian, 
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won't you go to the Post Office for the mail? I am expecting an im-
portant letter; and besides, I believe the walk will do you good. You 
have been staying indoors too much." 
..Of course I'll go, father. I love to walk through th~ snow.'' 
And in an unconsciously happier frame of mind, Marian ran to get 
her coat and hat-for she never allowed her moods to hold complete 
sway for long at a time. As she tramped through the snow, and the 
cool air entered her lungs, despair crept further into the· background. 
"At least father always believes in me. I must do better, if for 
no other reason, because he wants me to," she thought. 
At the Post Office she found not only the letter her father was 
expecting, but also one for herself. 
"Oh, it's from Ethel Percy," she cried. "How glad I am that 
I remembered tq write to her at Christmas." 
As she started home, she read her letter, which was from a little 
Freshman girl whom Marian liked quite well, and with whom she had 
occasionally taken a tramp or held a confidential talk. At Christmas 
she had sent her a gay little message, and in return the letter had come. 
As Marian read it, she remembered her thoughts of a little while 
before, and suddenly she realized the littleness of it all; for this was a 
part of what Ethel had written: 
"Marian, you will never know what your message did for me. 
I had almost decided to give up college, for it seemed that I was mak-
ing so little headway, and money isn't any too plentiful here at home, 
but when your card came, it seemed as if I could hear your jolly laugh 
and your voice. In all those months at school. it seemed as if you were 
more interested in me than e<nyone else, and were not looki11g down on 
me. That's the only reason I am going back to school-that. and the 
hope that I may find other people there, as nice as you." 
Marian walked home through the snow very slowly, and she did 
some real thinking. She had come so near failing Ethel! And if she 
had, Ethel would have felt worse even than she was feeling earlier in the 
day, for Ethel was more sensitive and less self assertive. After all, 
was personal advantage the highest value in life~ She saw now that 
she had been selfishly trying to be a leader ,or to be popular, without 
thinking of the things upon which a good life is built. 
"After all," she decided, "there is someone who believes in every-
one-and so,'' she aded with her whimsical laugh, "it is up to everyone 
not to fail." 
And when she came home and smiled into her father's trusting 
eyes as she gave him his letter, the words of a poem she had read came 
to her mind. 
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Marian sat again before the fire with her diary in her lap ...No 
way to go but on in the same old way. indeed! I can start up on a new 
path." When she crossed out the lines she had written under "New 
Year's Resolutions" it was the line of poetry she had thought of that she 
put in their place, and it was later said by one of her schoolmates that 
she truly lived up to it: 
"I would be true. for there are those that trust me." 
And she wrote under it the last line of the same poem: 
"I would look up, and laugh, and love, and lift." 
Mrs. Robert Katz was looking for her husband, and not finding 
him at the village grocery she went over to the barber shop. The prop· 
rietor met her at the door and inquired what she wanted. 
"Bob Katz here?" 
"No, madam, we do not," replied the barber as he closed the 
door. 
Voice in the darkness-..Who goes there?"  
Ditto " " "-"Lieuteant and a bottle of gin."  
Voice '' "-"Pass Lieutenant; stop gin."  
When millionaires ride in flivvers,  
When it snows in sunny Spain,  
When sixty miles an hour's the speed  
on the c. and w. train,  
When palm trees grow in Labrador,  
When Sahara's sands are muddy,  
When Ben Turpin's elected president,  
That's when I like to study .  
..Did you see Oliver Twist, Auntie?"  
"Hush, chile. you know I don't attend those modern dances."  
The little girl tore wildly into the house to her mother. "Mumsy, 
Mumsy ! give me the Listerine right quick." "Whatever do you want, 
child?" "Cause,'' replied the little one, "I've found the prettiest little 
black kitty out in the lot, but its got haliatosis." 
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Editorial 
"'D' on French! He could have made 'A' without half trying.'' 
~CT1i:.> statement was made about a certain brilliant young student who 
is now in Bridgewater College and the 
RUN AHEAD, AND statement was true. After all, I wonder if 
CLIMB HIGHER most people don't fail under the same con-
demnation. Surely not all of us could 
make "A's" even if we did our best, but where is there an individual 
who could not do better than he is doing? We are so much inclined 
to be willing to stay along with the· masses. What if I am an average 
student? If I am capable of doing better, I am failing. The one 
who does his best and falls below the average deserves more praise 
than the leader who is capable of doing better. 
A young man starts out in life with high ideals and ability to 
achieve them, but soon falls in the rut where the masses are traveling. 
Some of them are not capable of doing better. Others, like himself, are 
capable of being leaders but are willing to stay along w~th the masses. 
At the end of life that individual sees his ideals unrealized-not be~ 
cause he lacked ability. but because he did not do his best. And while 
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he may have accomplished gi·eat things. in the last analysis he has 
failed . . 
How many games are lost because someone failed to do his utmost? 
How many reports, at the end of this first semester, '\\~ll bear "D's" 
instead of "A's" for the same reason? And how many great blessings 
civilization has missed, and probably she has been retarded in her pro-
gress hundreds of years, because some potential Edison failed to do his 
best and yielded to the lure of "as good as the average." 
In the days of long ago a certain very small man wanted to see 
the truth. So great was his desire that he ran ahead of the crowd and 
climbed into a tree. and as a result of this Zacheus discovered the one 
who said. "I am the truth.'' Doubtless there were other small men 
there who failed to see the Chrisr because they were willing to remain 
with the crowd. 
The challenge today is for those who will run ahead and climb 
higher. Make your New Ycar's resolution to run ahead of your past 
efforts. ·Get out of the crowd. Climb higher, and be satisfied only 
when you have done your best. 
-M.G.W. 
All things come to those who wait, 
But when they do they're out of date . 
..Jack.'' asked the teacher, "what is a cape?" 
"A cape is a piece ofl land extending into the water." 
"That's right, now, Jimmy, define a gulf." 
"A gulf is a piece of water extending into the land.'' 
..Good! Hector." to a small eager-looking chap, "Can you tell 
me what a mountain is?" 
"A mountain," replied Hector, "is a piece ofland extending into 
the air." 
Herbert Garst-"Shall we go to a movie}"  
Lois lkenberry-"We don't have to; mother and father are going."  
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College News 
ll""""""'~oc-,rACK again after the holidays with lots of new resolutions and 
with exams staring us in the face! However. we vvish every· 
one a Happy New Year. 
Before we went home for the holidays, we received a 
rare treat on the 18th of December. when Rev. Ezra Flory, 
General Secretary of the S. S. Board, Church of the 
Brethren spoke to us at our chapel exercises. 
His humor was a pleasant feature of the address and he gave us 
some excellent thoughts on learning to live together in our ••little room." 
Dec. 30 saw us turning our faces back to old B. C. after being 
at home over the Christmas recess. It was hard for us all to leave 
home and face the long months of hard work ahead. but we were glad 
to greet our college friends again. 
The Annual Bible Conference was held in the College Street _. 
Church December 30-January 4. Because of the inclement weather, 
the meetings were not as we11 attended as usual. Many inspiring and 
educational addresses were delivered. 
On December 31, Rev.. J. W. Lear, one of the speakers. at the 
Conference, spoke to us in our chapel exercises. The following days of 
the Conference week, we met in the Church for our chapel exrcises, and 
heard Bro. Lear give us excellent addresses. 
January 8, Rev. Hesse, of Pennsylvania, an alumnus of B. C. 
gave us a short but interesting address in chapel. Prof. Yoder, of 
Juniata College accompanied him, and entertained us with several en· 
joyable selections. 
Our chapel programs have been unusually worth while this year, 
providing us with instructive features as well as entertainment. 
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Associations 
Y. W. C. A. 
I 
HE Y. W. C. A. carried out some very interesting projects 
during the month of December. With the splendid co-
operation of the girls we were able to send a 'nice Christmas 
box of toys, books and useful articles to the North Side 
Mission in Harrisonburg. We also sent a sunshine basket 
to a little crippled girl near our school. 
Returning from our Christmas vacation we-brought with 
us a variety of good, wholesome eatables, and arranged four boxes to 
be sent out to the sick and needy in our little town on New Years' Eve, 
but due to the snow storm our visit was delayed until New Year's day. 
The gifts were very much appreciated and we were happy . to 
make their lives seem just a little more cheerful and bright thru our 
service. We sincerely believe that service is the only true way to 
happiness. 
Besides this work we give our weekly programs which have been 
very helpful and instructive. Several programs were given on the topic 
of ..World Fellowship." 
May we keep our interest growing and make the work of the Y . 
W. mean more to us in 1925 than we ever have before. 
Y. ·M. C. A. 
The Y. M. C. A. has had several splendid meetings which have 
been well attended. On December 16 we had a most interesting pro-
gram in the Gymnasium. This program consisted of a wrestling match 
followed by a discussion of swearing. The different phases of the 
subject were presente'd by three members of the Y. M. C . A. On 
January 1 3 we had an interesting and helpful talk on · etiquette by 
Mrs. Rothgeb. 
During the past month a record has been kept of the daily at-
tendance at Morning Watch. The statistics show that between 40 and 
50 per cent. of the men in Wardo Hall attend watch every morning. 
This is very good but there is certainly room for improvement. It is the 
desire of the Y. M. C. A to make this 100 per cent. 
The work of renovating the "Y" room is about completed. A 
wainscoating has been placed around the room. The furniture has 
been revarnished and the radiators repainted. Attractive curtains have 
been placed over the windows. The general appearance of the room 
has been greatly improved. It now looks very cozy and attractive. 
A contribution of ten dollars was made recently to help send' the 
State Student Representative to the National Conference at Buffalo. 
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On January 21 and 22, we are expecting a visit from the new 
State Student Secretary. Mr. A. P. Moore. Mr. Moore is planning 
a tour of the Virginia prep schools and colleges. in order to meet the 
student l~aders and discuss with them the work of the Y. M. C. A. 
on the campuses. He brings with him a wide experience in student 
Christian work in this country and abroad, having spent the last three 
years as a Rhodes scholar at Oxford University, England, and in 
traveling about Europe, Egypt, Palestine and the Near East. We 
are sure that he will be a very interesting visitor. 
THE STUDENT VOLUNTEERS 
We have been having very interesting and inspiring weekly meet-
ings. The discussions are usually by our own; members, but we were 
·so fortunate as to have a former member, Rev. John Roller, with us 
in one meeting who gave us a splendid and helpful address. We are 
looking forward to a visit by Bro. Dudrow, the traveling ,secretary. in 
the near future. 
We have been doing no deputation work the past few weeks. We 
gave twenty or more programs in the early winter and expect to con-
tinue that work next spring. 
Anyone interested in the great cause of home or foreign missions is 
invited to attend our meetings. They mean much to us who do attend 
and we wish more B. C. students were being benefited by them., 
MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION 
Our study in the "Essentials of Evangelism" is proving to be very 
helpful to the ministerial students, who are looking forward to that 
great field of service. We are directed in our weekly study by mem-
bers of our group. The round table discussion of topics under con-
sideration. makes the meetings interesting and helpful. 
We sent a representative to Hampden-Sidney College, December 
13, 1924, to meet with a committee composed of duly elected repre-
sentatives from the Ministerial groups of the state. This committee 
composed of Wm. B. Denson, University of Richmond; Francis A. 
Henson, Lynchburg College; Caleb H. Smith, Bridgewater College; 
and G. Frank Hoffman and Ewell V. Wiley, Hampden-Sidney Col-
lege, drew up a proposed constitution for the Student Ministerial Move-
ment of Virginia, which is being submitted to the Ministerial groups of 
the state. 
THE GLEE CLUBS 
On December 18th, the Glee Clubs gave a 3omt program. con.. 
sisting of quartets, choruses. solos, and an Operetta entitled "The 
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Family Doctor." Another feature of the program were several num-
bers by the Men's Glee Club Orchestra. The program was highly com-
plimented by all those who heard it. its success being due to the skillful 
training of the director, Prof. Fisher and the fine cooperation of the 
members in the preparation. 
Just now there are plans under way for an "Oratorio," to be 
given jointly by the Clubs during Commencement week. Already prac-
tice has begun, but due to the approaching examinations, this work will 
not begin in earnest until the beginning of the second semester. 
VIRGINIA LEE LITERARY SOCIETY 
The work of the Virginia Lee Literary Society is going forward 
very splendidly. Considerable variety is being worked out in the pro-
grams. Occasionally a debate is given ; the society plans to give 
more encouragement to this type of work. 
Our Anniversary program was given on Saturday evening, De-
cember 1 3th. We were very fortunate in having with us one of our 
former members, Hon. J. A. Garber, as a speaker on this program. 
Mr. Garber gave an excellent address on the subject of "Robert E. 
Lee- the Man.'' Three other former members of our society were 
with us in the persons of Dr. John W. \i\!ayland, Prof. C. W. Roller, 
and Mr. Elmer Roller. These along \vith Mr. Garber gave us sev-
eral selections of vocal music. A paper entitled "Literary Development 
at Bridgewater College," written by Mr. Lawrence Hoover gave an 
excellent history of literary society development in our college. 
A s we enter upon the year 1925 \Ve hope to more intensify that 
true blue spirit of loyalty to our society and make it a better and stron-
ger organization. 
VICTORIAN LITERARY SOCIETY 
The Victorian Society is still striving to live true to it's name. 
Its work is going along splendidly. 
An interesting and helpful phase of this work. is the monthly de-
bate. A great deal of valuable training is being acquired by those 
taking part in them from time to time. 
At present we are meeting in the chapel for our regular meetings 
because the Victorian Hall is in the process. of getting a new coat of 
varnish and paper. We are hoping to re-enter the hall, after its com-
pletion, with renewed vigor and work harder than ever. 
We have recently elected new officers as follows: 
President, Ray Rader; Vice-President, Berman Flora; Secretary, 
Susie Clem; Critic, Martha Cline; Chorister, Benton Alderman; Pianist, 
Ray Layman; Marshall, Samuel Driver. 
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Humor and Clippings 
Some people don't know a joke when they see one; others never see 
one. 
Virginia Manning to Ola May-"When Lawrence Hoover de-
bated last year he wore a dress suit." 
Ola May-"I saw him in a dress suit once upon a time." 
Frank Strickler-"Was that when he proposed?" 
Ola blushed, but Gladys Lohr said, "Tell them Ola... 
Ola, nodding, "Yes." · 
Frank S.-"Which proposal was it?'' 
Lady-"You talk like a gentleman, Sir." 
Tramp--"Yes, ma'am. I'm related to royalty. Wun'st I was 
stung by a queen bee." 
They met, but they'll never meet again I'll vow.  
'Twas a sad meeting of the two-a freight train and a cow.  
R. Haney-"A kiss is the language of love." 
E. Kendrick-Well, why don't you say something r 
Kit M.-"Girls are prettier than men.''  
Gladys L.-"Why, naturally."  
Kit-"No, artificially."  
Soph-"See that man over there? That's the captain of the 
team." 
Rat-"Ych." 
''See that pipe in his mouth?" 
"Uh, huh." 
.. See the smoke coming out?" 
"Sure.'' 
"Well, he did that with my match.•• 
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·Athletics 
The basketball season was opened with the game between the 
Eagles and Alumni. December 31. The Alumni put up a good fight 
considering their lack of practice. The game resulted in a rather easy 
victory for the Eagles. 
Lineup and Summary 
Eagles 26 Alumni 6 
Good .........................................................F ... ............................................... .......]. Roller 
D. Craun ............................ .. ... ....... .. ... .. F :............................ .. ...................... .. .. Humbert  
Payne .............. .......................... .... ..........C ·····················-························ Thompson  
2line ........................................ ... ........ .... G ·····-····························--················ J. Miller  
Myers ....................................................G ................................:..................... H. Zigler  
Substitutions-£. Craun for Good, Glick for D. Craun, 0. Zigler 
for Payne, P. Miller for Cline. Garst for Myers, M. Roller for J. 
Roller, Kiser for Thompson. Q. Miller for J. Miller. Goals-Good. 
1; Payne. 4; Cline, 1; Glick, 3; 0. Zigler, 2; ]. Roller, 2. Foul 
tries-Good 1 in 1. E. Craun 1 in 2; D. Craun 1 in 4, Cline 1 in 2. 
P. Miller 0 in 1. Garst 0 in l, J. Miller 2 in 4, ]. Miller 0 in 1. 
Humbert 0 in 1. · 
GIRLS VARSITY V5. H. S. T. C. 
The Girl's Varsity opened their season of basketball on Jan. 9. 
They met and were defeated by the fast team of the Harrisonburg State 
Teach er' s College. 
Lineup and Summary 
H. S. T. C. 28 Eagles 3 
Doan .......... ........... ........ .................... ........F .................................................. ................ Lohr· 
Rosen ············· ···········-·························F ........... ...... ...... ..... ......... ...... .. ............... Heltzel 
.:=Iare ...... .. ............................... ..................C ......................... ................................ Wampler 
Nickel ................ ........ ............................ ..C .... ......... ..........-................ ................. Humbert 
Weems ·········································-·····G .............................................................. .... May 
.-Iarrison ............................................... .. ..G ............................................................... Stump 
Substitutions-Haga for Doan, Kelly for Nickell, Gentis for 
Weems, Cline for Wampler. Ruebush for Cline. Hooker for May. 
Hoover for Stump. 
Goals-Rosen 12; Doan, 2. Foul tries-Rosen 0 in 4, Doan 0 
in 1, Heltzel 1 in 4, Lolu 2 in 5. 
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EAGLES VS. V. M. I. 
On Saturday January 10, the Eagles journeyed to Lexington to 
meet the fast team of V. M. I. The game proved to be very fast and 
interesting. Both teams seemed to be in good form and to possess plenty 
of fight. The game at the end of the first half resulted, Bridgewater 
11, V. M. I. 5. 
Both teams came back on the floor with much the same deter-
mination-to never give up, and to fight to a finish. By a long and 
hard fight the V. M. I. men obtained the lead of 1 7 -1 6 near the close 
of the second half. With one minute and forty-five seconds yet to play 
the Eagles made one point on a foul to tie the score and then another 
two pointer which gave them the lead. The Eagles played a good de-
fensive game. The V. M. I. men played a man to man type of game. 
Good was high score man for the Eagles with a total of eleven points to 
his credit. 
Eagles 19 V. M. I. 17 
Good ...................... ......... .......... ................ F .. ..................... ...... .. .... .............. ........ Ferguson  
Glick .................. ......... ..............................F  
Payne ················· ··················-······.··· ·C ............................. ................... .... .. W. White  
Cline ·······-···················-'·························G ..................... ..... ............................... Caldwell  
Myers ....... .......... .. ...............: ......... ..........G .... : ..._............................. ... .... .... ....... Bellinger 
Substitutions-D. Craun for Glick, J. White for W. White. 
Goals-Good, 4 ( Payne, 1 ; Cline, 2 ; 3 ; Caldwell, 2 ; 
Bellinger, 1. Foul tries-Good 3 in 6, Glick 1 in 2 , J . White 
1 in 2 , W. White 0 in 3, Caldwell, 1 in 1, Bellinger 2 in 2. Referee 
-Brett (Spri~gfield.) 
EAGLES VS. A. M. A. 
On the night of January 12 the Eagles played A. M. A. at 
Fort Defiance. The Cadets kept up the fight throughout the game 
though Bridgewater held the lead by a good margin. 
Lineup and Summary 
Eagles 43 . A. M. A. 26 
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Myers .. .................. .. ....... ..... .....................G ....... ... ....... .......................................... .... Sproul 
Substitutions-Miller for Good, Craun for Glick, Zigler for Payne 
Garst for Myers, Myers for Cline, Mathias for Cline. Goals,-Good, 
6; Glick, 6; Craun 1; Payne, 4; Zigler, 2 ; Myers, 1; Cline, 1; 
Calvin, 1; Kell~, 1; Man_n, 4; Jacob, 6. Foul tries-Good 0 in 
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2, Glick 1 in 4, Payne 0 in 2, Myers 1 in 1, Jacob 2 in 2. Referee 
-Summers, (V. M. I.) 
EAGLES VS. DAVIS AND ELKINS 
The first defeat of the season was handed to the Eagles by the 
fast team from West Virginia. The first half was hotly contested as 
a score of 7-8 would indicate in favor of Davis and Elkins. The 
Eagles did not hit their stride at any time during the game. 
Lineup and Summary 
Eagles 12 Davis and Elkins 26 
Good ····················-···· ··················-········F ................................................ Kochenderfer 
Glick ·······································-····· F .................................................................. Crim 
Payne .........................................................C ···················-······-························ Chri!:ty 
Cline ........................ : ................................G...........-......................................... McKinney  
Myers ·····-···········································G ..............................•................................ Barret  
Substitutions-Craun for Glick, Glick for Cline, Powell for 
Kochenderfer. Goals-Good, 1 ; Payne, 2 ; Christy 6; McKinney, 5 ; 
Barret, 1. Foul tries-Good 2 in 3, Glick 1 in 3, Payne 1 in 1, 
Cline 1 in 3, Myers 1 in 1, Christy 1 in 2, McKinney 1 in 2. Refere 
-Miller (V. P. I.) 
BRIDGEWATER GIRLS VS. BLUE RIDGE GIRLS 
On the night of January 14 the girls won an overwhelming vic-
tory over the Blue Ridge Girls. The Maryland girls showed fight to 
the end, but they were unable to stop the fast work of the Bridgewater 
girls. An excellent type of defensive and offensive game was played 
by the Eagles. 
Lineup and Summary 
Eagles 43 Blue Ridge 2 
Lohr ·····-·············································F ·············-········································ Garber 
Heltzel ......................................................F ········································-····· ·-····· Cool 
Cline ··············································-·····C .................................................................. Peck 
Humbert ................................................C ............................................................ Shipley 
~~~~--::::::::=::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::g .::: : ::::::::::=:::~::::::::::~~::::::::::::::::::::...~~-nc1~~ 
Substitutions-Myers for May, Hoover for Stump, Ruebush for 
Cline, Sp licker for Garber, Garber for Rinehart. Goals-Lohr 14 : 
Heltzel, 6; Garber, 1 . Foul tries-Lohr 3 in 6 ; Heltzel 1 in 3 : Cool 
1 in 4 ; Splicher, 0 in 1 . Referee-Suter. 
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Alumni  
Some B. C. Graduates who are successful teachers. 
1. Oscar C. Clark, '21, Tunnelton, W. Va. 
2. Earl W. Miller, '23, principal, Clifton Forge, Va. 
3. Waldo B. Moyers, '20, principal, Lost Creek, W. Va. 
4. ]. M. Bennett, '23, Mannington, W. Va. 
5. Miriam Bowman, '20, Roanoke, Va. 
6. R. E. Clark, '21, Blountville, Tenn. 
7. Grace Cline, '22, Weldon, N. C. 
8. Anna Driver, '21, Timberville, Va. 
9. W. E. Wakeman, '18, principal, Stanley, Va. 
10. L. E. Blough, '24, Coolville, Ohio. 
11. Lola Conner, '22, Bridgewater, Va. 
12. Manola Evers, '22, Bridgewater, Va. 
13. E. B. Driver, '19, Harpster, Ohio. 
14. Anna Flory, '2 1 , Timberville, Va. 
15. Virginia Flory, '24, Aurora, W. Va. 
16. G. W. Harlow, '21, Philadelphia, Penna. 
17. A. S. A. Holsinger, '20, Elk Garden, W. Va. 
18. W. H. Humbert, '24, prirwipal, Nokesville, Va. 
19. Lena Leatherman, '1 7, Washington, D. C. 
20.' C. K. Holsinger, '09, principal, Lawrenceville, Va. 
21. B. 0. Miller, '23, Millboro, Va. 
22. Paul Hounshell, '18, New Market, Va. 
23. May Cline, '22, Shinnston, W. Va. 
24. A B. Miller, '10, Philadelphia, Penna. 
25. W. F. Garber, '23, principal, Franklin, W. Va. 
26. Lula Miller, '22, Salem, Va. 
27. B. A Spitler, '23, Atlanta, Ga. 
28. Ethel Thomas, '23, Bruceton Mills, W. Va. 
29. Olive Wampler, '21, Columbus, Ohio. 
30. Harper Will, '23, Harman, W. Va. 
31. P. B. Sanger, '22, Dry Fork, W. Va. 
32. Lina E. Sanger, '16, principal, Bridgewater, Va. 
33. J. M. Roller, '21, principal, Timber Ridge, Va. 
34. Grant T. Moyers, '20, Follansbee, W. Va. 
35. L. V. Sharps, '23, principal, Timberville, Va. 
36. Fanny Will, '23, Smoot, W. Va. 
37. Mary E. Showalter, '22, Peterstown, W. Va. 
38. Homer C. Will, '20, Lost Creek, W. Va. 
39. Olive P. Miller, '22, Bolivar, W. Va. 
40. R. P . G. Bowman, '23, principal, Edom, Va. 
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Exchanges 
I 
HROUGH the college paper the best that is in the life of 
that college ought to be reflected. The literary talent and 
aspirations of the institution, which it represents, should find 
expression through the medium of its columns. 
As an acquaintance with persons and good literature 
broadens individuals and communities, so a knowledge of the 
best that is in the life of the colleges of our country will in-
crease the content of each college community, set higher standards of life 
and scholarship, stimulate better ideals, and enhance school life generally. 
The Bracqet'J) A ck: We wish to commend your student body for 
their unanimous approval to abolish hazing. We are sure splendid re-
sults will follow from this great movement. It will mean a step to-
ward progress for your school, since the practice of hazing is degrad-
ing rather than uplifting. We wish you success in carrying out this 
resolution. 
We are pleased to acknowledge the following: 
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Vagabondage 
ll"""""=""==='=il AREWELL the walled town, the crowded mart, and the 
busy haunts of men. Off to the fields, the wooded dale, 
and the mountain glen I go. Melancholy, sorrow, and pain 
are left behind; only Pleasure, Happiness, and Joy follow 
in my train. 
When the city with its dirt and noise is left behind 
I shall revel in the sights and sounds of nature. In the 
morning I shall listen to- the lark as he, singing, soars. toward heaven, 
and my heart shall absorb some of the joy that bursts unpremeditatedly 
from his. I shall watch the flowers as the ·dew disappears from them 
and as they raise their heads to greet the glory of the rising sun. I 
shall drink in the sheer beauty of their loveliness and be content to 
just be alive. I shall bask in the bright sunshine and bathe in the 
clear, limpid pools of water. A nd the warmness of the sun will creep 
into my heart and warm it into life again and make me love my fel~ 
low men better, and the pure and sparkling water will'.cleanse and 
bathe my soul and make me pure and beautiful within. I shall listen 
lo the songs of the birds and mark th 0 ir course as they flit from bough 
lo bough or soar swiftly and siiently along. 
And finally, when the day is done and cvrning has come, I shall 
make my camp with no canopy except the st~rn. I shall w«tch the clay 
fade into dusk, and dusk into night. I ~hall wc:.tch the stars make 
their appearance one by one in the blue vault above. I shall lie awake 
and listen to the mysterious voices of the night-to the sighing and the 
moaning of the wind in the tree tops-and I shall be carried back in 
fancy to the days when my ancestors drove their frail barks over the 
b1iny deep. hunted the dragon on moor and in den, and sacrificed to 
Woden and to Thor under the girnt oaks of the forest. Finally, after 
becoming accustomed to the strange noises of the night, I shall drop 
into the deep and dreamless sleep that comes only to the man ,.,,ho has a 
tired body and a clean and pure heart. 
The true vagabond is not only a lover of the beautif1 1, but he is 
also a seeker after it. Out of this grows his restlessness, his apparent 
aimlessness, and his wanderings. 
The unknown, the mysterious, have always had a wonderful at-
traction for me. I am never content in one place. I always want to 
see just beyond the horizon. For me, just beyond the horizon spells 
beauty, adventure, love, and romance. bo you ·see that mountain to 
the left there? Just back of it there is a beautiful wooded dell thru 
which a sparkling stream wends it way. There on beautiful starlit 
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nights, when all nature is wrapped in slumber, Oberon and Titania hold 
their comt. The fairies troop down from the mountain sides and the 
peaceful glen is transformed, as if by magic, into one of gayety and 
revelry. Do you see that peak, off to the right yonder? Just back 
of it there is a beautiful valley in which love, laughter, and song 
abound. . In that valley there is a, beautiful maid with extended arms 
beckoning to me. She is tall and fair. Her brow is like alabaster, 
her eyes like twin stars, and her mouth is a perfect cupid's bow. Her 
smile is like th~d~wn and her voice is as gentle and caressing as zephyrs 
that blow where the swee~ magnolia blooms. Ach ! I should like to 
crush -her in my arms and rest for an eternity upon her bosom. She 
beckons; she calls; I cannot tarry here; I must w tnder still until I find 
her. 
To the prosaic, these things exist only in the imagination. To 
the prosaic, contentment is the most tlesirable of virtues and it is to 
he found at home. But to me, a noble discontent is the most admir-
able cf virtues and the joys thn.t it renders are to be found largely 
in the searching r,11d not in the finding. To me Eldor<ldo consists not 
in being, but in becoming ; not in arriving, but in going. To me the 
quest is the thing, and not the capture. To have taken part in the 
hunt is eno:.igh for me; I care not whether I participz..te in the killing. 
To have purst.ed a course only to find that you ha 1e pursued the wrong 
one is helter than to have pursued no course at all ; to have pursued 
.an ideal only to clasp a phantom is better than to have remained dor-
·mant and stagnant. Action and growth are the watchwords of life and 
he, who do~s not struggle, is a sluggard and deserves the fate of all 
drones. 
The word vagabond always calls Stevenson to my mind. He was 
a true vagabond in the sense that I am using the word. He reveled 
in the beauties of fields, of stream, and of forests. He had an insatiable 
longing for new ·scents and new faces ; he longed to push out and to see 
just beyond the horizon. But with these two characteristics of vaga-
bondage he combined a third one- that of living life to the full at the 
moment. He did not look back on his past with regrets; neither did 
he look into the future with fears, although he was wasted by disease 
and knew full well that death waited him out there at no very distant 
date. But he seized the cup of life and drained it empty. He made 
the m~st of his opportunities for living, regardless of where he happened 
to be. Caring naught for the yesterdays, havi11g no thought for the 
morrows, but living in the actual present is, then, the true spirit of 
vagabondage. 
He who thinks the most nobly and feels the most deeply, lives the 
most fully. Therefore, one should make the most of his opportunities 
for living. He should enter fully into the joys and sorrows of his 
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friends and neighbors ; he should meditate often and profoundly on the 
mysteries that surround him-on birth. growth, and decay; on man's 
origin, his purpose in the universe, and his destiny. One should keep 
before him a vision of the ideal, but he should not let the brilliancy of 
it blind him to the opportunities for living that surround him. One 
should not be like the man who locks himself within his own shell and 
who never gives of himself freely and fully to his fellow men, for he is 
the most miserable of creatures. 
In conclusion: 
.. Give to me the life I love,  
Let the lave go by me.  
Give the jolly heavens above,  
And the highway nigh me,  
Bed in the buih with stars to see,  
Bread I dip in the river- 
Wealth I ask not, hope nor love, 
nor a friend to cheer me, 
All I ask is the heavens above, 
and the road before.'' 
The bride (at the telephone)-"Oh, John. do come home. I've 
mixed the plugs in some way. The radio is all covered with frost and 
the ·electric ice-box is singing · "Way out West in Kansas." 
At the request of his wife, the husband opened a can of peaches. 
When he finally reappeared. the wife asked demurely: 
"What did you use to open that can, Jim?'' 
"Can-opener, of course," the husband replied. "What did you 
think I opened it with?" 
.. From the language I heard. I thought perhaps you were . opening 
it with prayer." 
When the  people were being married by the clergyman 
and the words, "love, honor and obey" were spoken, the bridegroom in-
terrupted: 
..Read that again, suh ! read it once moh, so"s de lady kin ketch 
de full solemnity ob de meanin'. I'se been married befoh. •• 
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Training in Good Citizenship  
(Note-This article is taken from notes used in an address last 
year ~efore a meeting of Virginia Teachers.) 
assume that good citizenship can be taught; that human 
beings can be trained in and into good citizenship. This 
most of us probably believe. whatever may be our notion, 
our definition. of good t itizenship. The latter may be 
thought of as subjective or objective: subjective, as belong· 
ing to the personality of the citizen ; objective as belonging 
ri-======;i E 
·to the civic organization and consisting of political activities: 
but however we may define citizenship, we have faith in human na· 
ture and believe it capable of social excellence. 
The paramount aim of education, as I believe, is training in good 
citizenship. This does not mean that the individual is to be sacrificed 
or submerged ; rather it means that the individual is to be raised to the 
maximum, thereby establishing the safest and surest foundation for ·the 
social welfare. The good citizen is a four-square man, a four-square 
woman; intelligent, informed, sympathetic, skillful, and good-willed-
one hundred per cent in personal worth. Education, therefore, as train-
ing in good citizenship, is the reconstruction of experience and the for-
mation of habits in the light of truth and wisdom, giving that· experience 
and those habits a larger social value through the medium of personal 
worth and individual efficiency. 
To be good citizens our children (our people) do not need any-
thing new or new-fangled. Rather what.. they need is an appreciation 
and a mastery of old principles-eternal principles-the great facts and 
forces that are always and everywhere vital and essential. 
For example, it is not a cyclopedia o~ knowledge that they need 
so much as a love of truth. It is not an array of arguments that they 
need so much as old-fashioned honesty and the will to work. It is not 
ease and luxury and modern conveniences that they need so much as 
courage and patience and the skill of invention. It is not "mastery' of 
men" that they need half so much as good will and mastery of self. 
In other words, training in good citizenship must consist largely in 
the development and the practice of old-fashioned vi1tues. It demands 
intelligence and knowledge and skill , but it depends chiefly upon char· 
acter. 
A good man will be a good citizen-or will at least sh·ive to be 
one. · For good citizenship, good character is sine qua non. 
To train our boys and girls in and into good citizenship, all of our 
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what freedom is} what the Constitution is? what liberty is? ~hat law 
is? And yet we are expected to know. Not only to know, but also 
to teach. 
Here is a definition of justice by a great French philosopher: 
.. Justice is the maintenance of reciprocal liberty." 
Think about that. Suppose your pupils could see before their 
-eyes a statement like that every day, would it help them to be good citi-
zens, or would it not) . 
What is democracy} Everybody can define democracy-after a 
fashion. All the children will shout. "Democracy is government by 
the people!" But suppose we say that democracy is self-government, 
- self-controi, self-direction, as it really is, and press that thought home. 
Many of our boys alld girls will thereby get a few notions about demo-
cracy different from what they had. Instead of thinking of democracy 
as the most lenient sort of government, as a government that allows a 
fellow to do almost anything he pleases, they will come to see that it is 
the very closest, the very strictest sort of government; a government that 
cannot by any possible means be evaded or escaped. 
And then suppose we say, "Democracy is something deeper than 
liberty, it is responsibility." This sets forth a principle which, if under-
stood and accepted, will of itself demand good citizenship. 
Most of the essential principles of good government and good 
citizenship are equally simple and axiomatic. ·Our failures have arisen 
largely from a lack of simple statement and a lack of appreciative 
understanding. 
In preparing our pupils to be good citizens it will be much more 
helpful to teach them obedience lo law and respect for authority than 
to have them shout so much about liberty and independence. We arc 
suffering in this country from an overdose of independence; from a mis-
conception of liberty. It may be well for us to recognize a few hard 
facts. We have so much independence in this country that it might 
do no harm for our boys and girls once in a while to get the big · truth 
that there is no such thing as independence. This may sound paradoxi-
cal or absurd. but it is true. There is no such thing as independence in 
this world. Independence as we know it-as we don't know it-
·is only relative: it is only partial. It is always limited. Liberty is al-
ways limited by law, and independence is always limited by circum-
stances, by our needs, and by the rightg of our fellow men. Let us talk 
less of independence and talk more of interdependence. Exchange and 
co-operation are the keynotes to welfare, not independence and isola-
tion. No sane man would want to be independent, even if he could 
be so. 
When we make a good rule and require obedience to it we are 
teaching good citizenship. That done in every home and every school 
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m this land for two generations would work a wholesome transforma-
tion. It would take us out of our disgraceful leadership in lawlessness 
a.nd crime, that now makes us ashamed, and it would give us a leader-
ship in honor and righteousness. When we teach hard, honest work 
and clean, fair play, we are teaching good citizenship. But, it is hard 
to see how a teacher who gets a good salary and yet cannot save any 
money can teach economy and thrift. We need to instill in our pupils 
a keen sense of duty, a conscientious respect for the rights of others, 
and a real pride in some worth-while kind of work. We must uproot 
the pernicious notion that a young man must always be dressed up, and 
that going to college is intended primarily to get a fellow throughi the 
world without hard work. Let every one of us, teachers as well as 
pupils, be ashamed to take a day's wage until we have done , a day'5 
work. Getting something for nothing is too much honored among us. 
We must put service above salary. It is quite proper to encourage 
our young people to seek big sala1ies, but it is more important to in-
spire them to be big men. Our country is afflicted, sorely afflicted, with 
too many small men in large offices. 
If we are training citizens for a democracy, and democracy is 
self-government it ought to be very helpful to give our students some civic 
practice in school. As we know, many institutions are doing this. One 
of the most interesting experiments I have heard of is that which 
has been worked out at Whitmell, in Pittsylvania County, this state. 
The citizenship program of the Whitmell school begins with the first 
grade, runs up to and through the high schcol, and even provides some 
facilities for keeping up a vital relationship with the graduates after they 
go out into their various fields. The steps of progress are carefully 
graded, and as ·the pupil grows in years and wisdom he is allowed to 
participate more and more largely in the political life of the school. From 
the seventh grade up he may be eligible for membership in the student 
council, and so become a positive factor in ·the government of the school. 
Each grade, from the first to the sixth. inclusive, is encouraged to organ-
ize as' a civic unit. and the entire student body . unites in the oi·ganiza-
tion and operation of a civic league. 
According to the Whitmell declaration of principles, the aim of 
civic education must be at least three-fold. ( 1 ) It must train citizens 
through knowledge of civic mattets; (2) It must inspire adequate and 
proper motives for civic conduct; (3) It must cultivate the traits and 
habits that characterize the good citizen. Not the least interesting to 
me is the Whitmell citizenship creed. And why should we not have 
creeds for our political life as well as for our religious life) The car-
dinal points emphasized in this creed are the following: 
Trustworthiness 
Loyalty 









The Character Education Institution, with headquarters in \Vash-
ington City, has worked out a very excellent plan for building good 
citizenship habits through classroom organization, under the teacher's 
direction and supervision. This is known as the "Five Point Plan.'' 
It includes an organization of the children as "Uncle Sam's Boys and 
Girls" ; · it includes character projects; and it includes and emphasizes 
the study of a simple, straight~forward morality code. (Character Edu-
cation Institution, 3770 McKinley St., Washington, D. C.) 
Summary 
This business of making citizens in our schools must begin with 
the teacher. 
1. The teacher must have some very definite things in mind 
about citizenship and training in citizenship; in other words, must make 
some special preparation for this work. 
2. Some of his or her definite notions should take definite words 
-formulate or discover a number of good definitions of good citizen-
ship, justice, law, democracy, etc. 
3. Teach these things to the children so well that they will under-
stand them and remember them. 
4. \Vork out a creed of citizenship with the children. 
5. Commit this creed to memory. Use it so as not to forget it. 
6. Organize the school (or grade) ·into a sort of political unit. 
7. Gradually allow the older pupils to participate to some de--
gree in the government of the school. Emphasize self-government. 
8. Let one definite object of the school state be the care and im-
provment of school property. 
9. Take steps to get every child in school to establish and build 
up a permanent savings account. 
10. Put the children in touch with official government -in the 
community by making them acquainted with the court house or the city 
hall, with the public records there; ·with the treasurer's office; with the 
work of assessors; with elections; and they might now and then attend 
a meeting of Vie supervisors, the school board, or a trial in the court. 
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Editorial 
To spend four years on a college campus is a wonderful experience.  
It is an experience that comes to relatively f.ew people- not one in  
two hundred, even in this land of unheard of op- 
THE CAMPUS portunity. 
The crowd on the college campus is, there-
fore, a hand picked bunch. They don't always know it, and sometimes 
they don't appreciate it. Frequently the greatest privilege of a life-
time is lightly tossed about as of little consequence. But this is the ex-
ception and not the rule. 
You can go to many place and find hundreds or even thousands of 
young people together in some organized capacity-in shop, mill, fac-
tory, store,-but nowhere will you find such a group as that on the 
college campus. Here life looks different. It sounds different. It is 
different. 
What is it that distinguishes the campus group from all the rest? 
It is attitude, motive, _life purpose, ideals. In the place of utilitarianism 
which dominates the crowd, here is altruism, purpose, idealism, devotion 
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to humanitarian service. While the crowd looks in, the campus bunch 
looks out. While the throng insists on meum, the colleges bunch em-
phasizes tuum. 
On the college campus the natural abilities are not necessa1ily 
much better or worse than may be found elsewhere. But they are bet-
ter used, better applied, better developed. Life is saner, better regu-
lated, more purposeful, than in similar groups elsewhere. Here is to 
be found that unique something sometimes called manly principle. The 
campus crowd has character. It has religion. 
Are you surprised that this little hand full. less than one-half of 
one percent, furnishes three out of four of the leading thinkers and work-
ers and leaders in all the walks of life? But is there not a reason? 
Would you like to belong to the campus ·bunch? Are you glad you 
are, or have been, one of them? How are you showing that you are 
glad? Yes, its a wonderful privilege to spend four years on a college 
campus. 
LEAP YEAR  
A hundred years ago, today,  
The wilderness was here;  
A man with powder in his horn  
Went out to hunt a deer.  
But now the world has changed somewhat  
Into another plan- 
The dear with powder on her nose  
Goes out to hunt a man.  
Clerk-"\Vell, madarn, did the corn plasters give you any re-
lief?" 
Old Lady-"Can't say they did. I took only one and that was 
so tough I could hardly chew it." 
Prof. Fisher-"! just bought a new suit with two pairs of pants.''  
Nelson-"Well, how do you like it?''  
Prof Fisher-"Fine, only its too hot wearing two pairs."  




HE Glee Clubs have started prncticing for the Oratorio, "'The 
Redemption," by Charles Gounod, which will be given joint-
ly by the two clubs during commencement. 
Much progress is being made early in the semester, so 
there will be time later for perfecting the production. 
A number of new members have been added to the 
Glee Clubs this semester so we have great promises for the 
success of our work. 
VIRGINIA LEE LITERARY SOCIETY 
The Virginia Lee Literary Society has given some very interesting 
programs during the past semester. On January 24. a special "Radio 
Program," was rendered. 
We have recently elected new officers, as follows: 
President ... .. ... ............ ...................... ................. ... ............................... Alvin Kline 
Vice President ··························· ················-····························· .. Boyd Glick 
Secretary ...................................................... ..................... ...... Virginia Manning 
Critic ...................................................................... ................... ... ....... Otto Zigler 
Chorister ··· ······· · · ·· -~- -- ·· ············ ·· ········ · · · ···· · ····· · · ··· ······ ··· ···· · ·· · · ·· ···· · · Howard Garst 
Accomp;.mist .................. ...... .. ..................... .......................... ........ Lois Ikenberry 
Marshal ·····························································-···-········· DeWitt Miller 
VICTORIAN LITERARY SOCIETY 
We are meeting again in the Victorian Hall~ which has recently 
been furnished with a new coat of varnish and paper. Also new window 
shades have been added. Much effort has been put forth to accomplish 
this work. 
The members seem to be renewed with new vigor and enthusiasm 
in their work. Each one is doing his part and this counts for success 
not only now but for the future. The society knows there is "'More 
Beyond" because it keeps climbing the ladder round by round. We wel-
come the presence and support of our friends from time to time. 
MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION 
Since the opening of the present semester the Ministerial Associa-
tion has had two meetings. We started our semester's work early by 
a meeting Monday evening, February 2. It is the purpose of the As-
sociation to meet weekly. 
The Constitution submitted to the Association for approval by 
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the Ministerial Movement of Virginia was unanimously passed. It is 
hoped that this movement will be of much value to the group in aiding 
closer cooperation with the rest of the Ministerial Students of Virginia. 
THE STUDENT VOLUNTEERS 
On January 25 we were very fortunate in having Mr. Lentz, a 
traveling secretary of the Student Volunteers of America, pay us a 
visit. He was en route to Washington, D. C. to attend the F oreigu 
Missionary Conference of the United StRtes and Canada. Mr. Lentz 
is a wide awake man, greatly interested in Foreign Missions. He was 
with us only a short while but gave us many helpful suggestions. 
Mr. Guy West represented the Volunteer group of B. C. at tk 
Washington Conference. On February 6 the group had the pleasure 
of hearing Mr. West give a very interesting report of the conference. 
We hope to hear more about this conference in the near future. 
Our deputation work will start again in the near future. Each 
member of the group show3 great interest in this work. 
Y. W. C. A. 
The \·Vork of the Y. 'VI. C. A. has been moving along very nicc1y 
since the Christmas vacation. The i.veekly programs have been quite 
interesting and instructive. On January 20, the week before examina-
tions, we had a discussion meeting in which campus problems were 
discu5sed. The theme of "Jesus' Law of Love'' was woven into 
the discussion. A program of this nature is quite helpful because it 
gives us an opportunity to share our ideas, and helps to bind us more 
closely together into that great fellowship of girls for which the organiza-
tion stands. 
The interest in Y. W. C. A. work seems to be unusually good. 
Every girl on the Campus has joined and the attendance is very good. 
\Vith such conditions before us let us look ahead with the hope of do-
ing greater and nobler work than ever before. 
Y. M. C. A. 
The Y. M. C. A nnd college community recently enjoyed the 
v1s1t of Mr. Arthur Moore, field secretary of the Y. M. C. A. for 
the state of Virginia. He held conferences· with the men of the col-
lege and also gave several very interesting talks in Chapel. Mr. Moore 
has traveled extensively and has also studied in some of the noted univer-
sities of Europe. 
At a recent meeting of the association the question "Shall we 
marry~" was discussed. This was open to anyone who cared to 
express his view and was discus&ed from the point of view of the pres-
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·ent needs ·and conditions of society. The problems of ideals and pres-
ent status of c,livorce were brought in. Many interesting views were 
·presented, especially by Mr. Dutrow. the traveling secretary of the 
Volunteer Band. 
Rastus-"Wheah you-all bin?" 
Sam-""Lookin' foah work.'' 
Rastus-""Man! Man! Yoah cu'osi~y's gonna 
trouble yit ! " 
git . you into 
.. A laughing fool is better than a moping wise man." 
Teachef'--"W1ite a sentence using 'notwithstanding.' 
Pupil-"'Fathcr wore out the seat of his pants, but not with 
standing." 
'"Please sir," faltered the . office boy, .. I would like to ·get off 
this afternoon to attend the baseball game.~· 
""No you don't," snapped the boss, .. You have no more intention 
of going to see the game than I have. You want to get off to attend 
the funeral of your grandmother, you can't fool me." 
Little Coon-.. Gimme half a pound of coffee ,please." 
Miss Roop-"Do you want it ground?" 
Same Coon-"Ycs, you better. Aunt Fanny ain't got no teeth." 
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Humor and Clippings · 
"Are you sure this handbag is genuine crocodile skin?" the woman 
asked the shopkeeper. 
"Absolutely,'' was thei reply. "I shot that crocodile myself. 
"But it is badly soiled." 
,.. Well, yes. of course. That's where it hit the ground, when it 
fell out of the tree." 
Abe Jones was a  man who used to make a living by chick-
en stealing. He was conve1ted at a camp meeting. When the elder 
was receiving testimonies from the mourners bench, he called on 
Abe last. 
"Brother," he exhorted, "won't you tell the congregation what 
the Lord has done for you?" 
Abe got to his feet awkwardly. and mumbled his response in a tone 
tinged with bitterness: 
"It looks like de Lowd done ruint me." 
City Boy-"Queen Victoria tapped my grandfather on the shoul-
der with a sword and made him a knight.'' 
Country Boy-"That's nothing. Black Hawk tapped my grand-
father on the head with a tomahawk and made him an angel.'' 
A man married a blonde, but is now living with a brunette be-
cause the blonde dyed. 
!It is better to keep silent and be thought a fool than to speak 
and remove all doubt. 
It is reported on good authority that one of the college boys 
recently went to see his girl in a Ford. On leaving he was so excited 
that he tried to put the Ford on his head and drive his hat back to 
school. ll1ey say 'Love is blind.' Perhaps that explains it. 
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College News  
I 
N January 2 1 , and 2 3 we had with us in our chapel exercises 
Mr. A. P. Moore, a state student secretary for the Y . M . 
C. A. Mr. Moore has spent the last three years as a Rhodes 
Scholar at Oxford Un~versity, England•. and traveling about 
Europe, Egypt, Palestme and the Near East. He gave us 
some of the very interesting experiences which he had while 
abroad and at the same time gave us some insi.ght into the 
customs of those living in foreign lands. 
Examinations were begun January 25 and continued until Jan-
uary 30, making a busy week for the sttidents. Although we were an-
xious (I) to show the knowfodge we had acquired during the past 
semester, we were much relieved ·when the last examination was over. 
Feb. 2 found many students registering for the second semester. 
Amo~1g them were seen severnl new 5tudents. Both stl.ldei-ts eand fac-
ulty hope to make this semester better than the first J.nd have begun their 
work with that determination. 
On the evening of Feb. 3 , the ::-tudent hody of the colleg~ was 
delightfully entertained in the colleg~ parlor by th~ fo.cuJty. Music 
by Prof. Fisher and the college orche:::trn '.V;:>.s a delightful featu~·e of 
the evening. 
On F eh. 4 the ConvocD.tion Exerci~.es for the .Second Semester 
were held in the College Chapel. Dr. Herbert Huffman, Professor of 
English at the Harrisonburg State Teachers College gave us a splen~ 
did address. Dr. Huffman was grc;.duatcd from this institution w1th 
the Class of '14 and we are glad to count him as one of our distin guished 
alumni. He had for his subject "The Measure of a Life." He said 
that it is necessary for us to measure our life acco!"diDg to its breadth, 
height and length, or else life will measure us . V/e must as students 
measure our lives early so that we may reach our ideals. 
Dr. F. ]. Wright, Dean of the College, has gone to Ohio where 
he is to be an instructor of Geology at Dennison University this semes-
ter. V./ e are very sorry to lose him from our faculty but the best 
wishes of the B. C. folks go with him into his new work. 
Prof. E. S. Kiracofe ,,vill go to the University of Virginia dur-
ing the Spring term in order that he may receive his M. A. Degree 
this spring from that institution. Mr. E. E. May has been put in 
charge of Physical Education for men, and Miss Rachel Myers for 
women, during the second semester. · 
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A thletics 
On the night of January 1 6, the E agles met the Yellow Jackets 
on: the home floor. The Eagles had an easy victory. Payne led the 
scoring with 12 field goals. Captain Horner was the outstanding play-
er for the opponents. 
Lineup and Summary 
R. M. C. 18 Eagles 63 
Horner ...........-....... .. ............ ........... .. ..... ....F .................. ................................. .. ............. Good 
Butterworth ·····································-··F ······················································-·· Glick 
Osborne ............................ .. .................. ... C .... ........... .. .. .................. ............... ........... Payne 
Louis ................................ ......................... G ................................... ... ........... ......... ........ Cline 
Arnold ............ ....................... ...................G ........................ ....................... ....... ......... Myers 
Substitutions-Perkinson, Finch, Sheffey for R. M . C. D. Craun 
and Zigler for B. C. Goals-Horner 4, Osborne 1. Louis 1, Sheffey 
1, Good 5, Glick 5. Payne 12, Cline 2, Craun 2, Zigler 3. Foul 
tries-Horner 0 in 2, Butterworth 1 in 2, Osborne 1 in 2, Louis 1 in 
1. Sheffey 1 in 1, Good 2 in 3, Payne 2 in 4, Cline 1 in 2. Referee 
Miller (V. P . I.) 
LINCOLN MEMORIAL U. VS. EAGLES 
Another victory was recorded for the Eagles on January 20, 
over Lincoln Memorial University. The T eimessee men could not 
prnve a match for the Eagles. Glick played an excellent game for 
the Eagles. 
Lineup and Summary 
L. M. U. 18 Eagles 40 
Manley ............................... ...... .............. F .............................................. .............. ... Good 
Fleeman .......... ...................... .. .......... .. ..... F ·······················-···-···-···-······-···············-·  Glick 
Gaun ···--·-··--·--·····-·-·····--·-·········----·--········C ··-···············-·····-·····-·-········-·······-·······  Payne 
Pettigrew ........... ................................. .... G ·················-······-·--··--··························· Cline 
f urner ······--·-········-·········-·-······-··············G ····-·-·······-··········-·--························-······ Myers 
Substitutions-L. M. U. Ferguson and Wilson. B. C. Garst, 
Craun, Miller and Zigler. Goals- Manley 1, Gaun 1 , Pettigrew 1 , 
Wilson 2. Foul tries- Fleeman 2 in 4, Gaun 1 in 1, Pettigrew 2 in 
4 , Turner 1 in 1, Ferguson 1 in 1, Wilson 1 in 1, Glick 0 in 1, Payne 
1 in 1, Cline 1 in 2 , Craun 1 in 2. 
WASHINGTON A. A. VS. EAGLES 
A close game was expected from Washington Athletic Association. 
The game on January 24, ho,.vever, proved different. The Eagles had 
an easy victory from the very start. It seemed at first that the Washing-
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ton lads were going to make all the goals they shot for, but the Eagles• 
defense was almost impossible to break through. The results were: 
Washington, 13; Eagles, 53. 
A. M. A. VS. EAGLES 
During the week of examinations . on the 27th of Januai·y, the 
Eagles played one game at home. 1l1e A. M. A. five put up a 
good fight considering the fact that their team is much lighter than the 
Eagles. The Eagles had little trouble in handing their opponents a de-
feat , although they did just come out from the examinations. The final 
score stood: A. M. A., 23; Eagles, 44. 
BLUE RIDGE VS. EAGLES 
One of the closest games of the season, excepting the V. M. I. 
game, was probably between Blue Rjdge and the Eagles at New Wind-
sor, Maryland. The Eagles started off with the lead in the first half 
which was soon tied. At the end of half time the score stood 17-14 
in fayor of Blue Ridge. 
The Eagles showed some brilliant pass 'vork, but were unable to 
work the ball in under the voal. The Blue Ridge men were good 
dribblers and the team would avcrnge more per man in weight and 
height than the Eagles. However neither team 'iVl\S certain of victory 
until the last whistle sounded. 
Lineup and Summary 
Blue Ridge 30 Eagles 27 
Dunbar ································---·····-- ---···F ·····-·-··-·---···-··---··---·· --·----·· ·····--···-·---- ··--- Good 
g~~~~~ .t ~ ~f;;~  
Hoke ·----·····-····-·····-·······--·-·-·------------ -------G -----·---------··------- ··-·--------·-------·-----····---····-· Myers 
Substitutions- Miller for Heberlig, Cline for Craun. Goals-
Dunbar 5, Heberlig 3, Gerlock 3, Glick 1, Miller 1, Good 3, Craun 
2, Payne 3. Foul tries- Dunbar 1 in 1, Heberlig 2 in 3, Dunn 3 in 
3, Good 1 in 2, Craun 2 in 2, Payne 1 in 3, Glick 1 in 1, Myers 2 
in ·3, Cline 2 in 2. Referee Lightner (U. of Md.) 
WESTERN MARYLAND VS. EAGLES 
The third defeat was given to the Eagles by the sturdy Western 
Maryland team at Westrninister on February 10. This was another 
very close game. The brilliant work of Young for Western Maryland 
and Payen for Bridgewater featured the game. The score was fre-
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Alumni 
DOB. C. STUDENTS PURSUE HIGHER KNOWLEDGE? 
The following are students in University: 
Clore, A. J . ..... ........................ ...... ....................... ..... University of Virginia  
Cool, R. D . .......................... .................. .. .............. University of Virginia  
Long, H . H. ............................................................ University of Virginia  
Wampler, E. M. ··········· ········'······································ Yale University  
Bowman, R. D. ..................................... .......................... Yale University  
Cline, Ruth I. ....................................................... .. Vanderbilt University  
Craun, E. B. ·················· ········· ···········-···· ················· ·············· V. P. I.  
Craun, Eva ........................................................................ Boston University  
Fifer, C. L. ................:.............................................. ... University of Virginia  
Fifer, Jesse ........................................... ................. University of Maryland  
Good, C. V .............................. ............................... University of Chicago  
Harshbarger, J. C. ................................................... University of Virginia  
Holsinger, H. B.................................................... University of Virginia  
Humbert, R. L. ...................... ............... .. ...............University of Wisconsin  
Miller, 0. L. ·····················-·· ····························· School of Osteopathy 
The following are College teachers : 
Shull. C. E. ··························· ········-·················· Bridgewater College 
Bowman, P. H .......................................... ...... .. ........... Bridgewater College 
Bowman, W. D . ..... ....................... ............. .... Farmville Teachers College 
Burns, R. K. ·························-·················· ····· University of Cincinnati 
Flick, W . A. ........................... ......................... ..... Washington and Lee U. 
Flohr, E. W ................................................................... Blue Ridge College 
Flory, J. S ............................................................ ........... .. Bridgewater College 
Garber, P. N ................. .. ................ ................................... Duke University 
Glick, H. N. ........................ Agriculture College, Amherst, Mass. 
Henry, J. M ................. ....... .......... .............................. Blue Ridge College 
Hoover, D. H ................................................. ............... University of Illinois 
Huffman, C. H . ................................ ... ......... .. .. Harrisonburg Teacher's College 
Kiracofe, E. S. --····-················································ Bridgewater College 
Maiden, A. L. ............................ ................................ Shenandoah College 
Myers, Hettye ··············-······--··································· Blue Ridge College 
Myers, W. T . ······················································-······· Converse College 
Varner, W. B ......................... .... ............... .................... Bridgewater College 
Wayland, J. W. ... .......... ........... ......... ........Harrisonburg Teacher's College 
Wright, F . J . ........ .................................. ............. ..... B1idgewater College 
Wright, C. C ........................................................... ..... Bridgewater College 
Zigler, M . J. ··· ··································· ······'"················· Wellsley College 
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To The Freshmen 
The Freshman Class of old B. C. 
Is as full of life as a class should be. 
There' re full of spirit and full of pep 
And aim to keep up the College's rep 
But they're serious minded and earnest too 
Now watch and see what they will do! 
They' re striving for character ideal and strong 
For a life four fold and free from wrong. 
Their aim's the best that you can find 
The full development of the mind. 
They're not held down by a sense of fate 




PPORTUNITIES may be considered as sand, we fill our 
I hands with them and then slowly let the grains drop through. What is this desirable thing called opportunity that will bring into human life the good, the true and the beautiful? Why have we not fulfilled our highest ideal? Why do we glide along when it costs us happiness and pride? 
These questions confront all young people who wish 
to make the most of themselves. Opportunities are the rightful herit-
age of all, and any who persistently seek ma.y find them. The great 
neglected opportunity of any individual is not to adjust himself to his 
own environment and seek opportunity therein. Trust in the signifi-
cance of the present and and believe its issure vital. It is not larger 
opportunities we need, but a keener perception that the present holds 
th opportunities that we crave. Why do we say we have no opportuni-
ties when we are surrounded with opportunities such as no other genera-
tion has ever had? Our opportunities lie where our lives are set. V./e 
are surrounded with them in our daily life. Do not say another has 
larger opportunities. There are no larger opportunities except as we 
make them. The fountain of universal knowledge, love, and truth is 
open lo all alike. It remains with us whether we shall take to it a 
broken cup or a deep pitcher. Then let us receive the royal gifts that 
it gives us, use the advantages that it offers and truly believe that we 
have the ultimate good for an enriched and happy life. 
We need to bring into our opportunities an ideal of life, an 
ideal which belongs to us alone, an ideal which has been shaped by our 
individual tastes and . desires. "To find your ideal, to unfold your-
self to work that you have the faculty for, this," says Carlyle, "is for 
the human being the first law of our existence." He does not forget 
to add that it has always been the hardest problem to find what our 
capacity is. To have an ideal does not necessarily mean a particular 
calling or vocation, nor does it mean to be always occupied \·vith dream-
ing dreams, but it does mean that noble aim and high ideal of life 
that is necessary to attain any degree of worth. It means an exaltation 
of living that will flow through the channels of your activities. ·It is 
not what you do, but how you do it. Find your ideal and then make 
your opportunities. Center your thought upon it and hold it always 
before you. Do not be discouraged, but bring your ideal before you 
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and make it real in the activities of your life. Try to understand 
yourself; hear Tennyson as he sings, "Selfknowledge, self-reverence and 
self-control. These three alone lead life to sovereign power." What-
ever good you desire, it is with you now. Whatever you wish to 
become, you may be that now. Find your ideal iri the present, and 
live up to the best light you have. It lies in our own power what we 
may become. · 
"Life is a challenge to the bold. 
It flings its gauntlet down 
And bids us, if we seek for gold 
And glory and renown 
To come and take them from its store, 
It will not meekly hand them o'er." 
Emmert Ikenberry- "! know a man who looks so much like you 
that ·one could hardly tell the two of yo~ apart." 
Prof. Fisher-"You haven't paid him for that music book I gave 
you five months ago, have you?'' 
Freshman Cirl-"Oh. Cleo, I have a sore foot!" 
Cleo Driver-"Swallow Vick's, there's nothing better for sore 
throat than Vick's." 
"So you loved and lost?" 
"Well, no, I didn't lose exactly. You see when she returned 
my presents she accidently put in some of the other fellows'." 
Prof Varner-"Cive me an example of an absent minded man." 
Marvin Shaver-"The fellow who itched and poured the molas~ 
ses down his back and scratched his pan cake.'' 
Old Lady-"Oh, conductor please stop the train! I dropped 
my wig out of the window." 
Conductor-"Never mind,, madam, there is a switch just this 
side of the next station." 
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Bits 0 • Sunshine 
Gather all the gleams o' sunshine  
That are shed upon life's way  
Day by day.  
They'll give cheer and gladness sometime.  
Every cloud has a silver lining;  
Never say that life's all dreary,  
Still be cheery.  
For you some star is shining.  
Let not failure ere distress you ;  
Toward your goal come nigher,  
Climb higher.  
Let others see what you can do.  
Claim your share of fun ;  
Do your best to make life brighter,  
Be a fighter.  
Get your bit o' sun.  
-Gladys Lohr. 
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The Hidden Chest  
I 
T was a very hot day in late August when Betty Reed and 
her big white dog known as "Browny" started for a walk 
. through the woods to gather some wild flowers and ferns. 
"We shall be back early,'' she called to her mother 
as she closed the gate. 
Betty and her mother lived in a small cottage not far 
from Hopeville. Her father had been sent to Europe when 
she was quite small and had never returned. No information could be 
obtained concerning him so they supposed that he was dead. Betty's 
grandfather had given them this home and with Mrs. Reed's sewing 
they lived vefy comfortably. Betty was now fifteen and in her Senior 
year of high school. Next year was to be her first year in college and 
Betty was anxious to go as she had never been very far from home by 
herself. 
While Betty and Browny were gone they went to a spring where she 
liked to rest and eat the lunch which Betty always prepared when they 
went to the woods. As she sat there she heard some one call. She 
listened very closely, thinking it was probably some hunter who was 
lost, but upon looking around she saw a young man coming toward 
her. At once she whistled for Browny who had gone on ahead of her 
as he liked to do. In a few seconds he was at her side barking at the 
stranger. 
"Is there something I can do for you?" he asked as he came 
nearer. "I heard your dog barking so I came to see what was the 
trouble." 
"Oh, that is just Browny' s way, he likes to have a good time 
when he comes to the woods. I don't suppose he was disturbing any~ 
thing, was he?" 
"Not that I know of. Where did you get your pretty dog?" 
"My grandfather gave him to me for my birthday." 
"Do you come to the wood often?'' 
"Yes; quite often. I love to pick the wild flowers and walk 
through the wood so Browny and I come whenever mother can spare 
us." 
"This is the first time I have seen you and I have been here for 
nearly a month." 
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"You don't mean to tell me that you are living in these woods 
when there are plenty of places in Hopeville?" Betty looked at him 
and wondered why he should choose to live here. 
"My home is in Boston. I wanted some quiet place to spend a 
month, so I came here. I had a camping outfit sent down and have 
never enjoyed camping like I do here. I suppose you live in Hopeville." 
"No, I do not. I live about a mile south of there in the small 
cottage you find just after you cross the river." 
"I think: I know where it is as I have passed there several times 
on my way to Hapeville." 
"Come, Browny, we must be going or mother will be wondering 
about us. I hope you will enjoy your visit here." 
All the way home Betty wondered what she would tell her 
mother. -She wanted to speak of this young man she had talked with, 
but was afraid her mother would forbid her to go to the woods any 
more. At last she decided not to mention it or at least not at the 
present. On arnving home she found her mother at the gate looking 
for them for they had been gone longer than usual. 
"Just look, mother, at the pretty flowers and ferns that I gathered. 
The woods are just beautiful, I ·wish you would have gone along." 
"l will go with you some time, Betty," Mrs. Reed answered. 
"Now you must get busy and help me and then I have some news for 
you." 
Betty worked very hard and when she had finished she asked her 
mother to tell her the news. 
"Betty, I got a letter from cousin Katherine today and she asked 
if you would gather her some wild flowers and ferns to decorate the 
church for her wedding. She also asked if you_ would be one of the 
bridesmaids." 
"Mother, that will be just fine! But when is the wedding?" 
"Next Thursday-)ust a week from tomorrow. I am going to 
make you a blue silk dress just like you have been wanting, for it." 
Mrs. Reed knew Betty would look wonderfully well in a light blue 
dress because she had a fair complexion with beautiful blue eyes and 
light curly hair. 
Betty and her mother worked very hard in order to have every-
thing ready when the time came to go. The next time Betty went 
to · the woods was two days before the wedding. She wanted to see 
what flowers would be in full bloom for her to pick the next day. 
When at last the day before the wedding arrived Betty and 




lccted all the flowers she could carry she again went to the spring to 
rest before she went home. She was not there long until the man she 
had seen before came. · 
"I was just wondering if I would see you any more before  
left," he said as he came up to her.  
" You ·are not leaving, are you?". Betty asked. 
" Yes, I am going to New York this evening, and think I shall 
go on home from there. I have been looking for you every day 
since I saw you here, the other time. I was beginning to think that 
probably I had disturbed your pleasure and your mother would not 
let you c~e back any more. '' 
"No, indeed tha• is not it . at all ," Betty replied. "When I got 
home the other evening, Mother had received a letter from our cousin 
asking me to be a bridesmaid at her wedding and gather some wild 
flowers and fems for the decoration. We have been real busy this 
week and·today I came to pick as many flowers as I could. We are 
leaving this evening for Hopeville, where the wedding will be tomor-
row at the church." 
"I know you are very tired, just wait and I shall take you home 
in my car." 
"No thank you. I can walk," Betty told him, although she 
. hesitated for she was very tired. 
"I am afraid you will be too tired to enjoy your t1ip if you 
walk home. Please wait here until I return.'' At that he hurried off 
through the woods. 
What would Betty tell her mother when she got home? Who 
was this man? What would her mother say? Betty decided that she 
had better walk home but as she started she saw him returning. carrying 
a small box. 
"I have S-Omething for you," and he handed her the box he 
was carrying. "But please do not open it until you reach home." It 
was heavy and Betty could not imagine what it contained . 
..You must tell m~ your name before I can accept this. What 
would my mother say when I get home if I did not know who gave it 
to me?'' 
"I see you want to know who I am. My name is Richard Gra-
ham or rather they call me Dick for short. I believe yours is Elizabeth 
Reed or Betty for short, too. ls it not'?'· Betty just smiled and said 
that it ·was. 
"Come this way with me and I shall take you home," and they 
walked a short distance through the woods to his waiting car. 
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In a short time they came to Betty's home where her mother gave 
them a hearty welcome. 
f'Mother, Mr. Graham says he has something to tell us, and here 
is a box he just gave me." 
Mrs. Reed was handed the key to the box and asked to open it. 
As she slowly raised the lid she saw 'James Reed' engraved on the in-
side. 
"Why, that is my husband~s name. What is it doing here?" 
Upon further investigation she found the chest to contain many 
kinds of precious stones and a large quantity of silver. 
"Perhaps you recall who accompanied Mr. Reed to Europe. 
That man was my uncle. Soon after they arrived there, Mr. Reed 
was taken ill and died very suddenly. My Uncle brought this chest 
here and buried it in the woods. He made a drawing and gave it to 
me last year just before his death. I was to come here and find it. His 
last words were, 'Give Mrs. -Reed that chest'." 
Dick left for home that evening, but promised to return in several 
weeks and give them some more facts concerning the chest. Quite an 
excitement was caused in Hopeville the next morning when the news 
was revealed through the village paper. 
DO YOU WONDER WHY 
Naomi Zigler always seems in Ernest.  
Gladys Lohr likes Weyers Cave.  
Maude Thomas speaks so much of her West Street Friend.  
Emmert Ikenberry is already wishing for Commencement.  
'Peg' Miller fell off the bridge. 
Ola May wears a diamond. 
Ruth Fike wears 'Peters' Shoes. 
Ralph Myers is so 'Harsh.' 
'Beans' likes Rats. 
Mary Cline is always Wright. 
··Corky' likes Virginia (State). 
Haney assists Irva in the library. 
Raymond Peters went to Elkton. 
Jim Hillyard goes home every Sunday. 
We don't;  
We Know Why.  
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Editorial 
Alma Mater is a name that is dear to every loyal student. It is 
a name that brings joyful remembrances to many who have struggled 
here before us; \Vhat is "Alma Mater?'' 
GIVE A BOOST -A campus a group of buildings or a 
FOR ALMA MATER playgrotmd? No-Alma Mater repre-
sents much more than a mere physical, 
stationary institution. It is the combined unit of these plus the faculty, 
the student body, the alumni, the time-honored traditions, innumerable 
student activities and intercollegiate prowess in literary and athletic 
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Associations 
GLEE CLUBS 
HE Glee Clubs are making great progress under their com-
I petent instructor. They have been working hard and ex-pect to give an Easter program for the entertainment of com-munity and friends. They are doing their best to make this program helpful and inspiring and we feel confide11t that it will be so. The community at large has hitherto given 
us their most hearty support in all our student activities and 
has always shown the best of interest in our musical programs. We are 
sure that what we do in the future will cause them to have even greater 
interest in our work. 
VIRGINIA LEE LITERARY SOCIETY 
The Virginia Lee Society is increasing in its attendance and in-
terest. The program committee as well as the other officers, is doing 
splendid work and each week we look forward with much pleasure to 
the programs. Some of our old members were welcomed back at the 
beginning of the second semester. Much is expected in the future 
from the younger members of the society and judging from their present 
interest it will not lack in "pep" and enthusiasm. 
VICTORIAN LITERARY SOCIETY 
The Victorians believe in woman suffrage as was shown in our last 
election when we elected to our executive office a lady. 
we are glad to say that two of our girls made the debating team 
and we are also well represented in the boys debating teams. 
Our programs are full of pep and every day in every way the 
Victorian Society is growing better and better~ 
THE STUDENT VOLUNTEERS 
On February 13, Mr. Dudrow the traveling secretary visited us. 
He spoke at our regular weekly meeting and gave us many helpful and 
instructive things. By this talk we were made better acquainted with 
the work and purpose of the Student Volunteers. 
The fol'lowing week the drive was launched for the Student's 
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India Evangelistic Fund. The entire student body responded generous-
ly and a nice sum was pledged for this fund. 
Mr. West ha~ given us a number of reports on the Washington 
Conference. These were received with great interest. 
Y. W. C. A. 
The work of the Y. \V. C. A. has been progressing nicely. llme 
have been some very hclpeful programs during the past month. W c 
have had two discussion groups on girl's problems, which were very 
instructive. These progra.ms are very beneficial because ideas are ex-
changed and they help the girls to see their relations to the world and 
its problems. 
The cabinet members have been elected for the next school year 
and are as follows: President, Virginia Fifer; Vice President, Helen 
Cline; Secretary, Bessie Hylton; Treasurer, F tances Humbert, and 
Under-graduate Representative Hannah Myers. The five chosen from 
the Y. '"'!./. as cabinet members at large are: Ruth Fike. Virginia 
Stump, Mary Cline, Cleo Driver and Ollie Mae Cline. 
· . -~: .. 
~ ! ·.-.. ~~ ~ '(' .. 
Doctor-.. You cough with much greater ease this moming." 
Patient-..! ought to, I have practised all night." 
F ranees Humbert-"You certainly eat well!" 
Merville Leavel-111 ought to, I've practised all my life." 
"The modern test of ·will is to work cross-word puzzles or to let 
them alone." 
Prof. Starr-.. Can you tell me what steam is)" 
Nellie Thomas-..lt's wt1.ter gone crazy with the heat. ' ' 
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Humor and Clippings 
Walter S. looking in Katheiine Maxwell's book saw the words, 
"Aunt Mary McCann." 
Walter S.-"Katherine, is Mary McCann your aunt?'' 
Katherine-"No, but I ~xpect she soon will be my~--
..I vish I was as religious as Abie.'' 
"And vy~·· 
"He clasps his hands so tight in prayer he can't get them open 
when the collection box comes around." 
The girl walked briskly into a store and droppepd her bag on 
the counter : 
"Give me a chicken." she said. 
"Do you want a pullet," the storekeeper asked. 
"No, I want to carry it," the girl replied. 
Barber-"Will you have anything on your face when I have fin-
ished~" 
Daddy Myers~"I don't know, but I hope you'll at least leave 
my nose." 
Two old maids were discussing what they wished for Christmas 
when one said, 
"Say, Mandy would a pair of stockings hold all you want for 
Christmas~" 
"No, but a pair socks would." 
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College News  
I 
N January 21 , an interesting Lyceum program was· given.· 
Edwin M. Whitney impersonated the play, " The Tailor 
Made Man." The impersonation was enjoyed by everyone. 
Professor Minor C. Miller assumed his duties as Pro-
fessor of Religious Education for the second semester. Dur-
, ing the first semester. Professor Miller devoted his entire 
time to carrying out the duties of the General Secretary of 
the State Sunday School Association. We are glad to have the privi-
lege of securing instruction from him again. 
Mr. Orville S. Garber, professor of Mathematics and Science, 
and director of Physical Education at Daleville Academy, delivered 
an address in chapel, February 11. Mr. Garber is a graduate of 
Bridgewater College and is widely known in athletic circles here. He 
expressed the belief that the athletic teams of Bridgewater College were 
successful largely because of the spiritual atmosphere that existed here. 
Other institutions develop the physical and mental sides of life, while 
Bridgewater College adds spiritual development to these. 
Mr. Dudrow, traveling secretary for the Student Volunteers of 
the Church of the Brethren. was with us from February 12 , to the 
14th. He made an appeal in chapel for funds to carry on missionary 
work in foreign fields . 
From 2 P. M. February 20, to 7 :55 A. M. February 21, five 
of the boys of B. C. made a flying trip in a "Henry' ' to Richmond, 
where they witnessed the Eagle-Spider game. In spite of financial re-
verses and the loss of a night's sleep they repo1ted a good time. 
Professors Wright and Fisher attended conventions in Richmond 
the thirteenth and fourteenth of February. They each gave an inter• 
esting report in chapel of the respective conventions attended. 
A meeting of the Board of Trustees of Bridgewater College was 
held at Bridgewater, at 10:00 A. M., Friday, February 20. 
The Annual Junior-Senior social given by the Juniors took place 
in the Gym, Monday night, February 23. The Gym was beautifully 
decorated and dainty refreshments were served. 
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Near the end of February, Professor Kiracofe left us to enter the 
University of Virginia at the beginning of it sthird term. Here Pro-
fessor Kiracofe will take up graduate work. 
February 21, 22, a peace conference was held in the College 
Street Church of the Brethren. Mr. Woods, secretary of the Society 
of Friends, and Dr. ]. M. Henry, president of Blue Ridge College 
were the speakers. 
Dr. Burkholder, a physician of Harrisonburg. gave a talk in 
chapel F ehruary 26. concerning proper diet. 
It has been reported around the campus that a landscape architect 
has been engaged to see what improvements can be made about the 
college. Already work has been started on the hank above the ath-
letic field. 
F1iday night, March 13, marked the beginning of a new activity 
for Bridgewater College. On that date a team of college girls met a 
strong debate team of girls from Des Moines University. The Ques-
tion was "Resolved: That Congress should be empowered td over-ride 
by a two-thirds majority decisions of the Supreme Court declaring acts 
of Congress Unconstitutional." Bridgewater presented the Negative 
side of the question and was represented by Miss Frcmces Harshbarger 
and Miss Rachel Myers. The Des Moines speakers. were Miss 
Penelope Webster and Miss Ruth Spry. The contest was one of the 
best and closest ever held at Bridgewater College. No one could tell 
what the outcome would be until the decision of the judges was an-
nounced. The decision was 2 to 1 in favor of Des Moines. The 
Bridgewater Team should be commended for its masterly argument 
and excellent delivery. 
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Athletics 
BLUE RIDGE VS. EAGLES 
I 
N February 1 3, the Eagles met their old rivals from Blue 
Ridge College, and registered a 31-24 victory over them. 
The game was the hardest fought of the season on the home 
court. Both teams played at top speed throughout the 
contest. T earn work featured the Eagles game while the 
Maryland boys excelled in dribbling. Captain Dunbar 
starred for Blue Ridge. Craun and Payne were the out-
standing players for the Eagles. Payne had a sure eye for the basket 
Lineup and Summary 
Blue Ridge 24 Eagles 31 
Dunbar .. .. ....................... ........... .. ...........F ............... ................................................ Craun 
Heberlig ...................................................F ............................................................... Glick 
Gerlock ...................................................C ...................... ......................................... Payne 
Dunn .........................................................G .............................. ......... .......~................... Cline 
Hoke ................. .............. ..........................G ............................................................... Myers 
Substitutions-Blue Ridge, Speicer; Eagles, Good. Goals-
Dunbar, 5; Heberlig, 3; Dunn, 2; Speicer, 1 ; Payne, 8; Craun, 3; 
Glick, 2; Cline, 1. Foul tries: Blue Ridge--3 in 12; Eagles 3 in 
10-. 
HAMPDEN-SIDNEY VS. EAGLES 
On. February 1 7 the Eagles started on a five day trip to the 
E"1~.t~rn. and Tidewater sections o.f Virginia. The first game was with 
the Tigers at Hampden-Sidney. The first ·period of the game ended 
6-8 with the Eagles leading. The Eagles had many shots but were 
unable to locate the basket. 
Coming back strong the second half with a strong offense led 
by Captain Payne, the Eagles took flight leaving the Tigers out of 
the race. The game ended 35-12. 
Lineup and Summary 
Hampden-S idneJJ 12 Eagles 35 
Fleming ........ ..... ............................... .. .....F ··············································-·· Craun 
Parker ...................................................... F ................................ ......... ......................... Glick  
Cox ............................................................C ............................................................... Payne  
White ................. ........... .. ........................ G ····················-····-······························  Cline  
Squires ......................................................G ............................................................ Myers  
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was very effective, making the Eagles resort to long shots. The score 
was very close throughout the contest, until the last few minutes, when 
the Spiders dribbled throuh the Eagles line and scored twice, taking 
the scant lead of six points. Payne for the Eagles and Demotte 
for the Spiders played in stellar form. 
Lineup and Summary 
Sp·iders 29 Eagles 23 
Peterson ....... ....................... .....................F ........ ............. ...... .. ......... ................ ......... Glick  
Bell .. .............. ... ...... ......... .. : .......................F ·····················-···························· ······ Craun  
Demotte .: .................................................C ............................................................... Payne  
Spose .................................. .......................G ........... ........................................ ............ Cline  
Miller ............. ... .. .......... .. ..... ...................G ............................................................... Good  
Substitutions: Eagles-Good, Zigler. Goals-Demotte, 5 ; 
Spouse, 3; Peter:ion, 3; Bell, 1 ; Payne, 4; Glick, 2 ; Craun, 1 ; Good, 
1 ; Myers, 1 . Foul tries: Spiders 6 in 9 ; Eagles 5 in 6. 
WILLIAM AND MARY VS. EAGLES 
The Eagles Waterloo of the season came at William and Mary 
when, in the last game of the Tidewater invasion they were defeated 
20,...-43. Th Eagles somewhat handicapped by the effects of the 
trip were outplayed in the first half, it ending 23-5. Going into the 
game the second period with renewed determination they matched their 
opponents in every division of the game. Craun for the Eagles and 
Kahn for the Indians lead the attacks for their teams. 
Lineup and Summary 
lndians 43 Eagles 20 
Kahn ........................,..................... ... ........F ............................................................... Good 
Marshall ............................. .............. ..... F .......................... .................. ........... ........ Craun 
Sexton ..... ....... .... ...... ... .................... .. .......C ................. .............................................. Payne 
]. Todd ..................... .. .. ... .......................G .............. .. .. ............................................. Glick 
L. Todd ................ ........................... .....G ··············-·························' ···· ······ Myers 
Substitutions: Indians, Brasseur, Newman, Danes. Eagles, Cline 
Zigler. Goals-Kahn, 6; Marshall, 4; Todd, 1 ; Brasseur, I ; Craun, 
3; Payne, 1 ; Good, 1 ; Zigler, 1. F oud tries-Indians 14 in 18. 
Eagles 8 in 14. 
FORT HUMPHREYS VS. EAGLES 
The Eagles closed their season February 25 by defeating Fort 
Humphreys 36--25 on the home court. The soldiers were very ac~ 
curate in their passing and by it scored often from under the basket. 
The Eagles began the game with a rush and ran up a good lead which 
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they held throughout the contest. Claterbos, the center for Fort 
Humphreys, was one of the most finished players seen on the home 
court this year. 
Lineup and Summary 
Fort Humphre'J)s 25 Eagles 36 
Scheafer ....................................................F ............................................................... Craun 
McBride ................................................F ...................................... ......................... Glick 
Claterbos ................................................C ............................................................... Payne 
Craft .........................................................G ·····················-········· ···················  Cline 
Fitzthomas .............................................G ............................................................... Myers 
Substitutions: Fort Humphreys-Rea. Eagles-Zigler, Garst. 
Goals-McBride, 4; q:chaefer, 3; Claterbos, 3; Craft, 1; Payne, 6; 
Glick, 5; Cline, 3; Craun, 3. Foul tries: Fort Humphreys, 3 in 9. 
Eagles 5 in 11 . 
The call for recruits in baseball has beeri issued, to which a large 
number of men has responded. Workouts for the various positions on 
the team have been begun. The whole of last years pitching staff is 
available for mound duty again. Although five of last year's letter 
men are lost, Coach May is hopeful over the prospects for a very suc-
cessful season. 




E do not think it is too early for the Alumni to begin mak-
ing their plans for class reunions on June 2. The days is 
yours and we most cordially invite you to be here. It is 
suggested that class meetings, luncheons, etc., be held from 
eleven A. M. to two o'clock P. M. This will leave the 
afternoon open to any special activity that may be arrang-
ed for at that time. The entire evening will be given to 
the Annual Alumni Banquet which is scheduled for six o'clock and we 
want to make thi~ a real occasion. 
The following classes will hold their reunions this year: 1890, '95, 
'00, '05, '10, '15, '20. '22, '24. 
Further 'announcements will be sent later. but June 2 \vill soon 
be here and now is the time to begin making your plans for the day. 
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Exchanges 
R-"'-- UITE a number of Exchanges have greeted us this month. 
We are always glad to welcome them, and especially when 
they contain such excellent publications as are among them 
this month. 
From the Exchanges we get new ideas which help in 
the improvement of our school papers. It also broadens the 
view of each individual as to what our .sister colleges are 
doing. We welcome all the old papers and look forward to the com.-
. ing of new ones. 
The Blue Ridge ·Voice-We wish to commend the article on 
"The Problems o.f the Hour." It is fine and of great value to its 
readers. 
College Topics is an excellent paper. We are always glad 
to welcome you. 
The Hampden-Sidne')) Tiger. The publication on the . subject, 
"The Ten Commandments'' is fine and is interesting to all of us. 
River Ripples and The Campus Times are excellent papers. 
College Ra'))s is also a good paper. This month's editorial is fine. 
The BethanJ) Bible School Bulletin is a paper we can appreciate, 
because of ~he subjects published which are of interest to all of us. 
We wish to acknowledge the following papers: 
The Trail Blazer.  
The High Stepper.  
Business Breezes.  
The Blue and the Cra)).  
Beulah College Echo.  
The · Reflector.  
McMaster Uni-versitJJ M onthl:v.  
The White Topper.  
The Record.  
Maroon and Cold.  
Midwa)J Student.  
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Resolutions of Sympathy 
WHEREAS, God, in His infinite wisdom has called 
home Rev. J. F. Wampler, the father of our beloved class-
mate, Fleta Wampler, leaving us to continue the work of 
Christ ' to which he devoted his entire life, be it resolved: 
that we, the Senior Class of Bridgewater College, use this 
means of expressing our heartfelt sympathy to the family 
and friends; and that we beseech our Heavenly Father to 
be very near and comfort them in this hour of sadness. 
Furthermore, be it resolved, that copies of these resolu-
tions be sent to the bereaved family, to our classmater, and 
that a copy be published in the Philomathean. 
(Signed) 
R. K. SHOWALTER 
L. VIRGINIA HARRIS 
A MARJORIE GRAYBILL 
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To Spring 
I 
Come, sing to the beautiful springtime,  
The symbol of nature's new birth,  
See beautiful flowers smiling at us;  
From the bosom of Mother Earth.  
II 
How lovely the beautiful flowerets, 
The showers and soft breezes, too, 
And all of the beauties you bring us, 
Dear Springtime! We welcome you. 
III 
We are glad for these days of sunshine,  
By them we forget the past,  
We strive on and upward with courage,  
To conquer and win at last.  
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The Outcome of. Louise's Ambition  
I 
HERE was great excitement throughout the grea. t city of 
Chicago. Louise Denham, the daughter of Lawyer Percy 
Denham, the richest man of the city, had mysteriously dis-
appeared from her Chicago mansion. Almost everyone 
in the city was busy in search of her and a reward of 
· $1,000,000 was offered to the one who found her. A 
few days later .there appeared in newspapers all through the 
country a picture of Louise, giving a long story of her disappearance 
and the conclusion was that she had been kidnapped. 
Lousie had never dreamed of what anxiety and heartbreaks she 
would bring to her mother and father when she left. She was a girl of 
only eighteen years, full of enthusiasm. Her greatest desire had al-
ways been to be a country girl and live with nature. Her reading of 
certain novels had greatly increased these desires so much so that she 
resolved to experience them, no matter what they cost. 
Her brother, Ralph, had for years been a forester in the Virginia 
mountains, and now it had been five years since they had heard of 
him. It was this which gave Louise the idea to steal away through the 
darkness of the night in search of him. She had plenty of money to 
take with her, for her father always kept her well supplied. She 
slipped on her oldest, yet heaviest clothes, she could find, for it was 
a very cold night. To leave without saying a word to her mother was 
hard but she had resolved to go, and she was going. The city clocks 
were striking twelve as she descended the fire escape from her high 
chamber. 
In the early morning dawn of January 16, a strange, yet beautiful, 
girl was seen wandering through the barren mountains of Virginia. The 
snow was falling fast, growing deeper and deeper, and the flakes upon 
her dark flowing hair appeared as stars in a dark sky. She stopped 
and asked herself if she could go any farther, she dared not say "no," 
for within her soul ....she longed to accomplish her mission. Louise was 
now near death's door and the onl~ thing she could do was to find 
shelter or else she would die. Never before had she appreaciated home 
so much, the thought of mother, father and the warm rooms all made 
her heart-sick. Her steps were becoming slower, she felt weak, very 
weak, for her only nourishment had been a bit of food which she had 
begged from mountain huts. 
During this pensive mood she looked about her and found that 
she was nearing a mountain home. Never before had ;he seen a home 
similar to this one. It was no·- beautiful, yet its appe.uance was at-
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tractive and inviting. In an instant she found herself at the door. too 
cold to speak. She lifted her head as the door opened and a kind 
voice told her to come in. 
Four hours later Louise opened her eyes. She had been seemingly 
put to sleep, a strange sleep, at least she had not been conscious of any-
thing which had been going on. She had been stunned by the sudden 
heat upon her frozen body. But now the sleep had given her strength. 
Looking about her she soon found that she was in a very unique moun-
tain cottage. Pennants and master paintings adorned the walls. At 
one end of the room was a massive book case filled with volumes, at 
the other, a blazing fire upon the hearth. Louise wondered who could 
live here. It was her ideal of home as she had always pictured it. 
In a moment the kind faced lady\ entered the room. On seeing 
that Louise was awake, she asked how she was feeling. She, however, 
remained o·nly a moment and soon reappeared with a delicious meal 
for her. Louise ate heartily, for it was the first square meal she had 
had since her sudden escape from home. Hardly could she realize 
that only four hours before she had been so near the door of death. 
In her conversation with the kind lady she found that her name was 
Mrs. Lenden, the wife of a forester. She told Louise of her son, and 
that he was expected to come in at any minute. H<! was attending-
ing school in Pennsylvania and had not been home since his departure 
in August. 
At five o'clock, as Louise sai by · the blazing fire in th~ library, 
she heard a step outside. A young man entered the hall. It was Robert 
Lenden, a Senior in the Pennsylvania School for Foresters. He hurried 
·to the kitchen, for he knew it was there he would find mother, the 
dearest person on earth to him. It was indeed a happy meeting, but as 
Mrs. Lenden grasped Robert's hand, it seemed as a piece of ice. 
Mother-like, in her excitement, she told .him to go to the library and 
warm quickly. The mercury stood at 10 degrees below zero. To him it 
seemed colder still. He rushed in the library to the fire, nevr noticing 
in th least the unknown visitor who sat quietly near the fire place. As 
he seated himself he glanced to the chair which he had thought vacant 
and saw, to him, the most beautiful girl in the world. 
In his sudden embarrassment he could find no words to speak. 
He quickly drew from his pocket the Chicago Journal which he had 
purchased while returning from school, and endeavored to hi'de his 
confusion. It was the paper which bore the picture and story of 
Louise's departure. He appeared stunned as he beheld the picture. 
Surely he had seen that face somewhere. As his eyes wandered to 
Louise he recognized her as the original of the picture. Quickly he read 
the story in order to solve the great puzzle which confronted him. He 
slowly read the words, "$1,000,000 reward to find the missing 
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daughter." Robert's eyes brightened as he read. He wished for 
Louise to see the paper although he dared not give it to her. Suddenly 
he lay the paper down and ran to the kitchen. In his hasty departure 
Louise turned her eyes to the paper in which her new acquaintance had 
been so deeply interested. She picked it up but suddenly grew white 
as she beheld her own picture upon the front page. In a moment she 
had fallen to the floor in a dead faint. 
It was sometime later when Robert came to invite Louise to sup-
per. He entered the library but he could see no one. As he neared 
the fireside, he saw her lying on the floor. In his excitment he ran 
quickly for his mother who, by this time, had heard the newspaper 
story. They rushed to her and found that she was yet breathing. Af-
ter a few minutes of work in reviving her, Louise slowly opened her eyes 
to look again into the kind faces of Mrs. Lenden and her tall, hand-
some son. Then again she was tucked in the white bed in which she had 
been only four hours ago. 
Louise tried to sleep, but all in vain. She could think of nothing 
but the great excitement which she was causing in Chicago, and how 
she was bringing worry and perhaps seriousness illness to her parents. 
To tell someone the story and converse with Mrs. Lenden and Robert, 
whom she had learned to love in such a short while, would perhaps 
make her feel better. After meditating she received courage to tell them 
and calling them to her bedside she bravely told them the whole story. 
The puzzled face of Robert lighted up as she ended the story. 
He was beginning to love the story teller, for he could see within her 
very soul that which he had never before been able to see in a girl, 
cou"rage, bravery, and life sacrifice for her: brother. The thing which 
made Robert the happiest was that he knew where he could find Ralph 
Denham, yet he became sad when he thought of the corrupt life he was 
leading. 
Only two miles away the foresters ' camp was located. It was not 
a good place to be. Ralph was the leauer of the "Toughs," as the 
members of the camp were called throughout the forest. Robert knew 
all about him, for he had done practice work in the summer through-
out the camps and had often tried, in vain, to reform the "Toughs." 
At seven o'clock the next morning, Robert entered the camp and 
found the men all seated around the breakfast table. They jumped 
from their places as they beheld Robert, for they were always ready to 
greet anyone. Ralph was immediately called aside, and in a few mo-
ments they had left the camp and were walking toward Lenden cot-
tage. Robert had told him nothing of his sister, he only asked him 
to come with him and spend the day in Lenden Valley. 
They were welcomed at the cottage door by Mrs. Lenden, and on 
account of the coldness of the morning they were hurried quickly .to the 
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fire. .It had hen a great puzzle for Robert to knew how to break the 
news of Louise's presence to her brother, but the puzzle was soon 
solved. Neither Robert or his mother had thought of removing the 
Chicago Journal from· the chair, and the eyes of Ralph caught the 
glimpse of his sister's picture. Suddenly he seized the paper and be-
gan to read. As he read, a certain paleness came over his face , great 
tears rolled down the cheeks of the large, robust man. As he finished 
he raised his eyes to Robert and said. 
"Oh, Robert, for the first time in years I feel that I want to go 
home, but how could I ever face any of my friends and relatives?" 
Louise had been asleep. She slowly opened her eyes as she heard 
the voice of her brother. At first she thought she was dreaming, but 
then she knew that she was awake and that she did hear a familiar 
voice. Was it Robert? No, it did not sound like him, but it could 
be no one else. In an instant she had called Robert to her bedside. 
As, Robert herd her weak voice, he trembled, for this was the 
moment which he had dreaded most. He took Ralph by the arm 
and obeyed Louise's request. As they neared the bed Ralph caught 
the eye of someone whom he had seen before, and as he drew nearer 
he recognized his own sister. There was a moment of strange and 
flooding joy as the long-lost brother held within his arms Louise, 
his sister of long _ago. 
Early the next morning Louise and Ralph Denham said good-bye 
and thanked Mrs. Lenden for her kindness. It was somewhat a sad 
moment for Louise but she felt that she would some day meet Mrs. 
Lenden again. They did not . say good-bye to Robert, for upon 
Louise's urgent request and his own great desire he had decided to go 
with them. 
Every thing was quiet at the Denham mansion. Louise's absence 
had caused great grief and her parents had remained behind closed 
doors for days. No one could comfort them. 
Mrs. Denham looked out of the window from her chair, and 
say a car driving through the lovely lawn. How beautiful did the 
evergreen appear, but she could not appreciate it now. She thought 
only of Louise. She watched the ca:r1 as it neared and noticed three 
figures within. It stopped quickly, the ocupants descended and ran to-
ward the house. Could it be Louise? Then Mrs. Denham said to 
herself, "How ·foolish I am to ever imagine such a thing." In only a 
moment Ralph and Louise were in the arms of their mother, too over-
come with joy to speak. Father was called and the family was 
soon reunited. The two lost children had been found. 
After the story was told, Louise went gently to Robert and said. 
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"Here is the one who has saved us both."  
The fathei- looked a t the brave young man and said,  
"You shall have your reward."  
Robert cared not for the money. It was Louise herself whom 
he wanted. As soon as he found himself alone with Mr. Denham he 
asked for his daughter's hand. A happy smile came over the face 
of -Robert as the father answered, "My boy, I would be proud to 
have you for a son.. '' 
On the eighth day of the following June a beautiful wedding took 
place in Denham mansion. Louise and Robert, immediateiy after their 
marriage, went to Lenden Valley to live. Ralph Denham frequently 
visited his sister, where he wielded a great influence upon his old 
friends. He was able now to tell them of their mistakes and what 
purity meant to the lives of real men. Soon the "Toughs" were out of 
existance. 
Farmer: " Be this the womans exchange?" 
Woman : "Yes." 
Farmer : "Be ye the woman?" 
Woman: " Yes." 
Farmer : " Well , then I think I'll keep Maggie." 
HE DID 
Mrs. Rothgeb said to Dr. Bowman on the evening he dined at the 
"College Beanery" : 
"Doctor, I want you to give thanks, and say something." 
Garland T. tells us a funny one. He called at Mary Jane's 
home the other night and as he came in she told him from the head of 
the stairs that she would have to dress before he could see her. 
" Oh, just slip on something and come on down,'' he said, and then 
she slipped on the top step and came down. 
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The Dawn  
HE problem which I am about to discuss with you is as old 
I as civilization. It is so broa~ in its scope that it includes every nation of the world, and yeU it is so personal in its nature ~hat it concerns in a very vital way every man, woman and child. " Pea.ce should be made with all mankind. It should 
be our care not only to make peace but to maintain it. But 
this will never be until we are persuaded that quiet is better than 
disturbance, justice than injustice, the care of our own than grasping at 
what belongs to others. " Four hundred years before the Christian 
Era thus spoke lsocrates in behalf of peace. But so dark was the 
night that shrouded the earth, so firmly were men locked in the arms 
of tradition that not even a ray of hope could pierce their benighted 
souls. 
Then out of the east there suddenly arose a star of dazzling 
brightness , while a celestial chorus sang, " Peace on earth, good will 
toward men." And as those strains of music died away a child was 
born. In the light of that star the babe grew to a lad of remarkable 
vision , and the lad became a master of men and of ideals. He lived 
to roll back those clouds of darkness through which shone the light of 
hK>pe. He gav~ to the world the hope of the dawn of a new and 
glorious day, which today is no longer an idle fancy nor a childish dream 
but is the most rational, the most vital step that civilization must take. 
The light of that star has never ben lost. Continuously men of 
various magnitudes have raised their voices in an effort to give the world 
a vision of this better state. Through the years that have come and 
gone those solitary voices have echoed and re~echoed through the 
nations. · Others have taken up the refrain until today that song has 
swelled to a great world chorus. 
Those ideals fixed in the hearts of men two thousand years ago 
have become the dynamic driving force of civilization and progress. 
Ideals are not to be frivolously evoked , and gayly, as many think; like 
golden threads they draw ,out the tapestry of civilization and weave 
themselves into its fabric. To withdraw those threads is to destroy 
the tapestry. For what more is this great superstructure of civiliza-
tion and vast social order which man has erected than a pattern woven 
over crude nature by these same golden strands. 
Through a long period of time man has successfully builded away 
from his crude nature. He has been able to do this by substituting 
intelllgent control for instinctive action. To support and maintain this 
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structure he has founded systems of education and law. His battle 
has been and is, not between man and man. but between nature and 
reason. In this process of development many impediments to advance-
ment and happiness have been cast off, but some yet remain to mar his 
work and thwart his progress. 
Among these scourges that have carried over from the days of 
savagery, when man roved the wilderness and ate the raw meat of his 
prey, is war. War which threatens to destroy civilization; war which 
annihilates populations, demolishes cities and turns fruitful plains to 
lifeless deserts; war which puts to flight happiness and prosperity; leaving 
in its wake sorrow, devastation , and ruin; war which tears loving sons 
from the arms of weeping mothers and pours out their blood in futile 
causes; war which has its origin only in misunderstanding, ambition, and 
caprice ; war which promises honor and glory and ends in disappointment 
and shame; war which exploits the country of manhood and wealth ; 
war which converts men into beasts , destroys life and institutions, and 
shames the gods th::i t m2.d ~ Lly·· 
War {s the thorn now piercing the side of humanity. War is 
reversion to savagery in man. The function of civilization is to preserve 
life, war seeks only to destroy. It desfroys more than life, it sacri-
fices inestimable genius. Think of the homes that will never be, built, 
the songs that will never be sung. Give a thought to the poems that 
will never be read, thei pictures of art that will never be seen. Then 
think of the wisdom and knowledge that will never be known, the 
discoveries and inventions that the world must wait for. These are 
things that differentiate the present from the past. These are the things 
that make civilization. They are the things that war destroys. 
What is the opinion of the statesmen and leaders of war? Jeffer-
son said, " War is the greatest of human evils. " Washington wrote, "My 
first wish is to see this plague war banished from the earth." Noah 
Worcester said, "War is in fact a heathenish and a savage custom, 
most malignant, most devastating, and most horrible, and the greatest 
delusion, the greatest curse that ever afliicted a guilty world." War 
has been condemned by W ellington as detestable, by Napoleon as in-
adequate, by Sheridan as self-defeating and by Grant as unreasonable. 
With such indictments as these, war must follow to oblivion its out-
lawed mates of savagery. human sacrifice, cannibalism, and dueling. 
Reason and intelligence demand that war be made impossible. 
War is a method by which we would expect savages to settle dis-
putes. It is the conduct that becomes animals. But nowhere in the 
light of reason is it it excusable in Christianized, civilized man. No 
longer are we children of the wilderness, running in naked savagery. 
W e have reached the full clothed stage of responsible manhood. Pos-
terity demands intelligent conduct. It but remains , we must charter · 
our course by the " Star of the East." · 
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World peace is the next peak of progress. It is the day that 
must follow the night. Anything other than this is retrogression. Then 
we are to expect the dawn of a new and glowing day in which a trium-
phant peace will place, as a. diadem on the brow of man, the crown 
of reason; and the chasm between human and animal conduct will 
widen into an impasable gulf. It will be the victory of reason over 
tradition. Nor need we rely on abstract facts to prove that the night 
is passmg. There are concrete facts too numerous and too collossal to 
be eluded. 
The cost of modern war demands its abolition. Wars have 
always cost far beyond their doubtful gain, the last one more than any 
other. Nowhere in the history of man is there recorded such wanton 
sacrifice of human life. Never so nearly was the world rocked 
from its foundation. Never so many millions left in poverty and star-
vation. Never were social orders brought so low, as during the years 
of the past conflict. Not even our pride i~ America blinds us to the 
fact that very few such catastrophes would crumble her democracy to 
ruins. All must pay in war. One nation does not lose, another gain, 
there is no victory save the mutual victory of peace. 
The devastation of the last war is unparallelled. The financial 
burden which it has inflicted upon the world is beyond conception. The 
demoralizing influence is inestimable. But time will rebuild cathedrals 
and cities, years of weary toiE will make the battle fields to bloom 
again. Decades and centuries of financial bondage will lift the debt 
of war, and even a return to moral standards may be expected, but never 
will time nor the efforts of men make live again those millions slain in 
battle: 
As a result of the last war the blood of thirteen million boys 
rests in condemnation upon the head of Christian civilization. The 
dain in all wars between 1799 and 1914 numb~rs less than half of 
this appalling figure. Each day six thousand three hundred and 
eight sons, reared to the flower of manhood by loving parents, lay down 
their lives in loyalty to some flag because of this curse and delusion of 
humanity. 
The monetary cost of this war is likewise without precedent. The 
cost of all wars of the nineteenth century approach it by one seventeenth. 
Ten million dollars an hour was spent in this primitive game of slaugh-
ter. And thig is the heritage won by the valor of war for our children, 
and our children's children; millions of accumulated debt. 
For war does not cease with the dying sound of the last gun nor 
pass with the smoke of battle. Long after the battle fever has cooled, 
long after the roar of guns is still, long after the shell torn fields have 
borne harvest for many seasons, long after hate and strife have changed 
to friendship and good will, still the millions who have toiled and suf-
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fered to sustain their loved ones in the field must yet toil on and suffer 
under shackling burdens of debt, paying their hard earned money for 
taxes while their children go hungry for bread. We can afford to in-
vest in peace. In 1891 an appropriation of twenty-four thousand three 
hundred and thirty dollars made to the families of Italians who lost 
their lives in this country at the hands of a mob, changed a war senti-
ment to friendliness. Compare a paltry twenty four thousand with the 
app.aling sum of two hundred and eighty-five billion dollars, the cost 
of the last war. Or compare it with fifty million dollars, the cost of a 
battle ship. Reason must convince the world that it is playing a poor 
game of finance. The horrors of war will end war. We dare not risk 
another war in which not even valor will have a share. Picture an-
nihilated cities, see our garden valleys lying waste, our silvan forests 
crowning a thousand hills, standing dead and leafless, vast areas of 
fruitful fields once filled with life on which moves no living thing. See 
men drop with their teams in the fields, the little child lying lifeless 
where he played. See the mother that has fallen prostrate upon the 
kitchen floor as she prepared the meal. Two lovers stand before the 
altar as the minister pronounces a blessing upon a new home, but ere 
it is finished death claims the three. Then with a sweeping glance re-
view the millions that have fallen thus in death as they lie in solemn 
condemnation of war. . 
It is not a myth that New York, that great city, with her towering 
spires and her teeming millions could be destroyed in thre hours at the 
small cost of one hundred and eighty-seven dollars. With deadly 
gases and aerial squadrons there is no protection for home and loved 
ones save prevention. To prevent war is suicide. In the words of Lord 
Bryce, "If we do not destroy war, war will destroy us." 
Six years agd the curtain of time fell on the greatest tragedy in 
history, a tragedy in which thousands of our own noble sons laid their 
lives upon the altar of sacrifice, strong in the faith that their country 
would not see them die in vain. Ours was the challenge to fight for a 
warless world; they answered the call ; but the victory for which they 
fought will never be won, the debt which we owe them will never be paid 
until the torch which they bore lights the world from the citadel of peace 
as the Christ of the Andes lights the hearts of the Argentines and the 
Chileans. 
"'Shall we break faith with those who lie 
Beneath the poppies where they blow 
Between the crosses row on row 
In Flander's field." 
Heretofore in America each generation has fallen victim to a 
war. The same ~eneration does not fight two wars. By experience 
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they loose themselves from the bonds of. tradition, but they leave their 
children bound. The soldier's son does not see the battle field. He 
reads the stories of great and valiant leaders and thez become his 
heroes. He sees soldier3 parade to martial music and dreams of the 
day when he, too, can go to war and win a cross of honor. He is not 
told that for each iron cross upon their breast ten thousand sleep beneath 
a cross of wood. He only knows that war is sanctioned by father 
and mother, from the pulpit, platform and the school room. He is 
taught to hate instead of love. 
We have crossed the river of blood again, why not burn the 
bridges? There is no object which a people or a race can set before 
itself which is not possible of attainment through the transmission of an 
ideal in its social heritage. We must arise and purge the heritage 
of our children from that viperous poison which they innocently absorb, 
that poison which, when it becomes assimilated in their nature shackles 
them to pass tradition and make another war inevitable. That three 
thousand mile wall of good will protecting our Canadian boundry is 
stronger than a wall of stone. That is the wall that must be extended 
to include all men and all races. When we have so enriched our 
social heritage that it is permeated with love and good will, instead of 
animosity and hate; when we prepare for peace as ardently as we 
prepare for war, then give us the young and we will create a new mind 
and a new world in a single generation. Because it is true that the 
seeds we sow in our plastic childhood determines whether roses bloom, 
or thistles grow tomorrow. . 
"Look then, what have you in your hand?" You hold not only 
the present but the future. Today is the dawn of a new generation. 
Within it lies the possibilities of all your hopes, your dreams, your as-
pirations. Mothers, fathers, teachers, you are the architects of fate. 
Turn then again to the pages of history, glean from them the truth about 
war, see the needless tears, the sorow and suffering, see again the de-
struction, the devastation and ruin. Look at the dead, the wounded, 
and dying. See your own sons in bondage to toil and to care. Then 
when you have sought in vain for its justification turn to the future and 
build. Root from: our heritage the sanction of war. Seed the hearts 
of our childhood to love and good-will. 
For the war to end wars has been fought.  
The price for peace has been paid.  
The season for seeding is here.  
Awake from your slumbers ye dreamers of peace!  
To reap in the evening you must sow in the dawn!  
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Editorial 
Men of all ages have been dreamers. "We are such stuff as dreams 
are made of," said the bard of Avon. The day-dreams, the visions, the 
imaginings are the "blue print" by which we fashion 
DREAM ON! our affairs. It is from dreams that the spirit of 
progress is born. Without vision the advance of 
civilization would be impossible. The dreamer, therefore, commands 
our respect for it is he who has caused the world's progress. He has 
tmasfonned the industrial, the social and the commercial world. 
Although the dreams of youth must, in later life, suffer more or less 
disillusionment we must not cease to dream. Dreams are the stars of 
our destiney. Woodr9w Wilson has said, "Without vision no man 
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will realize any high hope or undertake any high enterprise." There 
is this difference between the great and the little souls of earth; the 
little soul, disappointed, ceases to dream; the great soul dreams on and 
makes his dream come true. Every great soul of man has had its 
vision and pondered it until the passion to make the dream come true 
has dominated his life. "A man's power is equal to his idea multiplied by 
his personality.'' 
What is an idea worth? Ask Mr. Edison. Ask Marconi. Ask 
Bell. These men have had dreams. Nor without labor, discourage-
ment and disappointment were they able to see the realization of their 
dreams. By the force of their ideal they were inspired to surmount all 
obstacles before them, in the end achieving fame for themselves and 
making to civilization a contribution of -untold worth. 
Th man with an idea may be called a "crank" an "idealist" or 
a "dreamer" but the fact remains that such men have been responsible 
for the advance of civilization. More than four centuries ago Columbus 
conceived the idea that earth was round. To the unscientific mind 
of that day such a thing seemed unbelievaple. He was mocked and 
ridiculed but still his belief remained unshaken. To prove his theory 
became the paramount desire of his soul. After much difficulty in se-
curing support for the undertaking he braved the unknown horrors of 
the Atlantic and discovered a mighty continent. 
"Behold the dreamer cometh" was the slur of the would-be 
murderer, but it was this "dreamer," Joseph, who later saved at least 
two nations of people from starvation and decimation. 
Ideas are not evolved in an instant, it takes time. We often 
become too busy to think, to evolve, to idealize. The greatest ideas 
have come through observation , contemplation and meditation. · Take 
time to evolve an idea. Then multiply it by your energy, your determi-
nation, your genius, your talent-and the world will be better because 
you dreamed a d ream. It is only he who highly aspires who highly 
achieves. The world over one's achievement depends more upon 
aspiration than environment. Build your air castles-but bring them 
down to solid ground or build foundations up to them. 
''I'd rather be a failure than the man who's never tried; 
I'd rather seek the mountain~top than always stand aside. 
Oh, let me hold some lofty dream and make my desperate fight, 
And though I fail I still shall know I tried to serve the right." 
-C.D.M. 
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Associations 
VIRGINIA LEE LITERARY SOCIETY 
T IS SAID that criticism of a movement adds stimulus to H~~~Jll 
the movement. If such be the case, we feel that some 
criticism should be administered to the Virginia Lee Society. 
The Phliomathean notes always speak of our society 
work constructively, but the writer wonders if this has 
really been a constructive year? Enthusiasm is the keynote 
to a real society member. Is society enthusiasm what it 
should be? Let the spirit of Lee carry us on to higher achievements. 
If our society has struck a rut and is moving at same old pace, let us 
get out of the rut and move up to the pace. 
VICTORIAN LITERARY SOCIETY 
The work of the society is advancing splendidly under the ad-
ministration of Miss Naomi Zigler. The varied programs have been 
educational and interesting. The fine spirit of enthusiasm that was mani-
fested at the beginning of the sesion seems to be more in evidence at 
each succeeding meeting. 
We are still maintaining the high standards of programs of former 
days and pushing on to high ideals which it takes to be loyal Victorians. 
THE GLEE CLUBS 
The Glee Clubs gave an Easter program April 5, in the College 
Street Church of the Brethren. The first two part of the Oratorio, 
"The Redemption," were rendered. A large, appreciative audience 
was present. 
The clubs are practicing hard now so the complete work will be 
given at Commencement. The Glee Clubs have meant more to the 
College this year than ever before, as they have done so much to raise 
the musical standards. May their good work continue. 
Y. W. C. A. 
At our last meeting we had a very impressive initation service. 
The new officers are very sucessfully taking the new duties in their 
hands and are making preparation for the following school year. 
On April 24~26, a Y. W. C. A. Conference will be held on 
the "Y" Camping grounds near Roanoke. We are very anxious that 
some of our members can attend and receive the inspiration of this meet-
ing. The following girls have been chosen as delegates, Ruth Fike, 
Ethel Cosden, Gladys Lohr, and Elizabeth Thomason. 
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MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION 
The Association has been meeting regularly and deriving much 
benefit from the weekly meetings. A systematic course of studies has 
made the work especially interesting as well as instructive. One group 
usually leads in the discussions which cover every phase of the problems 
facing the ministerial student, both while in college and when engaged 
in active ministerial work. 
The organization for next year has recently been effi.ected. and 
the new officers are as follows: 
PresidenL....------- ----- ·--···············--··································S . C. Cubbage 
Secretary-Treasurer........... ..·--············-·············-········ Guy Wampler  
COLLEGE ETIQUETTE 
Rule 1-Eat everything in reach, it saves others the trouble. 
Rule 2-Always talk when your mouth is full, others like to see 
you enjoy your meals. 
Rule 3-You owe it to your parents to drop you eye (an easy 
matter if it happens to be glass) into such dishes as hash. These things 
must be looked into. 
Rule 4- Never harpoon apples or tomatoes with your knife. 
Rule 5- Don't eat your cheese before you catch it. 
Rule 6--If you find a bean in your soup, divide it with the nearest 
co-ed. She wil recognize a good provider. 
Rule 7-Never ask for anything that you can reach, learn ·Jo 
be independent. 
Rule 8-U you are tired, rest your feet in the lap of the party 
opposite you, your arms may find room on the table. 
Rule 9-Never leave water in your glass. Give someone back 
the benefit of any surplus. 
Rule 1O~If you don't like the grub , tell the dietitian, .she doesn't 
care. 
· Rule 11 - When you have eaten everything on the table, ask for 
some more, there is no danger of getting it and everybody will think 
you liked what you had. 
Rule 12-When you have finished eating pull a chair from under 
the lady to your left and run for the door. 
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Humor and Clippings 
Blesings on thee, little dame,  
Bareback girl with knees the same,  
With thy turned-down silken hose  
And thy short transparent cloths ;  
With the bobbed hair's jaunty grace  
And tli.e makeup on thy face,  
With thy red li.ps reddened more,  
Smeared with lipstick from the store.  
From my heart I give thee joy,  
Glad that I was born a boy!  
-Selected. 
I 
They stood on the porch at midnight.  
A "Fresh" and Sophomore.  
The window was half way open,  
"Cousin Lizzie" behind the door.  
II 
He kissed her. Oh! so tenderly,  
She toyed with his dark, curly hair,  
He told her of all the girls at Yount  
She was the one most fair.  
III 
The door swings lightly open, 
The Fresh and Soph are blest, 
Well, "Cousin Lizzie" told the President, 
And the Facuity did the rest. 
Cassidy says, "All women ar~ not as dumb as they look, they 
couldn't be.'' 
The country lad had just deposited a nickle in the pay station 
phone. 
Operator: "Number, Please." 
Country lad: "Number • you had better give me my 
chewing gum.'' 
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CAMPUS SONG 
1 
He meets her in the morning  
And they meet again at noon  
He meets her at the kitchen door  
From September until June.  
2  
He loves her in the parlor  
In the library and the hall  
But when there is no one around  
He loves her best of all.  
3  
He calls her his "sweet petootsie"  
She calls him her "lovy pet''  
What the other students call them  
Has not been published yet.  
4 / 
He weighs about four hundred pounds 
And she but little less 
The names of this wee lad and lass 
I leave for you to guess. 
Russel S. "What would you do, Caleb, if a girl dared you to · 
carry her upstairs?" 
Caleb S. ''I'd be inclined to take her up." 
At Chemistry Lecture: "Who made the first nitride?" 
Freshman: "Paul Revere." 
Fern H. "Am I a little pale?"  
Jim S. "No, you're a big tub.''  
Poor Jim is still in the hospital.  
STUDENT MAXIM-
Early to bed 
Early to rise 
And you miss half 
Your College education. 
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College News 
~~-=;i R. BOWMAN spent a week recently with our sister school, 
Daleville Academy. On his return he reported that very 
successful work was being done in that institution. 
The students of the music department rendered a 
very fine program in chapel March 2 7. On the afternoon 
of the same day this party composed of fourteen students 
and Prof. and Mrs. Fisher left for a trip to Troutville, Daleville and 
R+oanoke. On Friday evening the party rendered a program at the 
Troutville High School. Saturday afternoon the party broadcasted 
a program from Station WDBJ, in Roanoke city. - This program 
was evidently well rendered as the party was invited back to use an 
entire evening broadcasting. Many favorable reports of the program 
were received from those "Listening In." Saturday evening the com-
pany rendered another program at Daleville. Sunday morning the 
party gave a program of sacred music at the Northwest Church of 
the Brethren, Roanoke city. Sunday evening the party returned, re~ 
porting a fine trip in every respect. 
The student body is rejoicing over the organization of a college 
orchestra under the direction of Miss Trappe. It consists of fifteen or 
twenty members. We are very eager for the orchastra to furnish us 
some entertainment. 
On April 3, the regular Founders Day Exercises were held in 
the Chapel at 11 :30 A. M. This is always a program of interest and 
significance. Dr. Flory conducted devotions. This seemed especially 
fitting since he, perhaps, has seen and knows most of the development of 
the institution. The most significant feature of the program was that 
Rev. Byron Flory, the son of the founder, delivered the address. Rev. 
Flo.ry is now in America on his first furlough from the mission field in 
China, where he has spent the past seven years. Rev. Flory gave a 
very inspiring address on the subject, "The Price and Reward of 
Wisdom." In closing he pictured the college as standing between God 
and the Founder. He begged the college ever to remain true to the ideals 
of the Founder and to his God. 
According to the custom, a half holiday 'was given again this 
year. The afternoon was spent by the students doing constructive 
work around the campus and buildings. 
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The College is glad to report that she has gained membership in 
the Virginia Collegiate Oratorical Association. The preliminary con-
test was held on Saturday, April 4. Great interest and talent was 
shown here. Mr. Guy West, and Mr. Earl Fike as alternate, are to 
represent Bridgewater in the state contests which will be held at Hamp-
den~Sidney College on May 1. 
Sunday evening, April 5, the Glee Clubs gave an Oratoria, 
"The Redemption." The soloists were Mr. Nelson Huffman, tenor; 
Mr. Ralph Myers, bass; of the college and Miss Jessie Wayland of 
Stuart Hall, Staunton, soprano. The program was well rendered. 
-\._ 
The last Lyceum Program of the season was rendered April 9, 
by home talent. This was a musical program. A larger crowd than 
usual attended this program, expressing an appreciation and interest in 
our local talent. 
. Dr. Bowman and Dr. Flory left April 14 for Elgin, Ill., where 
they will attend a business meeting of the General Board o.f Education. 
"A lie," says Cass, "is a poor substitute for the truth, but the 
only one discovered up to date." 
Bill Payne, after attending a Lyceum programme with a sweet 
patootsie from Dayton. "Lord, Lord. Frank, what I have been missing 
all these years." · · ··-
The Freshmen are so dumb that one of them walked in a store 
store the other day and pointing to a watermellon said, ••I want to 
buy that big pickle." 
Soph: "Why does a fireman wear red suspenders r 
Fresh: "I don't know,. whyr 
Soph: "To hold up his trousers, silly? '' 
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Athletics 
EAGLES vs. A . M. A. 
N APRIL 4 the Eagles walloped A M. A , 15 to 5, at 
I  Fort Defiance, in the first game of the season. The Au- gusta nine was outclassed in every way. The Fort Defiance clash saw the renewal of the May brother's hurling feud, which Kit, of Bridgewater, easily won. Orie was wild, passing eleven, and was touched 
for three homers. Kit allowed six hits and eased up to 
allow Rollers'. three runs in the eighth. The Eagle hurler fanned 
thirteen, three more than his brother. 
In its first game Bridgewater displayed a well-balanced team. 
Glick in short, Craun at second, Turner on third and Leave} playing 
first constitute probably the fastest infield the Eagles have ever had. 
Moore, Payne, and Mathias held down the outfield berths ; while the 
veteran Cline was again behind the bat. 
Box Score and Summary.  
AM.A AB R H A 0 E Eagles AB R H A 0 E  
Byrd,2b ...........-3 0 0 4 3 0 Mathias.If .........5 2 0 0 0 0  
Jacob,3b ............5 1 0 1 2 1 Cline,c ...............4 1 1 0 14 1  
Coffey, 1b ..... ....5 1 2 0 9 1 May,p ..... .............6 3 2 2 0 0  
May,p ........ ....... 3 1 2 2 0 0 Leavel, 1b .........4 2 2 1 8 1  
Craun,r,ss .........4 1 1 1 1 1 Payne,rf ............4 l 1 0 0 0  
Clfoe,cf ............4 1 0 1 -'1 1 Glick,ss ...............5 0 0 4 2 0  
Payne.If ............3 0 1 0 0 0 Moore,cf __ ________ __ 5 2 2 0 1 I  
F olliard,rf .........4 0 0 1 0 1 Craun,2b _______ __ __3 1 I 4 2 0  
Craun,].c .........3 0 0 0 11 3 Turner,3b _________2 3 0 0 0 1  
T otals......34 5 6 10 2 7 8 T otals...... 38 15 9 11 2 7 4 
Two-base hit-E. May. Three-base hits-Cline, Payne, Cof-
fey. Home runs-Leavel, E. May, E. Moore, 0. May. Sacrifice 
hits-Craun. Base on balls-Off E. May, 4; Off 0. May, 9. 
Struck out-By E. May, 13; By 0. May, 10. Hit by pitcher-By 
E. May, 0 . May; By 0. May, Leave}, Turner. Umpire-Summers, 
V . M . I. Time-Two hours and forty-five minutes. 
EAGLES vs. KING COLLEGE 
Inspired by the invincible hurling of Capt. "Kit" May, the Eagles 
took the opening baseball game of the home season, on April 8, with a 
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8 to 1 victory over King College. For the first four innings the game 
looked like a pitching battle after both teams had tallied once in the 
opening round. King College was helpless before May after scoring 
in the first on two passes and two errors on bunted balls. After that 
only three men reached second. 
llf'-the fifth Bridgewater started a, rally with May's single. He 
scored on a double by Leavel. Payne drew a walk and both runners ad-
vanced on a passed ball. Leavel then stole home, beating the ball to 
the plate. Glick was out on a long fly which scored Payne. An er-
ror, a sacrifice and Cline's single accounted for the next run. The 
Eagles scored three more runs in the seventh on a second double by 
Leavel, a single by Turner, a two base error and and a base on balls. 
A bare-handed catch of a line drive by Berry, King's center-
fielder, Leavel's steal home and the fielding of Leave! and Glick for 
' Bridgewater and Moore, for King, were features of the game. Turner 
also made a nice one-handed stop of a grounder, throwing out the run-
ner at first. 
Box Score and Summary. 
King AB R H 0 A E Eagles AB R H 0 A E 
C. Hum'ys,3b 4 1 1 1 0 1 Mathias,lf _______ __4 0 0 1 0 0 
Gardner.If .........2 0 0 1 0 0 Cline,c __ ___ ____ ____ _5 1 2 13 0 1 
Greennoe,c _____ _3 0 1 6 2 0 May,p ___ ____ ____ __ __4 1 1 0 3 2 
Beery.cf _______ __ __4 0 0 3 0 l Leave!, 1b _______ __4 2 2 9 0 0 
E. Hum'ys,rL4 0 0 2 0 0 Payne,rf ________ ___A 1 0 0 0 0 
Rhoads,2b ______4 0 0 1 0 0 Glick,ss ___________ ___ _3 0 1 0 2 0 
Allen, 1b __ _____ ___ __4 0 0 8 0 0 E . Moore,cf ___ __ _3 1 1 0 0 1 
Moore,ss ___ __ ____ ___4 0 0 l 5 1 Craun,2b ___ _________ 3 1 1 1 0 0 
Fletcher,p __ __ _____3 0 2 1 2 1 Turner,3b __ ___ __ __4 1 1 2 2 0 
T otals......32 1 4 24 9 5 TotaL...34 8 9 26 7 4 
E. Humphrey ont in first , bunt third strike. 
T we-base hits-Greenhoe, Leavel (2) , Craun. Sacrifi.ces-
Greenhoe, Mathias, May, Leavel, Glic~. 'Stolen bases-Leavel, 
Cline. Double play-Turner to Craun. Left on bases-King, 5 
Bridgewater, 8. Base on balls-Off Fletcher, 3 ; Off May, 2. Struck 
out-By May, 11; By Fletcher, 5. Hit by pitcher-By May, C. 
Humphreys. Passed ball-Greenhoe. Umpir~Riddel. Time-
two hours. 
, --
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Alumni  
Summa1ry of B. C. Alumni 
High School teachers ...................................................................................................... 90 
College Teachers --- -- -- ----------- --- ---------------- ---- ------------ ----- ------------- -- -----------·· ···················-21 
Pastors .................................................................................. ................... ..................... .......... .] 
l- {) 
~~~~:~:ri~~ : ~ ~ 11 ~ 
Secretaries ----·------ -- --- -------------- ---------------························--·-------······································· 4 # 1 
Superintendent of Schools...................................... ............ ............................. .............. 1 0 ~  
Lawyers ........ .....................................................................:...................... ................... .. ........ 2 - Directors of Religious Education ................. .. .... ------·-···············--····-·-----·-··--·-··--·-· .l  
Doctors of Medicine ...................................... ............................................................. 3 - Chiropractic ................................. .............................. ......................................................... .l..  
Farmers · · ····· · ·· · ·· · ···· ·- ~ - --··················· :..... ..............................................................................!J.-
~~~:i:; :: : : : : : 4i.~  
Civil Service ··············· ····--··················································: ··:··················· ········· 2,.. 
Horticulturist ................................... ..................................................................................... 1 
Salesmen ·············································· ·······---···············-······································ --2 
Deceased ......................... ............................................................................................. ........ 3 
Total number of Alumni..................-...........................................................1 <J8  
I~~  
College man: "Would you object if I kissed you~ " 
Co-ed: (no answer). 
College man: "Would you mind if I kissed you~ " 
Co-ed: (no answer). 
College man: "Say, are you deaf?" 
Co-ed: "No. are you dumb?" 
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Moonlight flooded the waters  
Of a trickling, laughing rill.  
Bathed in a silver raidance  
As they gurgled down the hill.  
Love came down on a moonbeam  
Making two hearts as one ;  
The radiance turned to glory  
Bright as the nonday sun.  
So is a beautiful memory  
Borne down through all the years,  
Calming the soul in its trouble,  
Love driving away all fears.  
The moonlight still is shing  
On that peaceful, joyous rill;  
Love still rides on a moonbeam  
And the memory soothes us still.  
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Just "Us" 
rr=====;i HERE is "us," what is "us," and who IS us, IS my text. 
I am no preacher but am merely one of "us," and only 
hope to tell you something about the rest of "us." 
We came to B. C. in the fall of 1922. Some of 
"us," however, have stopped to teach school, get married 
or to assume other responsibilities of life. Of those of 
"us" remaining I shall try to tell you something in brief. 
We are a class, in fact the Junior Class, in reality the Class of '2 6 
of Bridgewater College. · We are made up of preachers, girls, boys, 
and just all kinds of folks. As a class we are interested in everything 
and everybody. All of "us" have one ambition and that is to be grad-
uatr;d from this institution in the Spring of 1926. 
But now a· little about each of "us." 
The first on our roll is "Minor" Cline. He is in one sense about 
the smallest, but in another the biggest of "us." He plays basketball, 
baseball and makes honor grades. Truly he is a jovial lad, full of 
'pep' and a friend to all, although he seems to care for no one in particu-
lar. Interested in everything is this lad. 
The strength of "us" is stored in Paul Richard Camphor. When 
w~ need a job done which takes strength and nerve he is called upon 
and never has been known to fail. "Where there's a will, there's a 
way," is his motto. 
From the eastern shore our sociability has been shipped. Ethel 
has had charge of this activity since we've been at B. C. and it is no 
fault of hers if all of "us" do not have a splendid time at socials. "One 
is young but once, enjoy youth while you may!" 
Hats . off! Mr. Cubbage is passing by. Ha represents "us" in 
debates. He debates both colleges and individuals; and, with a cer-
tain Senior. we feel he is gaining fast. 
Next in order of "us" comes our fair maiden from Deleware. 
Virginia had "oodles" of things to do, for she is so competent and will-
ing. Naturally all of "us" want her help. However busy she may be 
she always has a smile and a kind word for everyone. 
One of "us" certainly believes in lovability and this is no other 
than the quiet, serious, yet good natured Robert A. Haney. Although 
he went out of the re~lm of "us" to choose one to love. we hope for 
him the most of happiness and success. 
Never would we feel complete unless we had a business man. 
Jim has displayed his, ability in this line by managing skillfully both 
basketbball and the Philo. "Business is Business," for him. 
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James Norman Hughes-we wonder where this happy-go-lucky 
fellow keeps himself. But if he doesn't stay at college much, we have 
learned to know that he has the ability and talent to do things that are 
really worth-while. 
From that little country village, Linville, comes a happy,- optimistic, 
industrious farmer-Ralph Lanham. . But, yes, he is much more than 
farmer for he is a student and preacher as well. "Loyalty to my task," 
is his watchword. 
Small in stature, but big in mind is another one of "us." He hails 
from the mountains of W. Va. Certainly there is some' need to aim 
high if one is to ever climb to the heights. What "Suse" sets out to do, 
he crowns with succ~ss. 
We have a songbird among "us,'' too, who can cheer "us" when 
we become blue or discouraged. Edna is not only cheering those who 
are sad, but is teaching the children of Bridgewater how to shape and 
mold their lives. 
Next, we meet a preacher. But this does not mean that he is 
serious, long faced, lifeles, or 'grouchy.' Homer is quite different from 
this, in fact he is never content, it seems. unless he can be in the 'swim,' 
laughing and joking with the rest of "us." 
The two little Miller girls belong to "us" too. They are farmer-
ettes at home, but to see them elsewhere, one would think they never 
indulged in such an activity. Olive's good and happy disposition, along 
with her pranks, makes her a friend of all. Reba's sincerity and thought-
fulness has won many a heart. 
Surely we would often be frightened or at least very backward 
if it would not be for "Daddy." He is our leader, and although Blair 
wanders quite frequently away from "us" to a Freshman, yet each 
time he remembers to return and care for "us.'' "Variety is the spice 
of life," he says, and truly we belive he thinks it. 
"Bill" is our big man in the true sense of the word. For in 
making grades, ·playing ball and acting, he is very hard to beat. We 
know that he is going to do great things and we are very proud to claim 
him as one of "us.,, 
"Come out of your corner, Nathan, and let the world learn to 
know you." He is a witty, jolly and goodnatured boy. However, 
he does not push himself in, so that oftimes one might think differently 
of him. We appreciate his cheery disposition and optimism. 
Does Love inspire poetry? Then we should have a real poet. 
That's allright, Shull, we were only joking. Shull's loyalty and inter-
estedness is no small contribution to "us." 
What shall I say, or how shall I say it? He is a 'Prof.'-digni-
fied and serious, yet good-natured and witty. We are glad that he is 
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one of "us.'' Long will Mr. Thomas' good humor and spirit of help-
fulness be remembered by the Class of '26. 
Edwin is the one of "us" who is nearing professorship. He is 
really good at it and we rejoice with him in his success. With all of 
this, however, he has not lost interest in "us.'' Never is he called upOil 
to do anything but that he sees it to a finish. 
fv1. Guy West, orator, poet, prea.cher, and student, is one of the 
most versatile of. "us.'' \Vest is admired by all for his ability, good 
nature, and sociable disposition. Wherever he goes he leaves behind 
him a host of loyal friends. 
"Still water nms deep." Earl may be quiet, but those who have 
learned to really know him, admire him for his sincerity, big heart and 
lovable disposition. We hope that Earl's lot may be a happy one for 
he is one for whom we cannot but hope the best. 
Of the last of "us" nothing is to be said but that she is rated 
a Junior, one o-f "us." 
Mr. Hilliard (over telephone)-"Hello, Jim! Why didn't you 
make better grades?" . 
Jim-"Can't hear you, father.'' 
Mr. Hilliard-" I say, couldn't you make better grades?" 
Jim-"1 can't hear you, father." 
Mr. Hilliarcl-"I say, Jim, do you need any money?'' 
Jim-"Oh, yes sir, send $:;0, father." 
Two men we.re becoming abusive in the course of a political 
quarrel. 
. "I think," cried one of them, "that there is just one thing that 
keeps you from being· a barefaced liar.;' 
"What is that?" asked the other. 
"Your whiskers," was the reply. 
Some one said, "Willie?" 
Another said, "No, he won't." 
Miss Cosden said, "Yes, he will if he gets a chance.'' 
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I 
"The Champion Full-Back" 
I 
NE BRIGHT, sunny day about the middle .of September, 
1918, the old Studebaker bus pulled up at the Sanford 
College Campus. The old men were out at the e1id of the 
walk looking the men over as they came, one by one, from 
the bus. Many remarks were being made about the ones 
who descended. 
The last passenger to alight was a very peculiar-look-
ing person, whose appearance brought many smiles to the lips of the 
onlookers. These smiles soon grew into laughter which were immediate-
ly quelled as the foot-ball coach came out to meet him. The coach 
took him by the arm and escorted him through the crowd. 
The laughter had been caused by the boy's peculiar dress, together 
with his awkward appearance. This is what the boys saw, but the 
coach saw something else in the lad. He saw the qualities of a great 
full-back and this was just what Sanford needed. Their best one had 
been graduated the spring before. 
As the coach and the boy were wending their way through the 
crowd, the boy was heard to say. "My name is Bill Smith. I am 
from Possum Hollow." Bill Smith from Possum Hollow! "' This 
raised another laugh and as the coach and Bill were entering the dori-
tory, the crowd gave three cheers for Bill. "Don't let that worry you," 
said the coach. "They mean well." 
That night after Bill had registered and been assigned to his room 
the coach held a discussion with the manager and captain of the San-
ford foot-ball team. In, this conference he expressed his opinion that 
he could. make the greatest full-back of Bill Smith, that had ever stepped 
on the Sanford gridiron. The manager jumped to his feet exclaiming, 
''I'll bet you five to one that that guy cannot pick cherries, much less 
play foot-ball.'' 
The captain, who was less hasty, finally said, "In my own opinion 
I don't believe he can ever play foot-ball, b~t if the coach says so--
well, I suppose he will be a great full-back." 
The discussion closed by the Captain saying that h~ would get 
the Honorable Mr. Smith to come out to practice. 
The next evening as the varsity squad was out procticing, the boys 
- saw a tall, awkward-looking fellow come tramping out of the club-
house. He stood staring at the fellows tackling a dummy. On seeing 
him, the coach walked over and said. 
"Do you think you could do that? Try your luck." 
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Bill tried, and the next minute he was lying sprawled out beside 
the dummy. A great shout of laughter arose. Not a smile cracked the 
lip3 of the coach as he turned fiercely on the crowd. 
The practice was hard on Bill. At the end of the hour he was 
so sore and stiff he could scarcely walk. As he was dragging himself 
toward the club-house, he heard the roar of a motor, and looking up, 
he saw a prim little roadster gliding by. In it sat the most beautiful 
girl he had ever seen. She was smiling at him, too. Oh! how he 
wished td be like the other fellows, and tet a wave of the hand from 
her. ~ 
"That is the president's daughter, Jane S~ott," said a voice close 
lo his ear which he recognized as the coach's. "The one who mJ.kes 
the first touchdown against Pelham College on Thanksgiving Day, will 
lead the first dance with her at our Annual Ball.'' These words of the 
coach thrilled the youth so that he thought of them night and day, and 
his m;iin desire became to lead the d ance with Jane Scott. 
Foot-ball practice progressed rapidly, for the men were in good 
condition when school opened. The most decided improvement, how-
ever, was in Bill Smith. He was fast becoming a very efficient full-back 
though he was still quite awkward with the ball at times. This was 
his great fault, and it kept him from a berth on the varsity team. 
Although sometimes almost exhausted and ready to ·quit, he was 
a steady worker and never gave up. He fought steadily on to success. 
When the team was picked, Bill was only a "sub.'' He took no part 
in the first game, but from his seat on the side.-lines he could Jane 
Scott in the stands with another fellow. 
In the second game he was substituted in the last quarter as full-
back, but came very near losing the game by fumbling the ball on his 
own five-yard line. The game was saved, however, when the runner, 
who had recovered, was tackled on the one yard line just as the whis-
tle blew. 
After this, Bill played in no more games un til Thanksgiving. This 
was the great game, the biggest game of the season, and Thornton, the 
regular full-back, was sick. \Vould he be able to play? And the great 
game was with Pelham College! Pelham had won the Annual game 
for the last three years and now the regular full-back was ill! 
Bill worked harder than ever. He haunted the library, reading 
everything he could find on the work of the full-back. The coach 
noticed his new ability, but little did he realize that every night BilI 
Smith r~d and studied foot-ball in his room. His reading and practic-
ing in private were beginning to tell-Bill was learning to do just the 
right thing at the right time. He never fumbled the ball now, and 
his muscles were strong and taut. 
Finally the day of the last practice came; today the coach would 
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select the full-back. Bill worked hard, and as he was getting into 
his suit he breathed a silent prayer. "Oh, please let me get it and help 
win the game." It had been a long time since Bill's lips had formed 
a prayer, but now in the privacy of his ovvn rom, he let go of himself. 
Fervently he prayed. A knock sounded at the door, but Bill heard noth-
ing. It was the coach coming to tell him he would be "sub" and would 
probably get to play in the last half. His hand was on the knob when 
he heard Bill's words. 
"Oh, God, please help me." 
Without a moment's hesitation the coach opened the door. 
"Bill," he said in a husky voice, "I have come to tell you that you 
- are to be full~back for the Thanksgiving game. I know you can win 
it for us." 
Bill could say nothing . 
.. .........Thanksgiving day dawned bright and &lear. Bill slowly opened 
his eyes and stretched his great body. Oh, what pain! Was he ill? 
He tried to get up, but he could not. Today was the great game,' he 
must get up! But as he tried to move, the pain seized him again. He 
wondered what was wrnng. ' 
Just then the coach came in. Bill turned an agonized face toward / 
him. The coach saw at once that the boy was suffering and guessed the 
cause. 
"Never mind, old man. You have worked too hard for me and 
I should never have allowed it. You'll be better soon.'' He turned 
his face away as he spoke, for he wondered what the team could do 
without Bill. 
The hour for the game came. The coach came in and pulled 
Bill's bed to the window so he could see the game. He left without 
saying a word. 
The game began. The opposing team was strong. The whistle 
blew and the Pelham men received the kick-off on their own two~yard 
line. Then they began their famous steam roller attack which carried 
them down the field and over the line for a touchdown. 
Bill saw ..,it all from his window and his heart sickened within him. 
He turned away, but just then he heard a shout from the field. The 
Pelham men had made a beautiful play. Being able to stand it no 
longer, Bill got up and with almost superhuman power struggled into 
his uniform. He heard the whistle blow. It was the end of the first 
quarter with Pelham in the lead, 6 to 0. 
Bill looked out of the window again as the second quarter began. 
Burke had fumbled behind his own goal line and one of the Pelham 
men fell on the ball, making the score 12 to 0. 
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Bill got down the stairs as best he could. The steps semed end .. 
less. The pain was terible but he went on, reaching the field just as 
the whistle blew for the ending of the first half. The coach looked 
at him dumbly. When the next whistle blew, Bill sprang forward. 
"Can you do it?" asked the coach. 
Bill, however, was in his place. Excitement was overcoming pain. 
At the begining of the second half Bill received the ball from the kick-
off, on his own goal line, and caried it twenty yards before being tack-
led. On the next play he was sent through the line, gaining ten yards 
and first down. A deafening shout arose; the students of Sanford Col-
lege stood in a mass as Bill circled the end on the next play and carried 
the ball sixty-five yards for a touchdown. The score now stood ; Pel-
ham 12, Sanford 6. Sanford elected to receive, but failed to gain 
from the kick-off. Pelham got the ball on downs, but was held. San-
ford carried the ball to the center of the field as the third quarter ended. 
Bill was white, but when the play began again he was on the field 
ready to win or die. The first ten minutes of the last quarter saw the 
game at a deadlock. With four minutes to play, Pelham punted to 
Bill on his own five yard line. As he started back up the field, his men 
formed a perfect interference for him and he carried the ball across the 
line after running ninety-five yards. The score was tied, and every 
try for a point after a touch-down had failed so far that day. The 
crowd held their breath as Bill neatly drop-kicked the oval over the 
bar, for the extra point. This was the result of. his private study. The 
crowd went wild; the whistle blew and Bill collapsed. 
Jane Scott was the first girl to reach him. 
With the thought, "I can lead the dance with her tonight," min-
gled with the deafening shout of Sanford students, Bill sank into un-
consciousness. 
"He was a man of many parts," said the engineer as he gathered 
up the pieces. 
Dr. Bicknell (in French Class)-"Order please." 
Raymond Good (absent mindedly)-"TWO egg sandwiches and 
bananas ancl cream.'' · ' 
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Editorial 
" So here hath been dawning, another blue day! 
Think, wilt thou let it slip useless away?" 
What does a day mean t~ us? Do we think of each day as a 
unit~as a thing ,which should be complete in itself? Or do we run our 
days together in such a way that the duties of 
THE VALUE each day are often indistinct and undefined-so 
OF A DAY that many days end with1Jtit anything really 
worth-while being acomplished? 
Too many of us make the mistake of looking too far ahead- we 
think of all that we must do before school ends and we seem hopelessly 
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involved. we become almost distracted as we look forward to alhhat 
must be done within a certain length of time. \Ve forget the importc{nce 
of the day and forget that it is the u.ttainments of each day which lead 
to success and perfection. 
When we hear a great musician perform we may think his perfec-
tion has come spontaneously. But it has not-it is the result of many 
day's laborious routine. So it is with every one who can do anything 
well-the speaker; the debater; the ball player. Their success is due 
to the slow efforts Of every day. 
As young people, we often fail to realize the great cumulative 
power which lies in time. To what heights of efficiency might we 
not climb in certain lines, if we wonld only use a certain amount of 
time every day for a few years! Many of us waste enough time in 
ten years to get a university degree. We should learn to put into each 
day just as much service and activity as possible, for in the building of 
character, the acts of each day are of great importance. If we are to 
be honest, we must be honest every day. And so it is with every 
virtue. 
No force is so great in any man as the stored up power of what 
he has been doing every day." If this is true, let us begin today by 
being happy-by helping others-by thinking and acting beautiful things 
and by trying to be faithful to our duties even under the most trying 
circumstances. As we climb upward day by day, by being faithful to 
the tasks of every day, we come to realize fully that "The Higher the 
Climb, the Broader the View." 
"The only ones who don't make mistakes are those who do 
nothing.''-T. Roosevelt. 
Corky~"The ancient Greeks often commited suicide.'' 
Garland-"Them was the days! You can only do it once now. " 
"Think of the play, not the score; the work, not the applause." 
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Associations 
VIRGINIA LEE UTERARY SOCIETY 
HE VIRGINIA Lee Society has had some unusually good 
program recently. Probably one of the best rendered for 
some time was an Hawaiian program. The decorations, 
music, and everything were typically Hawaiian. 
The newly eletced officers for the next administration 
are: 
M. G. West -------------··-·-·······-·------------------------------------------······-- ------·-··------- ----- -· President 
H. G. Muntzing ·····-···--···---·----·-··-----------------··--------- -----···--·--·----···-····· Vice President 
Katie Garber ------·-·----------------·--·-··-·------------···-··---------------------------·---------------------1Secretary 
C. D. Miller ----------------------------·--------···---------·--··--···--------------------------------···-·-··-----------· Critic 
Virginia Manning -----------------·-------------·-·-··-·---·-··-·-·-···-----·-----------·-----···---· Accompanist 
Edna L. Miller ________________:________ ··--··--·-------------------··-·--····-------------------------·--····· Chorister 
Virgil L. Mathias ---··-----·----··--·-------·-·------------·-··-·----···---------------·--·····---··---··· Marshall 
VICTORiAN LITERARY SOCIETY 
The -,. ictorian Literary Society is becoming more interesting and 
more helpful every week. Our recent election of officers brought us 
a very competent corps of ·workers. The program committee is preparing 
vari~d and helpful programs. Our monthly debaters are quite a feature 
in our society work. 
We are looking forward with much interest· to the inter-society 
contest which is to be held on the night of June 1. We are hoping 
to maintain a standard worthy of the name "Victorian." 
Y. M. C. A. 
The Y. M. C.. has filled a big place in the life of every man 
at Bridgewater College. On the evening of April 21 the officers were 
installed for next year. The retiring president, Mr. Boitnott, pointed 
out the fact that the Association this year tried to supplement the other 
religious organizations on our campus. It has been the aim to put on 
a program of culture which is essential for any Christian gentlemen. 
The incoming president, Mr. Myers, gave a few remarks on, 
"Why I accept the Presidency of the Y. M. C. A.'' His main rea-
son for accepting was because he had confidence in the men and believed 
that they will work with him. To make the "Y" a real sucess he said, 
"We must obtain the cooperation of every man on the campus." 
Fallowing these two addresse& Dr. Bowman and Mr. Boaz, of 
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Daleville Academy gave addresses encouraging the men in "Y" work. 
Dr. Bowman pointed out the need and gave the challenge for young 
men to give to the world moral guidance and leadership. Mr. Boaz 
encouraged the work and expressed his opinion on the great good that 
can be accomplished in our type of college. 
Y. W. C. A. 
The Y. W. C. A. work has started off very nicely under the 
leadership of the new cabinet. There seems ·to be a growing interest 
in the work on the part of each girl. 
The delegates who attended the conference held at Camp Tree 
Top, near Roanoke, returned to us full of enthusiasm and ideas. 
On May l, Miss Nell Kersh was crowned Queen of May by Mr. 
"Kit" May. The May Day Festival put on by the Y. W. C. A. was 
apparently a great success. 
Miss Virginia Fifer and Miss Hannah Myers have been chosen to 
represent us at the Southern Y. W. C. A. Conference at Blue Ridge, 
N. C. We know that there they will find many new plans for the 
Y. W .• which we hope we will be able to carry out next year, making 
our asociation stronger. 
MINISTERIAL ASSOC'IA TION 
The Ministerial Association recently elected officers for the com· 
ing year: President, Saylor Cubbage; Secretary-Treasurer, Guy 
Wampler. 
Our Association was represented at the Convention of the Minis-
terial Movement 0£ Virginia by Mr. Guy Stump. 
The recent meetings of the Association have been very interesting 
having as speakers Rev. S. D. Zigler, representing th Ministerial Board 
of the Northern District of Virginia; Rev. M. R. Zigler, Home Mis-
sion Secretary and Rev. C. H. Shamberger, Secretary of the Young 
People's Department, Church of the Brethren. 
STUDENT VOLUNTEERS 
The first meetings in April consisted of reports by the four dele-
gates which represented us at the State Volunteer Convention, convening 
at Lexington. They brought back to us reports of a splendid conven-
tion as well as a fine time during their stay there. . 
In this month we completed the drive for the Vyara Evangelistic 
fund. The goal set for the Bridgewater Students has been reached in 
pledges and cash. We are very happy over the results. 
Bro. M. R. Zigler, Secretary of Home Missions, was present at · 
the last meeting in the month and brought us an inspiring message. 
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Humor and Clippings 
Earl-"lf I go to the show I'll have to cut two classes. 
Ralph-"That's all right. You can make up the sleep any time." 
"Marriage is a wonderful thing!" 
"Yes, so many families go in for it.'' 
"I shall refer to the "Book of Numbers," said Dr. Flory, as he 
reached for the telephone directory. 
"The city of happiness is the State of Mind." 
A CROSSWORD POEM 
(To be read ·aloud rapidly) 
"Low is an dead he" 
One sup pawn nay thyme their was say made.  
Whose wore she did beef oar she wood agree  
Toot ache aim are two beer wed dead spouse ;  
Sheath ought she was well offal lo•an, use sea.  
But cheese awe watt ale lot of joy she mist  
Wench he aloud sum good men two get pastor,  
And she main upper mined she'd bettor take  
A chance and merry theif first mail hoo aster.  
She wed a home lea guy with hard lea dough  
Enough two buyer clothes, an chews, and lids.  
Sheet aches inn washing four thee neigh burrs now.  
And awl sew is them other of sick skids.  
Them oral of mice tory is just-this:  
"Don't waist ewer thyme on silly. cents less rot.  
You've dun ale lot of work too read this pome,  
And now that ewe are threw. watt ave ewe gon"  
- "A friend is one who knows all about you and likes 
yoq just the same.'' 
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College News  
EV. H. D. BRADEN, pastor of the Lutheran ~hurch , Har-
risonburg, delivered an address in chapel April 1 7, speaking 
on the subject, "Self Discovery." He showed us that we 
should live in the pathway of the law, but should not copy 
the lives of others. Intelligence shows us that emotions 
and will power lead to our souls. We should not think in 
terms of having a soul-but of being a soul. Some try to 
explain the universe by scientific laws, but it is a fact tha t we are 
capable of emotions and love, we know not how, and it ca,nnot be ex-
jlained by laws. He left with us an inspiration, that we all wish to 
keep before us always, in the quotation, "Every person has within him-
self a continent of undiscovered character. Happy is he who acts as 
a Columbus to his own soul.'' 
Very few of the students remained at the college during the Eas-
ter vacation which lasted from April 1 0 to 14. Many went to their 
homes, others visited in the homes of their friends, or went on trips. 
All reported an enjoyable vacation. 
There is some agitation among the students for a college paper to 
be published bi~monthly which will relate college news and also news 
of the Bridgewater Alumnae. It is up to the students to consider the 
matter as it is almost sure to find favor among the -A lumnae who desire 
to keep in touch with their Alma M~ter. The main advantage would 
be that news would be published that is not published in the Philo, and 
it would be an excellent advertisement for the College. 
The Junior play was given by the class of '26 on April 18. The 
play chosen was, "Come Out of the Kitchen." It was critized favor-
ably by the large audience which attended it. 
Mr. Bob ZiZgler, Home Secretary of the General Mission Board, 
addressed the students in Chapel on April 24. He took for his text, 
"Work a good work that we might have something to give to those that 
are in need.'' We must learn to know ourselves before we can know 
and help others. We are studying the Word and principles of Jesus in 
order to apply them to someone else. He left for us the thought that 
the way to a great ideal is the way of the Cross, the price must be 
paid, if the world is to be conquered for Jesus. 
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Bro. C. H . Shamberger, Head of the Young People's Division of 
the Church of the Brethren, spoke in Chapel, April 2 7, giving the 
program for the youth of the Church of the Brethren. He showed us 
that there is a place for ever~ one who wishes to serve, and that the 
backing of the college students is essential. He represented to us the 
worth of conferences giving us a chance to see our problems and work 
them out. We gain , personality, enthusiasm, spirit and learn a method 
of work. · 
On April 29, Messrs. Lawrence Hoover and Otto Zigler left for 
Hampden-Sidney where they represented Bridgewater College in de-
bate on April 20. They defeated the negative side of the question, "Re-
solved: That the Policy of Japanese Exclusion should be abandoned." 
The decision of the judges was two to one in favor of Bridgewater 
College. 
"The measure of service is the mark of greatness.'' 
Cross-tempered customer (with grievance)-"I-I-I-
can 't find words to express my disgust with you." 
Blair (quickly)-"May I sell you a dictionary, sir?" 
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Athletics 
Bridgewater Colle1ge vs. A. M. A. 
I  
N APRIL 18th the Eagles met and defeated the Augusta  
Cadets on the college Athletic field by a score of 6 to 3  
in a pitching battle between "Lefty" Leavel and 0. May.  
This was Leavel' s first appearance on the .n:o.und this sea- 
son for the Eagles. Payne held down the m1tial sack.  
Leavel and D. Craun led the batting for Bridgewater,  
Leavel getting1 three hits and Craun two. The game was  
interesting throughout and at no time was it clinched.  
The team up to this time has made a creditable showing. There 
is room for improvement, however, and Coach May is doing his best to 
aggregate the strongest batting and fielding combinations. 
Bridgewater College vs. Hampden-Sidney 
The Eagles took a four day flight through southeastern •/irginia, 
playing the first game on Death Valley at Hampdem-Sidney, April 
22. Captain May was on the mound for the Eagles, and performed 
in his usual manner, fanning 1 6 men. Leavel broke down the morale 
of the opponents in the first inning when he hit a home run with two men 
on base. The Tigers never recovered from this blow and at the end 
of the game the score stood 6 to 1 in favor of Bridgewater. 
Bridgewater College vs. Hampden-Sidney 
On the following day the Tigers sought revenge and received it 
when they gained a 7 to 4 verdict over the Eagles. Leavel held them 
scoreless in the first half of the game but his support gave way, allowing 
the opponents· to bring their tally up to 7. 
The game was dull and the Eagles lacked their usual pep. This 
was the first reverse of the season. 
Bridgewate·r College vs. Richmond University 
The Eagles suffered a second defeat by the Spiders on April 
24, when Captain May pitched with an injured arm under a withering 
·sun. He put up a stubborn resistance but lost 10 to 6, due partly to 
the ragged support he received. The batting of Payne and the fielding 
of Craun featured the contest. The opponent's infield showed flash at 
times. Flick. formerly of A. M. A., played shortstop for them. 
Bridgewater College vs. William and Mary College 
At Williamsburg the Eagles received no merc::Y in the hands of 
Coach Tasker's Indians. They were defeated again by a score of 9 
to 1. Bridgewater fiedlede badly and fail~d to hit at the opportune 
time. The opponents were too . much for Leavel who was relieved in 
the sixth inning by Payne. William and Mary also used two pitchers. 
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Alumni  
I 
T WOULD SEEM that one of the calls made by the world 
on the Christian college today is for Christian leaders. The 
call comes not alone from our own fair land. but from re~ 
mote parts of the world. Bridgewater has heard the call. 
She · has furnished her quota, not alone to our own country 
but to the foreign cause as well. The readers of the 
Philomathean may enjoy having recalled to them those who 
have gone from her walls to give their life as Christian leaders in for~ 
eign lands. 
CHINA 
Dr. Carl Coffman ~  
Ferne H. Coffman.  
Dr. Fred J. Wampler.  
Rebecca C. Wampler.  
Minor W. Myers.  
Sara J. Myers.  
Mary Cline.  
Byron M. Flory, on furlough.  
Edna R. Flory, on furlough.  
Nora Flory, on furlough.  
Valley Miller, on furlough.  
Norman A. Seese, on furlough.  
Anna Seese, on furlough.  
Ernest Wampler, on furlough.  
Vida Wampler, on furlough.  
INDIA 
I. S. Long.  
Effie V. Long.  
Howard L. Alley.  
Hattie J. Alley.  
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Exchanges 
GREAT MANY school magazines and papers have come 
· to our shelf this month. We are truly glad for this number. 
Within their pages we find some very interesting articles. 
In receiving these papers from the other schools we 
learn what other students are acomplishing. It broadens 
our ideas and help us to see things in a new light. It also 
serves to bind us together in the spirit of unity. 
Sister schools, we welcome your magazines. 
College Topics is a regular comer and is read with interest by 
al of us. 
I 
The Beulah College Echo-Your special articles on Easter are 
very appropriate and interesting. 
The Eastern Mennonite Journal has a very well written article on 
"River Valleys as Paths of Migration and Trade." 
We acknowledge the receipt of the following: 
The Campus Times. 
McMaster University Monthly. 
The Hampden-Sidney Tiger. 
The Hill Topper. 
Grapurchat. 
Bethany Bible School Bulletin. 
The Critograph. 
The Arrowhead. 
Maroon and Gold. 
Skull and Bones. 
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At Parting 
Dear motI.er, bless thy children ere we part, 
For weary is the path that mt'.nkind treads. 
Oh, press us to thine all pervading heart 
And lay thy hand of wisdow on our heads. 
We go, but thy great spirit makes us strong ; 
We leave, but mem'ries cords will bind us fast, 
And tho the world's hard tasks may hold us long, 
W c come to our old Haven, safe, at last. 
Fling wide the gates of Life-no time for rest! 
Earth's vista greets us, new, and glad, and bright~ 
The rosy dawn, deep spreading in the East 
Renews the ancient promise of the Light. 
Lo! as we linger here, a brighter light 
Comes o'er the glowing, far flung eastern sky-
Gone -all the dull black burden of the night, 
And great and far the highway stretches by. 
Oh, life is young, ana Hope is in the air, 
And tho' our -feet may tread a weary road, 
Th~ Light will shine to make our pathway fair , 
And Love will come to help us bear the load. 
Dear :Mother, bless thy children ere we go 
For duty calls-her banner is unfurled 
That leads tis to our statiOn-high or low-
In that great University, the World. 
THE PHILOMA THEAN 
Class Prophecy I 9 2 5  
I 
NE LOVELY afternoon recently, I suddenly had ~ l~n&i~i 
to be alone. So, taking a pillow and a book, I ~tarted· for 
· "The Willows"-the spot filled with so many haJ>P.Y 
memories . of College days, just the place to spend a quiet, 
dreamy afternoon. After I was comfortably settled and 
· before opening my book I sat gazing across the water 
thinking, thinking as I had never thought before of the hap-
py college days so soon to be relegated to the past and of what th~ 
future might hold for the members of the Class of '25. We had so. 
often talked of 1950 and of the wonderful things we would accomplish 
until then. And I thought how nice it would be if we knew about it ~U 
now. How much better we could make our plans if we only knew! · · 
. The idea grew in my mind and becoming almost impatient, I said 
aloud, · . 
"Oh, I wish this were not such a stupid old world. One just 
ilumbles along and depends on chance. I wish I could see 1950 riglit 
now.'' -
"Do you?" said a clear little voice near me. 
I turned my head slightly and saw the funniest little m~n I had 
ever seen. He was about three feet tall and had a jolly round face and 
snapping black eyes. This was quite unusual. I pinched myself ·to 
see if I was dreaming. But no, I was wide awake. We stared at 
each other a long while. · · 
At last, breaking the silence, he said, "I hold the keys to the 
future. If you really desire it, I will let you see any part of the 
future you want to see. But remember, all may not be pleasant." 
What an opportunity! I grasped it at once. 
Suddenly I was walking down the long corridor of time. On alt 
sides there were turning-off places as we went down the years. I caught 
glimpses as we passed. When we reached the y~ar 1950, the little 
man turned to me. · 
"Just what scene do you want?" 
"Oh, let me see the Class meeting of the Class of '25, for th~~ 
1s just what I was wondering about," I replied. 
I entered a queer door and found myself back on the old Col-
lege Campus. It had changed, yet there were some familiar la~d 
mar~s. Old Founders, wardo, cmd y ount Halls had n~t ch~Di~· 
one iota. But dear old Stanley was nowhere in sight. Where would 
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our class meeting be held? We ~lways went to Room D. I then 
looked in the direction of the Senior apartment, but it, too, had dis· 
appeared. The spot where it had stood was part of a lovely campus 
with several splendid brick buildings which were set back from the 
paved street. The Campus now was almost a complete quadrangle. 
I wandered about over the smooth cement walks observing the students 
and seeking my classmates. Such noisy gay students! Surely, we 
never made so much fuss as they were making with their yells and 
songs. I went toward Founders Hall to find the President's office 
and to inquire about the appointed place for our meeting. I op~ned 
the door.. of the President's office, expecti~_; to hear Dr. Bowman's 
pleasant greeting. But instead, a large man of about 250 poltnds 
greeted me. I asked for the President and was assured that I was 
then addressing him. Somehow that smooth, even voice sounded familiar 
and he seemed to .recognize me so well and called my name so familiarly 
that I was ashamed to confess my stupidity. I learned from him the 
place of meeting and was just leaving, still in ignorance, when the 
door opened and a pleasant faced lady of middle age entered, saying: 
"Jimmy, some old class mates have just arrived, and'--'' · and then 
she saw me. N~ll and Boitnott! Could it be possible? I stared · 
at him. Such a corpulent body! Surely Domestic Science was a fine 
course, if by it, Nell had been able to bring about such a change. After 
public school teaching for several years they climbed the educational 
ladder and .when Dr. Bowman had resigned to accept the presidency 
of a Northern University, Boitnott was immediately chosen and the 
school, as weli as he. was still rapidly growing. 
Nell and I then started happily toward Room 10 to find · other 
classmates and to attend the meeting. Such a queer crowd as we found 
there! There were big fat ones and little lean ones. All were wrink# 
led somewhat and showed that cares of life had weighed upon them. 
Surely these were not our classmates of '25. They had changed too 
much. But a few moments of finding out who was who and we were 
chatting away as gaily as of old. Not all had yet arrived, however. 
"Kit" was there you may know, for none of our class meetings would 
be just right without our beloved president. He showed all the dignity 
and culture of a man long associated with a great educational institu· 
tion. Becoming convinced of the great value of organized sports, 
"Kit" had ecome "Coach" in a large Western university which had 
become noted for the honesty, integrity and self control of its athletes. 
But where was F ranees? She always read the mi1~utes, no mat-
ter who presided. Others who were there informed us of the fine 
success she had made, first as a school teacher and then later as an in-
structor in music. 
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Ralph had boldy started out to get his Ph. D. and was making 
good. Later they had both' become tired of this lonsome, monotonous 
life and had cast their lots together. While we were talking of them, 
a little messenger boy came up with a letter for us. "Kit" read it to· 
himself, smiled and then read to us as follows: 
··oear Classmates:-
We were hoping to be with you at this meeting, but work piled 
up and didn't get done until th€ very last minute. We reached 
the station just in time for the last train that would carry us there. 
Just as the train pulled into the station, Franees suddenly remembered 
that she had left the electric iron, which she had used just prior to leav-· 
ing, attached to the current. We rushed home to remedy the situation 
and found the board in a blaze, and so missed our train. 
So sorry to miss the meeting. 
Hastily, 
Franees and Ralph." 
So Frances had never quite overco~e that habit. It brought to 
some of us vivid recollections of the winter at the Senior Apartment. 
Marjorie Graybill had taken her degree in Religious Education 
and had founded a school of that nature in the mountain section of 
West Virginia. She had as her helpers Lora Miller, Fleta Wample:·, 
and-would you believe it? Raymond Good. All went well for a 
long while and much good was being accomplished when their whole 
school woke up one morning to find that Raymond had eloped dming 
the night with a pretty girl who had entered there as a student. But 
the girls were all remaining true to their purpose and were still keeping 
the school going nicely. 
Anna Belle Harris, Martha Cline, and lrva Kendrick had com-
pleted their work in Domestic Science thinking that work would 
surely be practical for them. But alas! Love affairs do not always· 
turn out as anticipated and planned, and such was the case for them. 
Afler their bitter disappointment they had sought each others company 
and sympathy. Their common interests and needs led them to es-
tablish a home for those similarly tried , but the atmosphere of that place 
was so mournful and depressing that those seeking comfort there went 
away more desolate than ever. As a result their resort was unheard of. 
It was pitifully funny to hear Irva tell how she and Robert had lost track 
of each other and the bitter consequences. While she was talking 
there was a knock at the door and a very familiar voice said, "May 
I see Miss Kendrick?" Irva hastened to the door immediately. We 
looked after her and realized that her long sorrow. was finally at an 
end. The door closed on the happy reunion and we saw no more 
of them. 
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·Harry Brunk, Galen Wampler, and Alvin Kline had all gone to 
China as missionaries. None of them were present, but all reports, 
both written and oral, proved that they were truly helping to Christian-
ize the world. A note arrived during the meeting asking us individually 
to remember them in our prayers, but most of all in our contributions. · 
Susie Clem was heading a successful department of Biology in a 
college of Pennsylvania. Rumors reported that she was becoming 
a great ".flapper'' and was expected to soon give up teaching as she 
had captivated a certain professor of that school. 
In one corner of the room, a great commotion was going on. 
Four of our preacher~ were congregated there and it seemed that all 
were trying to tell of their work at the same time. I. L. Bennett was 
telling of the progress of his mission point in the mountains; Russell 
Showalter was telling how he had aroused, by his oratory and enthusiasm 
a sleeping city parisn; Caleb Smith was telling of the needs and hopes 
of the country pastorate; but above all this din, Howard Mason waxed 
eloquent while talking of chickens, chickens, chickens! He was telling 
how to feed them, how to get winter eggs, how to make them grow to 
gigantic size, etc. What reached our ears from this group was rather 
confused, but we at least were of the firm conviction that they were in-
terested and contented in their work. 
Gilbert Cosden had at first entered the ministry, but finding this 
work dull and slow for one of his nature, he finally gave it up · for a 
gayer life. He had established a dancing school and it was, reported 
that of all students taking training from him, the one who had become 
most famous was Ferne Hoover. She had acquired great fame in this 
field as a movie star. 
Ray Rader won world fame because he had been the' first man 
to reach Mars. He was on Mars at this time and could not witness 
to us in person of his experiences, but his radio messages were very in-
teresting. He was hoping to soon establish traveling facilities for all 
who wished to make the journey. How proud we all were of his 
marvelous success. While we were marveling at this wonderful ac-
complishment our attention was turned to another part of the room 
where it seemed taht a strong argument was on. Emmert Wright 
had become quite a successful business man and he was trying to con-
vince Helen Miller and Virginia Harris of the folly and useless ex-
pense of the work they had undertaken. Being very sympathetic in nature 
and longing to relieve suffering, whether of animals or human beings, 
theie girls had established a home for ill-treated, sick and lost cats. 
It was remarkable how their cat family grew. They transformed 
poor little be-draggled kittens into the most beautiful, sleek creatures 
anaginable. Their beautiful country place was just covered with cats, 
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cat! everywhere. That they were .happy and contended was under-
!tood when we heard them speak so lovingly and tenderly of the 
dear creatures entrusted to their care. Emmert' s argument must have 
b~en in. vain for as he went away from them he was heard to mutter: · 
"Convince a woman against her will 
And she's of the same opinion still." 
Just then a beautiful song reached our ears. It seemed so un-
earthly that we all listened in ecstasy. But as the words becamf: 
clearer as the singer neared us, we recognized Nelson singing our old 
class song 'of '25, which so many of us had forgotten. Nelson had 
gone on and on ·with his ·precious talent. He' had taught music for 
a few years, but it seemed that he could reach too few people in this way 
so he joined a great musical company which had become known all 
over the world. All who heard him sing were made better by it . His 
was a wonderful talent and he had been very successful. 
We were suddenly aroused to reality by the the oratorical tones of 
one member present. Rachel was commenting in old familiar tones on 
the value of good entertainment. She had become a noted Lyceum lec-
turer and was becoming famous wherever she went. Every word could 
be distinctly heard. even though there was a hubbub of voices through-
out the room. She was another noted member of our class. 
Garland Tanner, a medical missionary to Africa, home on fur-
lough, presented to us the heart-rending needs of the heathen there. 
Garland Tanner- a missionary! Would any one have believed it? 
Yet there he was himself, telling all about it. 
We were just recovering from this shock when there was a knock 
on the door and a woman's voice said, 'IJ just stopped to tell my 
husband that lam ready to go home if he is ready to accompany me." 
Before there was time to ask whe her husband was. Alden Fearnow 
had reached the door and the two started away together. Alden Fearnow 
:--married! A greater shock than the one preceding. We stared 
after them in amazement. My brain was too confused to think any 
longet·, but the first thing I said was, "I wonder what great changes 
will take place until our next meeting?" 
But even as I said these words I found myself back at "The 
Willows" with my unopened book in my hand, The little man was 
standing near me with beaming countenance. 
"Are you satisfied?" he asked. 
But before I could answer he had disappeared and I was alone. 
I started back to old B. C. somewhat wiser than a few hours be-
fore . As I came in sight of the old college buildings and old Round 
Hill towering in the distance, I was filled with the longing that the 
class of '25 might prove itself worthy of the wealth gained here. 
·May she ever prove true to her Alma Mater! . 
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Class Will 
rr=====il E, THE CLASS OF 1925 of Bridgewater College, Bridge .. 
water, Virginia, being in full possession of a sound mind and 
judgment and realizing that our hour of departure is at 
hand, do hereby, on this first day of June, make and pub-
lish this, our last will and testament. All former wills are 
hereby revoked and made void ; and we separately and in-
dividually -make and proclaim this ·our last will and testa-
ment and do hereby dispose of such estate and effects which have come 
into our possession. 
I, Emery E. May do hereby bequeath my executive ability to the 
president of the Freshman class, and my Babe Ruth bat and Johnson 
curves, lo Lefty Leavell, provided that the said Leavell uses the same 
to defeat all of the College's opponents. 
I, Anna Belle Harris, do will and bequeath th~ first seven vol-
mnes of my love letters to the English department of the College library. 
The last vol ume, v.rhich is just about completed, shall be retained in my 
own private library. 
I, J. Galen Wampler, do hereby give and will the following to 
Mr. Eddie Garber: One frying pan, one coal-oil stove, and two pounds 
of meal. If the said Eddie Garber should become involved in matri, 
rnony during the next twelve months, the above named property shall re-
vert to Ralph S. Lanh,am. 
Being declared to be of sound mind, we, Alden C. Fearnow 
and Ray B. Rader, do hereby will and bequeath our four chairs in the 
·ollege parlor to Samuel F. Driver and Ernest F. Moore, whom we 
consider as promising young men. 
Anna Marjorie Graybill gives and bequeaths to Frances Mae
!:I umber~', the length of her skirts ; and to Mr. Cubbage her ability as a 
Saylo;. 
I, Isaac L. Bennett, do hereby will and bequeath my volume on 
I ome building experiences to Hubert C. Shull . 
We, John W. Boitnott and Nell Catherine Kersh, bequeath to 
Joe L. Kinzie one hasty glance at our marriage license and diamond 
i-i1 g, so that the said Joe Kinzie might be encouraged. 
I. Martha Cline, do hereby give and bequeath to Miss Mattie 
Gli k, my curling irons and my desire to have bobbed hair. 
Howard E. Mason wills and bequeaths fifty baby chicks to the. 
first married m n who enrolls in Bridgewater College for next session. 
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Susie Sarah F ranees Clem bequeaths her scientific mind to Katie 
Garbe1 and her hc;msekeeping ability to Reefa Hoover. 
I, Alden C. Fearnow, do hereby will and bequeath one of my 
motorcycles to Joe L. Kinzie, hoping that thereby he will be enabled 
to continue his education next year. 
I, Nelson T . Huffman, do hereby will and bequeath my musical 
talents , my place on public programs and in the Glee C lub to A dam 
Josllph Caricofe. 
F erne Hoover , bequeaths her avoirdupois to Edna M ae Wampler, 
1 
and her jovial disposition and teasing ability to James Franklin Hill-
yard. 
I, Emmert C. Wright , in full possession of a sound mind , do 
hereby will and bequeath my red socks and ties to match , to the most 
deserving young man who covets female recognition. The said young 
man shall be chosen by the popular vote of the students of Yount Hall. 
We, Ralph G. Myers and Frances E . Harshbarger , do hereby 
'-- bequeath our melodious voices to Eddie and Lois ; providing that the 
said gift be used for the benefit of the public. 
I, Raymond E. Good , do upon this day, will and bequea th my 
two years of tennis championship and tennis racquet to M ervil B. 
Leavell, and my special talent for playing the Shakespearian court fool 
to Frank P . Cline. 
Fleta Mabel Wampler gives and bequeaths her studiousness and 
quietness to Mary Jane Cline, and the ten weeks of school which she 
missed to Paul R. Compher, that he might have time to study for ex-
aminations. 
I, Caleb H. Smith, do hereby will and bequeath my wrestling ability 
to Samuel Driver and my ten years. of love experiences to R alph S. 
Lanham. 
We, Helen E. Miller, Irva C. Kendrick, and Nell C. Kersh, 
having completed the course in Home Economics and having definitely 
decided to put this information into practice, in the immediate futui·e, 
do hereby will and bequeath our class manuals and note books to 
those who feel the need of such training before entering upon the 
" Home" field. · 
I, Harry A. Brunk, do hereby, bequeath my experiences in Christ-
ian service to James Hillyard. 
I, Lora Anna Miller, do hereby relinquish all of my claims upon 
Simon Benton Alderman, and bequeath the said claims to my su -
cesso!' . 
Alvin T . Klin~ desires to show his interest in the Junior C lass, 
he therefore bequeaths to the said class his Hawaiian music and his 
guitat. 
I. Rachel Edna Myers , do hereby will and bequealh all remam~ 
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ing chemicals and my ability to make them explode, to the Freshman 
Class, and my tidiness to Helen Cline. 
We, Gilbert C. Cosden and Virginia Harris, do hereby re-
linquish our claim upon two chairs in the College parlor and bequeath 
the said chairs to Blair Myers and Nina Huffman with the hopes that 
they will continue to be very useful. 
Furthermore, I, Gilbert C. Cosden, do bequeath one pair of hair 
clippers shall be used for the purpose of keeping his girl's hair trimmed. 
clippers shall e used for the purpose of keeping his girl's hair trimmed. 
Russell Kemper Showalter wills and equeaths his desire for better 
things, to Cleo Driver; his art gallery to Gordon K. Hoover and his 
place at the dinner table to Mervil B. Leavell. 
I, Naomi Ruth Zigler, do hereby will and bequeath to Homer 
Jonathan Miller my modesty; to Hazel Garber my popularity; and to 
Dean \Vright a part of my addition to the English languages which in-
cludes the following expressions, "putz, for Pete's sake, land sakes, 
deed and double, etc." 
George Garland Tanner wills and bequeaths his finale to the 
college ; his gnats bathing suit to Reefa Hoover; his fun to the Fresh-
man class; his good times to Clyd~ O. Miller; his dancing ability to 
James Harvey Sullender and his jokes and wit to Prof. C,. E. Shull. 
We, the Class of '25 do will and bequeath to Dr. Allan B. Bick-
Elizabeth S. Rothgeb our efficiency in caring for courting couples. 
We, the Clsas of '25 do will and bequeath to Dr. Allan B. Bick-
nell 449 language books and our never dying admiration and apprecia-
tion for his helpful influence. 
We do, hereby, individually and jointly bequeath to one of our 
unmarried members of the faculty, one o~ our own distinguished 
members who is well prepared to become a homebuilder. 
All the remainder of our property, not included in the above 
stipulations, such as songs, poems, vanity cases, tennis shoes, diamond 
rings, literary productions, etc., we do hereby bequeath to our Alma 
Matet. 
We do hereby authorize and appoint our beloved .Dr. Allan B. 
Bicknell without bond sole executor of this, our last will and testament. 
In witness thereof, we, the Class of 1925, have to this, our last 
will and testament, affixed our seals this first day of June, one thous-
and nine hundred and twenty-five. 
Class of '2 5 
Witnesses: 
0. B. Good. 
U . R. Funny. 
M. T. Head. 
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The Broader Horizon  
HIS CENTURY in which we live is sure]y an age of 
conflict and questioning, an age of seeking and knowledge. 
It presents a challenge to every person who is going out 
to meet the re5ponsibilities of life; and one might speak of 
its realities, its opportunities, or its possibilities, at great 
. ]ength. All of these thngs, however, are of importam;.e 
only as they make life richer, and it is of none of these that 
I would speak today. Rather, let us consider how we may best meet 
the challenge the world holds out. The lives that are lived, and the 
visions thaf are followed, are what makes the world what it really is. 
So we come to the question, age-old but still insistent- what is the 
truly worth-while in Ii fe? 
Each Ii fe is, consciously or unconsciously, an answer to ~his 
question. Some conceive the life of prominence to be best; others 
bend their strongest efforts to the making of money, and still others 
to the attaining of personal pleasure. But none of these leads us to 
the best; those who have tried them find them empty and cold. We do 
not gain the highest by following after things; we gain it through 
a vision, an ideal, a point of view, which leavens! the whole life and 
gives it meaning and worth. Often we do what seems easiest and 
most desirable at the time, and fail to look at things in their wholeness. 
It sometimes appears as if the little things which should only be means 
to bring us to life, are life itself. But the ]ife that is reaching upward 
and onward, looking to the highest, rises above the level of the com-
monplace and can see the broader horizon. When we reach this wider 
view we can see that money and pleasure and selfishness and honor 
are- little, and do not bring true happiness; we can see that helpfulness, 
and thoughtfulness, and trust, and love are the things that rea1ly matter. 
The worth-while things in life are those which endure; by this a 
life may be tested. As we learn and advance in life our vision should 
grow broader and our understanding more sensitive. Only as we rise 
above the petty things, can we see the entire splendid panorama of 
what really is and what should be. Interests then grow wider, sympathy 
grows deper, kindness more sincere, and love richer. It is seen that 
the comradely life is best-for it means love and service and happiness. 
Through this comradely spirit, by keeping our broad view, things take 
their proper relationship. We have a true perspective, and value that 
most which is truly of most worth. 
Every person needs to have certain times when he pulls himself 
I 
1 
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up sharply and thinks out his life-whether or not ~t is the kind he 
wants to live; and if it is not, he needs to start afresh, with renewed 
enthusiasm. A s we come to the close of school days, and are about 
to start in new surroundings, we may well pause to think. We have 
chosen as our motto-" The horizon broadens as we climb." Can we 
truly say that we now see this broader horizon? As we leave Bridge-
water do we take with us the ideals of servic~ and love that we need 
to meet the demands of the best life? Or have we not yet climbed high 
enough? The troubles and anxieties and misunderstandings of our 
life here are now forgotten-yet we wasted many precious hours on 
them. The friendships we have formed, the kind and thoughtful acts 
we have done, the comradeship we have shared, stay with us iii joyous 
memory. We may learn in the future to start with a true per5pective ; 
as we have climbed the heights here at school and glimpsed the broader 
view. may we climb higher still as we go on, and displace the sordid 
and little things with friendly thoughts and kindly deeds. 
As we look back over college days, we realize more than ever 
before what our parents have meant to us. They have made a ll our 
life here possible, and have given of their best to us that we might fully 
enjoy it. In this hour of farewells, we turn to our parents with loving 
and grateful hearts. If ever we reach the higher road, as we go into life, 
it will be because they have so lead us . 
College mates, we cherish the~days we have spent with you, the 
friendships we hav formd. When you, too, come to leave the col-
lege walls , may you look back on years of profit and joy, and on 
friends that mean as much to you as you have meant to us. 
We cannot say goodby to our school and our instructors, for we 
are taking a part of them into the world wt:h us .. The spirit of our 
Alma Mater will abide, no matter where we go. Teachers, it is im-
possible for us to thank you fittingly in words for what you have done 
for us ; when we remember the knowledge and the high ideals you have 
given to us, we can only show our appreciation by our work in future 
years. 
Classmates, friends, the last words are hard to speak, for we have 
lived tog ther, played toge_ther, and worked together until it means sor-
row to part. But let us ever::,~ one live true tol the finest ideals of the 
class of twenty-five, and by our deeds and love ever honor those who 
have made it possile for us to stand here today. Let us " hold the 
standard very high," and still climb. upward. Classmates, goodby 
and goodspeed ! Even though we shall no longer be together as we 
have been, our love and understanding will ever bind us as a class. 
Bridgewater , the class of twenty-five says farewell. 
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Editorial 
Al over the world there will be within the next few weeks many 
hundreds of young men and women going out of school life into life' s 
school. to meet the greater and more perplexing problems of life. Some 
will have finished higher education, some college, others Junior Col-
lege or high school. Now is their opportune time for service. The 
tasks are many and near at hand if we but seek them. 
Our country is challenging the youth of the land. The high 
social, religious, economic and political ideals that have dominaled the 
church college is much needed even in districts which call themselves 
progrossive. It is in ·such churches and public schools that an educa-
tional leadership must effect a change. There are places where a sys-
tem of religious education is being organized ai1d is making great strides. 
The masses must raise their standards and ideals if we hope for a better 
America. 
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College News 
A Y CAME in this year beautiful, but cold. In spite of the 
urn.@.fll\ll chilly weather a beautiful May day program was given on 
the campus y the Y. W. C. A girls. Miss Nell Kersh 
was chosen queen of the occasion and Mr. Emery (Kit) . 
May was chosen King. Mr. May had the honor of crown-
ing Miss Kersh queen of the May. 
On May 15, Mr. Devier, Mayor of Horrisonburg, Virginia, gave 
a very interesting and instructive talk in chapel. His subject was: "The 
Juvenile Courts and Child W elf arc." He spoke of the work that is 
being done in Rockingham county and also of the . work that is being 
done in the State. It was pointed out that the Juvenile court is not 
a criminal court- its purpose is to see what the trouble is with the child. 
Mr. Devier said that morally and socially Rockingham county is not 
what she ought to be, and the homes are responsible for this trouble. 
We have had several other visitors this month. Mr. M:oor, 
traveling secretary of the Y. M. C. A. for the colleges in the state 
of Virginia was with us for a few days. Mr. Moor is a very unusual 
type of young man and his talks were very much enjoyed by the 
~tudent body. While here Mr. Moor gave the Seniors some very valua-
ble help in getting up their play. ( 
Miss Nicholas, secretary of the Student Foreign Volunteers of 
America, presented to us: "The Appeal of Foreign Missions to the 
American Students of Today." Her talk was very inspirational. 
On Thursday, May 14, Saylor Cubbage and John W. Boitnott 
left for Emery and Henry. On Friday evening they clashed with 
Emery and Henry debating team, losing by a decision of 2 to 1. On 
the same night our home team consisting of Earle Fike and Walter S. 
Flory lost to Milligan College of Tenn. The question under discussion 
was, "Resolved that the Japanese Exclusion Act should be repealed.;' 
This being a triangular debate the same question was discussed by both 
teams. 
May 21 and 22, we were especially fortunate in. having as our 
chapel guest, Elder F. H. Crumpacker, Ping Ting, China. Mr. 
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Crumpacker has just returned to America from a trip around the world. 
As a result of his investigations he has found that since the World War 
Christianity has been advancing · rapidly. He said: "It is foolishness 
to think of Christianity waning. It has become a great World move-
ment." 
He further spoke of the "By produts of the Christian Religion in 
China" and also of the conditions on our mission fields and prospects 
of changed Conditions. 
Exams! Exams! Yes, they have arrived at B. C. again. From 
May 19 to 2 3, the faculty made excellent entertainment possible for 
the Seniors. The week following, the underclassmen enjoyedl the 
same kind of entertainment. 
"Exams" did not furnish all the entertainment for Dr. and Mrs. 
Bowman entertained the Seniors at lunch, which was enjoyed very much 
by the class of '25. 
The Seniors were not the only ones entertained for the Juniors 
reported an excellent time at Riverside Park, as guests of Prof and 
Mrs. Wright. The Sophomomres were guests of Prof. and Mrs. Starr 
and had a very enjoyable time. 
After the busy week of "Exams" comes commencement with all 
of its joys and sorrows. And now we bid adieu to old B. C. May she 
ever continue to grow and may we, the class of '25, ever remain true 
to our Alma Mater. 
Ralph (starting to write Frances name in her book)-"Frances, 
there isn't room to write the Harshbarger part. Why don't you have 
it changed?'' 
Johnnie (looking from the window)-"Mamma, there's some girls 
on horesback and they've got those funny looking clothes on." 
Mamma-"What? Knickers?" 
Johnnie_:_"Oh, ·no, Mamma, they are white people." 
First Youngster~"Say, do you believe in the devil?" 
Second Youngster-"Naw. It's just like this Santa Claus busi-
ness; its your father.'' 
DeWitt • Miller (In orientation class)-"Dr. Bowman, what 
should be done for a man who has his nose broken in two places?" 
Dr. Bowman-"Tell him to stay out of those places." 
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Senior Reflections 
.-====ii HE SENIORS in exams, were quietly working along near the 
beginning of the end. Some were thinking of the hard and 
knotty problems before them, some were glad that the end 
of such things was in sight, while a few realized that fol-
lowing the solving of these questions came the time of sep-
aration, a sort of funeral occasion. And as if this wasn't 
enough to impress the solemnity of the occasion, some one 
was upstairs playing "Some Sweet Day" on the piano. A class which 
had just been dismissed from another room, passing by the open door 
of the room in which the Seniors were working, took a sort of last 
glance upon the seniors. A few passed on quickly, others gave a 
solemn, longing glance into the room, and a few, as if this was their 
last chance, turned back '"and took a second look into the room and then 
passed on with the rest. The Seniors will soon be gone but they shall 
carry with them the due respects paid them by the faithful friends re--
maining behind. May we have the pleasure of meeting again, "Some 
Sweet Day." 
Prof. Shull (in Physics)-"Mr. Reeves, give me an example of 
like attracting like.'' 
Reeves-"Camphor drank some wood alcohol and it went to 
his head." 
She-"Will you promise me never to gamble?" 
He-"But, aren't we to be married?" 
"Well, son, how do you like the new sister we gof for you?'' 
"Aw, shucks, Dad!" exclaimed Willie, who wanted a radio set, 
"th~!e's a lot ~) things I needed worse than a baby." 
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Associations 
Y. W. C. A. 
HE WORK of the Y. W. C. A is going forward nicely
I this spring. The new officers are showing their efficiency and interest in the work. We have had two especially interesting programs, one of them celebrating Mother's Day. One of the outstand-ing features of the program was a talk by Mrs. J. D. Miller. 
Mrs. Miller brought her message clearly before us and we 
went out with a nobler, more respectful feeling for our mothers. The 
following week we had a F athe-r' s Day program which was equally 
interesting and helpful. 
As we leave our Alma Mater we feel that the work of the Y. W. 
C. A. will go forward under capable leadership May she ever suc-
ceed in her noble work. 
Y. M. C. A. 
The "Y" has a full docket planned for the coming year. The 
new officers and cabinet are going to try to inject a little new blood. 
One of the proposed moves is the organization of the "Big Brother 
Association." This is for the purpose of extending the welcoming hand 
to the new comers and to those who are prospective students. By a 
carefully worked out system each new member is to receive what aid and 
assistance it is possible to give in order that he may ' feel that this is more 
than just a school, but that it is a place where one wants to live and 
do something. 
A Literature Promotion committee is to have something new in store 
for next year. In addition to caring for the regular "Y" magazines, 
etc., they are planning a "keep in touch with the world move.'' A large 
map is to be placed in a suitable location , below will be a bulletin board 
on which news clippings of interest are to be posted. They are to be 
connected to the real point of interest on the map by a bright ribbon. 
The Blue Ridge Conference is receiving much attention and it 
is certain that B. C. will be well represented. At least seven men 
have signed up definitely to attend and several more are seriously con-
sidering the matter. They should bring back to B. C. and their home 
communities some real inspiration and help. 
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THE MEN'S ASSOCIATION 
Tl1e new officers for the coming year have been elected and the 
president, Mr. Mathias, is hoping to make the session of 1925-'26 the 
banner year. He feels that there is something lacking in the organiza-
tion. Why is it that men do not try to support their own system? It 
is undemocratic as it is now run? If so why not attend the meetings 
and change things? The campus has been terribly abused by walking 
over it, both students and faculty participating. Another drawback to the 
effectiveness of the organization is that there is no method to compel 
obedience to the Council's orders, it remains to the individual to re-
spect or show his contempt for its work. It is hoped that some of these 
defects may be remedied in the near future. 
THE STUDENT VOLUNTEERS 
During the past year the Student Volunteers have done very com-
mendable work. The good results which have been accomplished were 
due to the desire to serve and to the fine cooperation on the part of each 
one. Forty or more programs were rendered by deputation teams. Sev-
eral of the congregations which were visited are located in W. Va., and 
in the Eastern District of Virginia. This is the first instance of a team 
from our group going to Oakton, Manassas, arid the Midland congre-
gations. 
An excellent record is expected of the Volunteers for the coming 
session. Mr. Guy West, -a real live wire, has been elected to lead 
them to higher accomplishments in spreading the cause of missions and 
in the deepening of the personal religious life of the Volunteers. 
Nearly every man is a firm believer in heredity until his son flunks 
out of College. 
"Wllat is it when you are married twice at the same time?" 
"Polygamy." 
::And when,~ou are married only once?" 
Monotany. 
Customer-"! want a loaf of bread, please." 
Grocer-"You are a penny· short. Tha price has gone up since 
yesterday.'' 
<;us tom er-"Well, give me one of yesterday's loaves then." 
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Humor and Clippings 
•
Paw says that most wives are likes umpire-they never think 
you are safe when you are out. 
Customer .~to :.sr~:er)-"I want to buy some lard."  
Grocer- Pail?  
Customer-"! didn't know you could get it in two shades."  
She-"You drive awfully fast."  
He-"Yes, I hit 70 yesterday."  
She-"Did you kill any of them? ''  
He-'.'.Say somet?i1~? soft and sweet to me, dearest."  
She- Custard pie.  
Mary Cline (to Eula)-"Why do you call Clyde honeysuckle?" 
Eula Rubush-"Because he is always hanging over the banisters 
at Yount Hall." 
\Vhen a woman gets too fat lo get into a phone booth its no use 
talking. 
Caller-"Good morning. I called to see if the Doctor couldn't 
give me something for my tonsils. " 
New Nurse-'Tm sorry, sir, but the Doctor never buys tonsils-
he removes them. " 
Nell-"You know I didn't accept Jimmie the first time he pro-
po~ed.'' 
Chottie-"I guess you didn't. You weren't there. " 
She-"Yes, you married me because I had money."  
He-"No; It was because I didn't have any."  
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A Summary of Physical Education 
lh Public School of Virginia 
(Summary of thesis on Physical Education) 
UMMED UP briefly, the present status and possibilities of 
physical education in Virginia , may be stated as follows : 
1. Virginia is one of the foremost sta tes in physical 
education. She has a program that is attracting na tional 
and international attention. 
2. The State program for physical education com-
prehends three types of activity : 
( 1 ) The physical inspection, (annual and daily) by the class-
room teacher, to ascertain the common defects which are detri-
mental to health. 
( 2) Hygiene and health teaching. There are at present 5 5 
State-aid school nurses-38 in the counties and 1 7 in the cities. 
( 3) Physical education through physical training and athletics 
under specially trained directors. At present there are 4 5 State-
aid physical directors,-6 in county work and 39 in city work. 
There are also approximately 45 individual schools that have 
the services of a physical director. There are approximately 5 3 
public schools in V irginia that have gymnasiums. 
') 
3. The V irginia Literary and Athletic League is promoting 
physical education through interscholastic competition. It divides the 
State into districts and arranges schedules, promotes basketball tourna-
ments, and track meets, and creates a general interest in State-wide 
athletic competition. 
4. Practically all the higher institutio~s in the state require some 
physical education of their students ut only three institutions offer enough 
to prepare special teachers and directors . 
5. From the viewpoint of the class-room teacher as revealed 
by questionaires, the present Health and P hysical education program 
is working fa irly satisfactorily. 
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6. According to questionaire replies, most of the county and city 
superintendents feel that the present physical education program is 
meeting the needs of the school child in a positive way. A few are 
enthusiastic over it. while a few feel th< t it is ineffective. 
7. The outstanding needs are funds, gymnasiums, equipment, 
trained help, and public sympathy and cooperation. 
CONCLUSION 
The time has come in our present day civilization when the de-
mands of health and physical development are paramount, and must 
be recognized. There is but one agency that is able to adeq1·11 tely cope 
with the situation. If our entire citizenry is to receive health education 
the schools must supply it. 
Every Virginian ought to feel proud of the rapid strides taken 
by his state in physical education. The program is not perfect but it 
is progressive, and moving in the right direction. More publicitiy is 
needed to enlist greater cooperation. Physical education is a legitimate 
part of the school's work, and in o der that the school may do its work 
effectively it must have funds , equipment, trained help, and public co-
operation. 
Judge-"Guilty, or not guilty." 
Rastus-·~'Not guilty, suh." 
Judge-"Ever in jail before?" 
R stus-"No suh. ' I never stole anything befoah." 
Alice-"Did you return Harry's rmg when you broke o.ff the 
engagemen t ?" 
Virginia-"Certainly not , I think as much of the ring yet." 
Smith (to Codcy)-"Painting your car to match Virginia'$ 
dress aren't you? Isn't it rather expensive?" 
Corky-"Its cheaper than buying a new dress." 
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Athletics 
I 
Elon Falls Before Eagles 
N MAY 1, Bridgewater defeated Elon College 5-2, due to 
a rally staged in the eighth inning. With the score tied, 
the Eagles scored three times in the eighth on two hits, a 
walk, and an error. Payne, lanky right fielder, singled 
with the s~ore. two all, and the wi~ning run on third. Elon 
scored twice m the fifth on two hits and an error. 
Capt. May pitched one of his best games, allowing only 
three hits. Cline and Craun each hit safely twice, while May, Leavel, 
and Walker each hit for two sacks. 
Score y innings : 
Elon 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0-2  
B ridgewater 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 x-5  
Blue Ridge Defoats Bridgewater 
Playing at New Windsor, Maryland, Blue Ridge defeated the 
Eagles to the tune of 5-4. May and Duell each allowed five hits, 
but Bridgewater failed to hit in the pinches. Gerlock, Blue Ridge 
third sacker, hit safe twice, knocking in four runs. Duell struck out 
thirteen, while six Blue Ridge batt~rs whiffed the au. Derm and 
Craun fielded well, while Hatcher, Maryland short stop, had a bad 
day afield, making four miscues. 
B. C. 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2-4 
B. R. C. 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 x-5 
Eagles Lose To Shepherd College 
Bridgewater lost a hard fought game to Shepherd College by the 
score of 4 to 3. The Eagles outhit the West Virginians six to five, 
but S. C. out-fielded Bridgewater. Leavel struck out nine, while 
Knode fanned four. Capt. May, playing outfield, led the hitting of 
the day by connecting with two singles. Nicodemus, Mellot, and 
Rider each banged out a double. 
Eagles Defeat Blue Ridge, 6-1 
Captain May allowed only four hits and the Bridgewater Eagles 
scored a 6 to 1 victory over Blue Ridge on May 1 4th. The heavy 
hitting of the Eagles in the first four rounds gave Bridgewater the 
verdict. The Eagles jumped off to a three-run lead in the first inning. 
Duell settled down after the fourth round and held Bridgewater to one 
hit the remainder of the game. 
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Leavel led the hitting with a double and two singles, while Mathias 
and Craun each hit safely twice. 
Blue Ridge AB R H 0 A E B'water AB R H 0 A E 
Derm,2b __ ____ 4 1 1 1 2 0 Mathias,3b 5 2 2 1 0 0 
Smith,c ____ _____ 4 0 0 1 2 0 Cline,c -----·--- 5 0 1 12 0 0 
Bradley,lf --· 4 0 1 3 0 0 May,p ____ ___ _____ 4 1 1 1 1 1 
Dunn, 1b ____ __ 3 0 1 9 O O Leavel, 1b ___ 4 2 3 6 2 1 
Hatcher,ss ___ 4 0 0 0 1 1 Payne,rf ___ ___ 3 0 1 0 0 0 
Garber,d ___ 3 0 0 4 0 0 Craun,2b ______ 3 0 2 1 3 1 
Duell,p ---····-- 4 0 1 0 -5 0 Wampler,lf 4 0 0 1 0 1 
Wilkinson,3b 3 0 0 0 0 2 Glick,ss _________ 4 0 0 3 2 1 
Heherly,rf ___ 2 0 0 0 0 0 Wright.cf ___ 4 1 1 2 O O 
Six,rf ____ ______ __ 2 0 0 0 0 0 
T o\tals____ _-37 6 11 2 7 8 4 
T otals. ____ _3 3 1 4 24 10 3 
Bridgewater 3 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 x-6 
Blue Ridge 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0-1 
B. C. vs. Tennessee Normal-First Game 
A six-run rally in the fourth after two were out gave Bridgewater 
College an 8-6 victory over East Tennessee Normal in a nip-and~tuck 
contest. The Eagles tallied in only one other round, the first. 
Captain Kit May, playing right field, blew himself to four hits 
and clouted the first home run ever made on the new athletic field. It 
came in the fourth inning and passed over the road beyond right field, 
being the longest hit ever made here. Mathais and Leavel each garner-
ed three safe blows in the asault on Mooney. MacFarland, With a 
triple and double, was the visitors batting star. 
Glick and Craun of B. C., and Choate of the visitors were the 
Tenn. AB R H 0 A E B. C. AB R H 0 A E 
Cobble,c ______ 5 1 1 8 0 0 Mathias,3b___ 5 2 3 0 0 1 
Phillippi.cf 3 1 0 0 0 0 Cline,c ____ _____ 4 2 J 10 0 1 
Choate,2b ___ .4 0 0 5 1 0 Leavel,p ______ 4 1 3 1 8 0 
McFarl'd, 1b 4 1 2 7 1 0 May,rf _________ 4 1 4 1 0 0 
Mooney,p ___ 4 2 2 2 6 1 Leavel,lb ___ 4 2 3 6 2 O 
Davis,rf _____ _ 4 0 1 0 0 0 Craun,2b _____ _ 5 0 0 2 2 O 
Creasy,lf --- -·· 3 0 0 0 0 0 Wampler.If 4 0 1 0 0 0 
De Lozier,3b 4 0 1 2 0 1 Glick,ss -··------ 2 1 0 0 3 O 
Jones _______________ 1 1 1 0 0 0 _____ _ 
Psinter,ss --·-·· 4 0 0 0 4 0 Wright,cf ___ 4 1 J O O O 
Totals_____ _36 8 13 2 7 13 3 
Totals_____ -36 6 8 24 12 4 
1-Batted for Creasy jn ninth. 
fielding stars. . The · box score and summary: 
------
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B. C. 2 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 x-8 
East Tenn. 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 1-6 
Two base hits-McFarland, Cline, Mathais , Leave!, Wright. 
Three base hit-McFarland. Home run-May, Glick, Payne. Left 
on bases-E. Tenn., 4 ; B . C. , 11 . Base on balls-Off Mooney,3. 
Struck out-by Mooney, 7; by Leavel, 9 . Umpire-Riddel. 
B. C. vs. Tennessee Normal-Second Game 
Captain Kit May wound up his collegiate cereer here by pitching 
B ridgewater College to a 6-4 victory over East Tennessee Normal. 
In winning his final game for Bridgewater, Captain May held the 
visitors to five hits and fanned ten. Three errors gave Tennessee a 
trio of tallies in the third. Choate's triple drove in the visitors fourth 
and only earned nm in the seventh. 
B ridgewater sewed up the contest in the sixth with three runs, 
when Davis walked three and gave up a trio of hits. Cline led the at-
tack _with three hits, while May, of B. C. , and Phillippi, of Tenn., 
each garnered two hits . Craun and Choate, the opposing second sackers, 
were again the fielding stars. 
T he box score and summary : 
B . c. AB RH 0 A E Tenn. ABRHOA E 
Mathais ,3b... 4 1 1 2 1 2 Cobble,c 5 0 1 2 0 0 
Cline ,c ·-·-- ---- 4 2 3 10 0 0 Phillipi .cf ... 5 2 2 3 0 1 
May,p -- ------- 5 0 2 1 3 0 Choate,2b ... 5 0 1 4 0 0 
Leavel, 1b ... 3 0 1 9 1 1 McFarl'd, 1 bJ3 0 010 0 0 
P ayne,rf ...... 4 0 0 1 0 0 Gamble,rf ... 4 0 0 1 0 0 
Craun ,2b 4 1 1 2 2 0 Creasy,lf .. .. .. 2 0 0 0 1 1 
Wampler,lL 3 0 0 0 0 0 De Lozier,3b 4 0 1 0 2 0 
G lick,ss ......... 3 1 0 1 2 2 Psinter,ss ...... 4 0 0 0 4 2  
W right , cf ... 4 1 1 1 0 0 Davis ,p ......... 4 I 0 0 5 0  
------
Totals......34 6 9 27 9 5 Totals..... .37 4 5 24 12 5 
Tenn 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 0-4 
B. c. 1 0 1 0 1 3 0 0 x-6 
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Exchanges  
ITH THIS ISSUE we close another year of pleasant asso-
ciation with the various schools. We have read them and 
believe they have read us for the help we may have gotten, 
and not for the purpose of finding fault. 
One of the greatest values which we get by exchanging 
magazines is the fact that in this way we keep in touch with 
other schools, and our atmosphere and interests are thus 
broadened as we get a wider view of the student world. 
At the close of this year we have a feeling of satisfaction mingled 
with regret-satisfaction with our successes, yet we regret the fact that 
our successes might have been greater and our failures fewer-but the 
year is gone and we cannot have it back. We admit its failure;" but 
rejoice in its successes. 
To each member of our exchange we extend our best wishes for 
a great future. 
\ 
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i!\ranlutinua nf ~ympatqy 
We, the members of the Sophomore Class 
of Bridgewater College, desire to express to our 
esteemed classmate, A. Joseph Caricofe, to 
members of the family, and friends , our pro-
found feelings of sympathy at the loss of h~ 
mother. And we beseech our Heavenly Father 
to be very near them in this hour of sadQess. 
We furthermore resolve that a copy of this 
expression be sent to our classmate and that a 
copy be published in the Philomathean. 
(Signed) 
Benton Alderman, 
Mary Jane Cline, 
Samuel Driver, 
Committee. 
